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PREFACE .
Tms treatise may be considered as a sequel to the small Elementary Algebra, whose second edition, revised and enlarged,
has just preceded the present publication. However, it is not so
connected with the Elementary Algebra that it might not be
taken alone, for it does not depend on the former in any of iti!
parts, and is complete, as far as is allowed by the nature of a
book destined for· the use of those who desire to be initiated in
the study of Algebra.
The reader, o,·on lloforo poru~ing tho present introduction, bas
probably noticed the difference of type, intended to separate those
subjects which are more accessible to pupils at large from those
which suppose in the student either quicker parts or already some
advancement in the study of Algebra. That is to say, the most
elementary principles adapted even for those who, for the first
time, open a book of Algebra, are printed in larger type: the
other parts, which enter a little more into the secrets of the
science, are prinfcd in smaller characters.
We beg the reader, however, to observe, first, that the understanding even of the most elementary principles of Algebra and
Geometry supposes always a certain degree of aptitude. Of this,
one who for any time has had experience of the tedious labour of
teaching, will render, without hesitation, abundant testimony.
Another obserrntion to be made is, that the separation adopted
in the present treatise, with distinction of type, does not trace a
limit to be scrupulously followed, so that the teacher or the student be compelled to go over all that is printed in large characters
before commencing the rest. But it is left to tho discretion of
the teacher to enter, more or less, into the subject where and
when he will judge fit to do so. The teacher is fully aware that
he must unquestionably labour, and must not be satisfied merely
3
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with what he is to teach, but he should know much more. He
should he master of the subject, and be competent to adapt it to
the capacity of his pupils.
The Treatise is divided into two parts, the first of which con•
tains algebraical operations, with several questions and doctrines
connected with them, so that each section may prove complete in its
ow'n subject, >l.nd the inconvenience of returning elsewhere to
speak of m>l.tt,e r left unfinished before, may be avoided. The
s>l.me method is followed in the second part, of which we will im•
mediately say a few words. With this method, every thing is
put in its own place, so that any one who would go over the
whole uninterruptedly might h,we the adva.ntage of order, and
of seeing, nt a. single glance, a.11 that c:ich subject embraces. Nay,
the same n.dvnntngcs may be enjoyed by those also who will be
able to overcome the first difficulties a.ta second or third reading.
This method, we believe, has also the a.dvantage of contracting
the bulk of the volume, which the same subjects, disorderly scat·
tered, would render much larger.
The second pa1't contains tho most indispensable theories of
equations, proportions, and progressions, logarithms, and some
few principles on the series. The doctrine of equations has been
treated more copiously than the others, not so much on account
of its importance, as because it is well adapted to give an idea of
algebr,iic an ..lysis, nnd thus prepare the mind of the student
who would afterwards apply himself to higher studies.
GEORGETOWN COLLEGE,

July, 1855.
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TREAT I SE ON ALGEBRA.

INTRODUCTORY ARTICLE.

§ 1. MATHEMATICS treat of quantities, namely, of all that which can be numerically estimated or measured.
Their v•rious
§ 2. Hence, Mathematics, in their general
branches.
acceptation, embrace as many branches as there
are species of quantities taken into consideration, and these
vaxious branches are also distinguished by appropriate denominations, as Geometry, Hydraulics, Optics, &c.
§ 3. Algebra considers quantities in an ab.
.d
.
..
Algebra: II• object.
h . .
stract manner; t at 1s, 1t cons1 ers rn quant1t1es
those properties and relations which are common to all the
various species; and we may add : That which Logic is to
mental philosophy and mental sciences of every description,
in some measure Algebra is to the mathematical sciences.
§ 4. Algebraic questions are consequently
Generality of Algebraic questions.
.
Algebraic symbols. quite general, as well as the symbols used to
represent the quantities. These symbols are commonly the
letters of the Latin and Greek alphabet.
§ 5. Algebraic questions and operations are,
Algebrnlo questions connected with
.
.
.
.
sritbmetical que&- besides, strictly connected with numencal or
lions. Relation of
• h
. l
.
B
h
magnitude.
ant met1ca questions.
ecause, w enever one
quantity is compared with another of the same kind, for
Mathematlce:their

object.

2
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in~tance, weight with weight, space with space, &c., the relation is no other than numerical. This relation is a relation of
magnitude.
Relation of oppo§ 6. Another relation, we may say of opposition.
sition, depends on the different manner of the
existence of quantities. This opposition is designated by the
denominations of positive and negative quantities. So, for
cxa.mp1e, two forces acting in the same straight line, but in a
direction opposite to each other, if compared, are respectively
positive and negative.
§ 7. When a quantity, for instance, a, is destined
Signs.
.
. f reto represent a positi,·e one, t he sign
(plus) 1s
quently placed before it. When the quantity is negative, the
sign - (minus) is always prefixed to the symbol.
§ 8. When, therefore, in the same question
Use of tho signs.
• h I
. .
. 1s
.
we meet wit
t 1e quant1t1es
a - b, it
always understood that a is positive with reference to b, and b
is negative with reference to a. And, vice vei-sa, if two
quantities are given opposite to each other, and before the
first we put no sign or the positive sign, the negative sign is
then to be constantly put before the second.
now_ opposite
§ 9. When quantities of different signs, supquantities are mu•
tually lnHuenced. pose two, are collectively taken, their value is
then equivalent to a third quantity, which is the difference of
the absolute value of them, and whose sign is either positive
or negative according as the greater absolute value of the
two quantities is that of the positive, or that of the negative.
For example: two forces,
l3 and - b, if applied to the same
material point and along the same straight line, their effect is
the result of their simultaneous and collective action. But, if
we suppose l3 to impel the point twice as much as b, or, which
is the same, the absolute value of l3 to be twice as great as
that of b, since the forces act in opposition, the effect of b
will be counteracted by that of ]3; and one-half of B (which

+

+

+
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is equal to b) will produce alone the effect in the positive
direction of B. That is, the collective action of the two forces
is equal to that of their difference, and this difference acts in
the direction of the greater force.
§ 10. When a symbol, for example, b, is adopted
Coefficient.
to represent a certain quantity, and it happens
that in the same investigation another quantity occurs whose
magnitude is twice, three times, &c. the magnitude of the
former b; instead of making use of another symbol, or repeating
the same, we write only once the symbol b, placing before it a
figure to show how many times the quantity is taken. This
number is called coefficient, which means rnalcing together
with the symbol, the whole of a quantity. If, for instance,
the quantity B is three times as great as b, or C five times
as great as c, instead of writing B and C, we would write Sb
and 5c.
When two or more terms differ only in the
SimHar terms.
coefficient, they are termed similar. For example, 5b, 2b, or Sc, 7c, 12c, are similar terms.
§ 11. Let us remark here also, than when a
Sign of addition.
•
•
.
b
quantity
1s
to be a dd ed to aoot her quantity,
for instance to a., or several quan tities arc to be added to
another, this addition is commonly expressed by interposi,1g
between the quantities or terms the positirn sign
which,
for this reason, is termed also a sign of addition. Suppose, 1or
example, that the quantities b, c, d are to be added to a, this
will be indicated by writing, a+ b c d.
Sign of subtrac§ 12. ·when, on the contrary, a quantity ib to
lion.
be subtracted from another, the quantity from
which we subtract is first written, then the other, and the
negative sign is placed between them. If, for instance, bis to
be subtracted from a, we will write a - b.
Equations and
§ 13. Comparing t,1gether quantities of the
inequalities.
same kind, for example, weights with weigLts,

+,

++
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surfaces with surfaces, &c., we will find them either equal or
not. Suppose now, for the sake of simplicity, only two such
quantities, which we will call a, b. If they are equal, then
we write a = b, and the sign ( = ) of equality is read equal to;
the terms so compared, considered as forming a single expression, are called an equation. If the same terms represent two
unequal quantities, then a is either greater or less than b; in
b,
the former case the inequality is expressed by writing
b; that is, we place between the terms the
in the second,
angle, or sign of inequality, with the vertex towards the less
of the unequal terms.
Monomials and
§ 14. Any algebraical expression whose sympolyoowlal,.
bols are not separated by positive or negative
signs, or the signs of equality or incquality, is called term or
monomial. For example, the symbol b, together with the
coefficient 5, constitute the monomial 5b. When two terms
are separated by a positive or negative sign, the expression is
then called binomial; if three such terms are separated in the
same manner, they form then a trinomial, &c.; and in general
these expressions are called polynomials.
Membersofequa§ 15. When two or more terms are separated
ticns.
by the sign of equality or inequality, these
terms constitute the members of the equation c,r inequality.
For example, in the equation, a+ b
c = m - n, the trinomial a+ b c forms the first member, and the binomial
m - n the second member of the equation. Likewise, in the
inequality p
q f - d, the first binomial is the first member, and the second binomial forms the second member of the
inequality.
Con,t.,ot
and
§ 16. Any alb"ebraical expression whose value
varlttble quantities.
1,·unctlons.
depends on the value of a variable quantity, is
called function of that variable_ For instance, the monomial
6x depends on the value given to x. So. likewise, in the

a>

a<

+
+ >

+
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+

equation, y = a
x , supposing a an invariable or constant
quantity, and x variable, y necessarily depends on the value of
:r; hence, y is a function of x. "When such quantities as y
are functions of another, or other quantities, this is expressed
by the index f, and, instead of writing, for example, y or
a+ x, we simply write, /(x), or y =f (x). The index/
must be varied when different functions occur in the same
question, and we then make use of F or ,p, ot· some other
letter.
When, therefore, a quantity a, or several quantities a+ b,
&c., arc submitted to any operation, the result is a function
of those quantities, because it depends on the same quantities;
so that, if instead of a or a+ b, we should submit to the
B,
same operations other quantities, for instance, A and A
the result would necessarily be different. But if two or mo;c
quantities are equal among themselves, and are submitted to
the same operations or equally modified, the result must
necessarily be the same. Hence, if a is equal to b and c, &c.,
and a is submitted to such an operation as to give for result,
/(a), if we submit b and c to the same operation, with the
eq~tion,
a=b=c = ....
we must have also,
f(a) =f(b) = f(c) = ....
That is to say, the members of an equation equally modified
fc,nn another equation.
This deduction cannot for the present be developed nor
illustrated by examples, but its frequent application will soon
supply copious illustrations.
111o~rncation ~r . § 17. Quantities are essentially capable of
quantities; their •
d d' . .
d
.d .
mutual relations. rncreasc an
1mmut10n; an cons1 enng any
quan tity in an abstract manner, we cannot conceive any other
modification of it, except that which is performed by addition
or by subtraction, or by equivalent operations. Again,

+

2*
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quantities may be compared together, cithe1· by a simple or
complex comparison. This i~ all that concerns quantities,
Di<islon of tho generally considered; hence, Algebra may bo
treatise.
conveniently divided into two parts: the Jh:st of
which bas for its object operations on quantities; the second,
to investigate and discover the properties, connections, and
d<>pendences of quantities, according to their various comparisons and combinations.

FIRS T PART .
ALGEB RAIC OPERATIONS.

CIIAPT ER I.
DEFI:'<IT IONS AND OPERATI ONS ON J\IONO)fI ALS.

ARTICLE I.

Addition and Subtract ion.
Al~ebnk•n d

§ 18. ADDITION.-Numcrical or arithmet ical

~~\\~.~•ti""~'::::

addition consi~ts in finding out a number containin g
in it~clfas many units and fractions of units as there
porod.
arc in all the numbers to be added together. For example, to
find out the number 12, which contains in itself as many units
as there are in the numbers 2, 4, 6, is to make the sum or
addition of these numbers, and this sum is expressed (11, 13)
6 12. But, with regard to algebraical quantiby 2 4
ties; for instance, a, b, c, . . .. , although the sum is repre~cntcd as in numbers, namely, a+ b c + ... , yet, on
account of the more general sign ification of the algebraic
symbols, the operation is not equally simple as for numbers .
The quantitie s represented by algebraic symbols have, indeed,
taken into
ii numerica l value; nay, this value is the one
operations.
algebraic
other
account in addition, as well as in
value j
negative
a
or
p<>sitive
a
J3ut quantities may have either
and c.
b
to
regard
with
negative
be
so that a, for example, may
,
expressed
be
to
is
a
of
value
relative
Then the numerical and
suppuso
,
expressed
are
others
the
while
for iostancc, by - 3,
by+-! and + 5: in thi~ sum or collection the negative part is

+ + =

+
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+

destroyed by the positive, and since 5
4=
9 and \J-3
6, a quantity m, whose numerical value is
6, will
represent the sum of the g iven quantities a, b, c, and we will
have
a
b c m.
From these remarks we deduce the following definition, and
two practical rules :
The sum of a number of quantities is a moDefinition of
algebruic addi•
.
.
.
tion.
nomial, wliose numerical value is the excess of
the numei·ical value of the qiiantities affected by one sign,
over the numerical value of the quantities affected by the
opposite sign, an<l the sign of which is the sign of the same
excess.
Some consequences easily derived from this
Terms all arfeeted by the
same sign.
definition will make it more clear. First, if all
the quantities to be added have either a positive or a negative
sign or value, the sum has, likewise, a positive or negative
value, and the numerical value of this sum. contains as many
units and fractions as there are in all the numerical values of
the quantities, added exactly as for numbers. Secondly, if the
Equal nume- numerical value of the quantities to be added
.
.
rical value of
quantities af• amount to the same for those which have a pos1feeted by oppo- •
•
•
t1ve, and for those which have a negative value,
site ,igns.
the sum is then equal to zero. A third consequence needs
not to be pointed out, since it obviously appears from the
definition itself.
RuLE 1.-When the quantities to be aclcled ai·e
Rules.
merely represented by symbols, we consider them as
having a positive sign, and their sum is expressed by wi·iting
in S1lccession the same quantities, ancl placing the positive
sign between them.
For example, the sum of the quantities
a, b, c, d, ....
is expressed by
a+ b c d
Ruu: 2. - TV!ien the sign is placed before the quantities to

=+

+ + =

+ + + ....

+
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be added, then the sum is represented by m·iting, likcwlsc, tlie
symbols in succession, each with its own sign; but the sign of
the first is not written unless it be negati·ve.
For example, the sum of the quantities,
a, b, c, -g -h -k,
is expressed by a
b c - g - h - k.
It is evident that a sum will be always equal to a certain
unvariable monomial expression, whatever be the order in
which the terms are written. So, for instance, calling m the
equivalent monomial expression, we may write
a
b
c - y - h - le = m,
or
a-g+ b-h+c-k = m, &c.
The proposed examples arc the most general. In more
particular cases there occur simplifications or reductions of
terms, which we will soon see in other examples.

+ +

+ +

~ 19. We have already remarked, that the sign placed
before a symbol is not always tho same sign as that of
the numerical value of the qmmtity represented by it; and although,
generally, the quantity a or+ a is considered as having a positive
numerical value, and tho quanity - b, a negative numerical value,
it hn.ppens, however, in mathematical investigations, that tho numerical value of a positive quantity is sometimes found negative, and vice
versa. IIonce, some questions arise concerning the final sign to be
given to a quantity, which deserve to be notiood here. And, to givo
to our researches a quite general charn.cter, let us first remark, tlrnt
one or more signs by which an algebraical symbol can be occasionally
affected necessarily affect the numerical value itself, and vice versa;
secondly, an algebraical symbol is frequently a symbol of another,
or other symbols, sometimes affoct<!tl by the same, sometimes by the
opposite signs. For instance, we may have
Doctrine of

signs.

a=+A
hence,
Product

signs.

- (+A)

or a =-A;
+a= +(+A), or +a= +(-A)
-a=-(+A), or-a=-(-A).
of
The expressions of these two sets are manifestly
opposite, but + (+A) is equivalent to +A; hence,
must be equivalent to -A; again,+ (-A) is equivalent
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to -A; hence, - (- A) must be equivalent to A. Therefore, we
derive this general inference :
A double sign placed before an algeb,·aical symbol, is equivalent to the
positive sign, when the two are eithP.r both positive or both negative; it u
equivalent to the negative sign, when one of the two is positive and ·the
other 11egative.
But, suppose A to be a symbol of another algebraical symbol; for
or -"-, we will have
example,

+ "-

++A=++(+a),
++A=++(-a),

or
and, continuing the same process, we see that any number of signs
may affect an algebraical symbol, but the same signs may be easily
reduced to a single one. When, for example, b is affected by a number of signs, as follows:

+--+-b;

make first,

+ - b = c, we will have

+--+-b=+--c;
= d, we will have
+--+-b=+d=d;
but
+-b=-b; hence, c=-b,
and
--c=+c; hence, c=d,
and consequently,
d = -b;
but
d=+--+-b;
hence,
+--+-b=-b;
make again, - - c

and in general, when the original number of signs contains au even
number of negative ones, the final sign is always positive; and when
the original number of signs contains an odd number of negative, the
final sip:n is always negative. In fact, no sign is changed from positive into negative, and vice versa, except by the influence of a preceding
negative sign; hence, the first negative sign determines a negative
sign for the symbol, the second ~hanges it into positive, tho third into
negative, &c.
The analogy between the mutual influence of signs when applied to
tho same quantity, and the influence of terms affected by different
signs when multiplied together, has given to the final sign in question
the name of product of signs, although this result is altogether
different from that of multiplication.
EMmples and
probleu1s.

§20. Let -2b) +m) +3b) -3m) +/)
In this example,

+ 2m) be terms to be added.
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the similar terms, - 2b, '-I- 3b, and + m, - 3m, + 2m may
be reduced to a less number,. because (9) 3b - 2b is evidently
equal to + b or b, and rn + 2m = 3m; hence, m + 2m - 3m
= 0; therefore, the sum Qf all the terms is given by b I,
that is, - 2b + m + 3b- 3m + f + 2m = b + f
Let the terms given for another addition be 16m)
12c)
- 41') + s) -12m) - 13c) - 3s) + r) + c) - m) + 71·)
-- 13s). Select first the similar terms, and dispose them as
follows:
16m
12c -4r
s
3s
- 12m -13c + r
m
C
71• -13s
Sum
+ 3m
O + 4r -15s.
And since the collection of the separtial sums gives the total
sum, we will have

+

+

+

+
+

+

+

16m + 12c - 41· + s - 12m -13c - 3s +
-m+ 71· - 13s = 3m+ 41·-15s.

1·

+ c

From these examples it is plain, that the addition of simple
monomials consists in a bare reduction of similar terms, and
this reduction is performed by taking the sum of their coefficients when they are affected with the same sign, or by
taking the difference of the same coefficients when affected
with opposite signs. Let us now propose some problems to be
resolved with simple addition of monomials.
Twelve divisions of soldiers, containing each
. a caste
l wh en th e enemy comFlrsi problem.
n
2 soId'1ers, are m
mences the attack; 2 of these divisions take to flight during
the assault; 4½ divisions perish in the conflict. The assailants
gain the battle, and their general with 8 divisions, each containing 1· men, enters into the fort when it is still occupied by
the defenders.
We ask what is the amount x of combatants in the fortress
after the en trance of the victorious general ?
This problem, besides giving another example of addition,
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gives also occasion to exempl ify stilL more the relative signification of positive and negativ e terms. The quantit y here
inquire d is a numbe r of men; considering, therefore, as posir as
tive all that tend to add to this numbe r, we must conside
being
,
number
same
the
sh
dimini
to
tend
that
negati,·c all
the
m'idently quantit ies opposite to one anothe r. Ilence,
:
terms given by the problem , will be as follows
Twelve divisions of men, each contain ing 2n soldiers ; give
24n.
12 . 2n, or
the term,
Two divisions of men leaving the fort, give the term
-2 .2n, or -4n.
Four and a half divisions lost in the battle, give the terms,
.,,,
- 4 . 2n, - n; that is, - Sn, - n.
1.
term,
the
gives
castle,
the
The general enterin g into
1· soldiers, give
each
ing
contain
s
division
eight
And the
81·. Ilencc, we have for the require d amoun t
the term,
Sr;
1
24n - 4n - Sn - n
Sr.
1
x = lln
which gives
y and
ro;°t~~'.in~~ W c may here remark, that x, as well as alphathe
of
letters
last
other
the
of
some
and
::,
.
qu.,ntlties
be
bet, are usually employed to represent the quantit ies to
ies.
found, or gcucrally unknown quantit
But to render the case more determ ined, supNumcrko l•p•
plie:utous or tho
pose n = 50 and 1· = 80, we will have from
pro~Iom.
+ 8r,
1
n+
x=ll
X = 1191.
If, instead of n = 50 and 1· =- 80, we taken = 80 and 1· = 60,
x = 1361.
then we have
could resolve any numbe r of cases
we
so
And
Goner•! ch,for 1· and n. And
;~\~~1°r 4~;:. by substitu ting other values
I
h
.
1
ti
.
ti
f
tiou•.
rom us 10 <"J.rncr may appreciate t e genera
ns.
questio
ical
charncter of algebra
hunters agree to meet togethe r at the verge
Four
•
Problem 2.
of a nver after hunting . 'rhe first of them shoots

+

+

+

+

+ +
+ +
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n birds, the second, twice the ~tune number, and 21· birds
besides; the third shoots as many birds as the first and second
killed together; the fou rth docs not shoot any, but seeing the
good success of his companions, takes the birds brought by
the first, and one-half of those brought by the second, and
throws them into the river.
How many birds remained after this? and bow many birds
were brought by the hunters?
Aus. to the first question:

x=4n+31·.
Ans. to the second question :
Suppose n = 10,

y = 6n+4r.

1·

= 9, then

x=67, y=96.

~uppose n

=

9,

1·

= 10, then
= 66, y = 9-l, &c.
X

Dilferencc.

§ 21. SunTRACTIO~.-To subtract a quantity b

from another quantity a, means, to find the difference
between the two quantities; and this difference, which we
will call d, is such, that if added to the quantity b, the
sum will be a. llence, we ruay briefly gil'c the following
definition :
To subtract b from a, means to find out a
)
. a. N
7 • 7
• d
Definition.
1 ame y,
a rldei l to b gives
, w,uc,i
quanlil!J

d+b = a.
Now let us add the term - b to both members of this equab - b = a - b, that is
tion, we will have d

+

d = a-b.

+

!/, and secondly to - g;
Suppose, again, b equal first to
cases,
we will have, in the two
-b =-(+g)
-b=-(-g ).
But in the second case, the value of b is oppoResult of Eigns.
site to that of the same b in the first case, con3
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sequently, since - (

+ g) = -

(g ), or since in the first ca_so

=+

- b = - g, in the second we will have - b
g; that 1s,
- ( - g) =
g, which exactly corresponds to the doctrine
of sigus (19); hence, with b =
g, we have

+

+

d = a-b=a-g;
and with b =

-

g, we have

d=a-b=a+g.

In the first case we obtain the difference d, by adding to a a

+

quantity opposite to
g; in the second case the required
difference is obtained by adding to a a quantity opposite to
- g; hence, follows this general rule :
Rule for subThe quantity b is subtracted from a, by adding
traction.
to a a quantity opposite to b.
General exThus, for example, - k is subtracted from h,
amples.
by simply writing
h+k,
and m is subtracted from n by writing
?i-m.

These are the most general examples of algebraical subtraction of monomials. We will soon propose other examples
and problems, in which the difference can be expressed by a
single term.
~ 22. Let us here observe, that when the difference
n - m is positive, then n is said to be greater than m;
when the same difference is negative, then n is said to be less than m.
The difference, therefore, between two quantities, is the criterion of
their relative magnitude; and since by substituting for n any positive
number or numerical value, and for m any negative number or
Any po,itive numerical value, the ilifference is certainly always posi,/ii"!; tive, so it follows that any positive number or quantity
gotive.
relatively considered is greater than all negative ones.
Again, substituting for n and m negative numerical values, but the
absolute value of n less than the absolute value of m, the difference
is, likewise, always posit.ive; therefore, the greater of two negath·e
quantities or numbers, relatively considered to a certain term, is that

Ori terion of
mag11itude.

:r"'t~~•;

•
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which has a less numerical value. We may illustrate
the same doctrine as follows: observing first, that numbers.
bers are either considered as terms of comparison, or as
symbols by which one or more existing objects may be designated.
When we consider numbers under this last point of view, tbe only
cipher zero, which excludes all numerical signification, is and signifies
nothing. When we consider numbers as terms of comparison, zero is
a term to which we may refer all the others as to any number. So
it is evident that to say three units above zero, or two units below five,
conveys the same conception of the number three. Nay, the term
The teru11.ero zero is the central term between the ascending series of
11
~ :,";.~ positive, and the descending series of negative numparisoo.
bers. This being admitted, we observe, moreover, that
with regard to positive numbers, all agree that tho greater among them
is that which is farther from zero, the term below all positive numbers; but zero is in an equal manner above all negative numbers, and
the more above, tho more they increase in absolute value; referring,
therefore, to the same term, zero, negative numbers, we infer that
among negative numbers relatively considered those are less that have
a greater numerical value.
T,vofold accep-

fatlou of num-

/

t~::,

§ 23. From 5b subtract 4b;
we will have the difference
5b-4b = b.
From 4b subtract 5b;
we will obtain
4b- 5b = - b.
Examples and

problems.

From 5b subtract - 4b ;
we will have
5b 4b

+ = 9b.

From - 5b subtract - 4b;
we will have
- 5b 4b = - b.
From - 4b subtract - 5b;
we will have
- 4b
5b = b.
Ten men pull, with a rope, a heavy stone in a
Problem I. stra1g
. ht 1·me from A towards B , an d wit
. h a ,orce
r
10n. Seven more men pull the same stone in an opposi te
direction, namely, from B towards A, with a force 7n. What
is the difference x of the action of these two forces ?

+

+
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Ans. It is plain that, considering the action which moves
the weight towards B as positive, the opposite action must be
negative. Hence, the two terms in question are
10n - 7·:i.
Now the second is to be subtracted from. the first, therefore,

+

x = 10n+ 7n = 17n.

= 10 pounds,

we will have
170. ·P·
Suppose n = 15 pounds, we will have
x=255 .. . p.
Four workmen cut each n pieces of timber, and
Problem 2.
three boys cut each r pieces. What is the difference between the two numbers?
Numet'icalappllcations.

Ans.
NumcrlcalappUcations.

Suppose n

X =

x = 4n-3r.
= 50, 1· = 30, then
X = 110.

Suppose n

Suppose n = 90, 1· = 40, then
x=240.
Let us observe, that when we mereiy intend to take the
difference between two numbers affected by the same sign, we
only attend to the numerical value.

ARTICLE II.

Multiplication and Division.
§ 24. i\:IUJ,TIPLICATION.-To multiply a monomial a by another monomial b, means to find a
clature.
quantity p, whose numerical value is equal to the
product of the numerical values of a and b. The monomial a
is termed multiplicand, b m1dtiplier~ and both, factors. The
Jn what mu~•
tiplicatiou eon•
sir.i ts : nomen•
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Vorlousman•
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quantity p is termed prodii,ct, and this product
is represented by the factors in any of the following manners :

a . b, a X b, ab,
and each one of tllese expressions is read a multiplied by b, or
simply ab.
~ 25. Tho definition and description of numerical multiplication is frequently given as follows: Multiplication is tho addition of the multiplicand repeated as many times as
thore are units in the multiplier. This definition (when we merely
consider tho absolute value of the product) is correct so for as the
nmltiplier is a whole number; but when it becomes a fractional one,
that is, when tho multiplier is a fraction of unity or oven contains
some units, but a fraction of unity besides, the given definition cannot then be 1·igorously applied. A definition which comprehends the
object in its full extension, supposing, namely, the multiplicand A and
the multiplier B to be any two numbers, is tho following: To multiply
A by B, is to derive from A through addition a ntimber i1i the &ame manner aa, through the additwn of the &ame ekment, the number B i3 derived
from positive unity. That is, the operation to which positive unity
must be submitted in order to give through addition tho number B, is
the same operation to which A must be submitted to obtain the product of the numbers A and B. Now, B r epresents a rational number,
(either whole or fractional,) or an irrational one. Lot us examine
each of these cases, and we will have a complete explanation of the last
definition.
Case or the
Suppose, first, B a whole and positive number. The
~-~~t~~;mber simple addition of unity repeated as many times as there
And posit.-•e.
are units in B, is the opero.tion to be made about unity
to derive from it B through addition. Tho multiplication, therefore, of A by B, consists in this case in making the addition of A
taken as many times as there are units in B, which accords exactly
with the first definition. From this we derive a consequence concerning tho sign which affects the product; a. consequence applicable also
to the co.ses to be considered hereafter.
Since positive unity, taken as it is, forms by repeated
Consequence
concerning the addition the positive multiplier B, so A, taken as it is
sign ot' the pr~
duct.
given, and repeatedly added to itself, gives the product
3•

Definition of
numeric.•,1 mul•

tiplica!iou.

•
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of A by B. IIeucc it follows, tha.t when A also is positiYe, the pro•
duct is positive. But when the multiplier A is given ncguth·e, and 13
is still positive, then the product, being a sum of negatirn terms, is
necessarily negative. Suppose now, B a whole negative number, then
B cannot be immediately obtained from positive unity, but we must
Tho multiplier fi r st change its sign. But according to the definition,
to obtain tho product of A by 13, we ought to operate
n oialive.
about A as about positive unity to obtain 13. So in tho case of B
ncga.tivo, the sign of tho roultiplicnnd A is to be changed; then obscning how many units are in 13, ndd A to itself, as in the preceding
case, but with the sig n changed, which, consequently, is the sign ot
the product. 'fhcrcforc, when 13 is ncgntiYc, ancl A also negative, the
product is positive; when 13 is negative but A positive, the product
then is negative. Hence, the known rule, like signs giYC a positive
product; unlike signs, negative.
°''." _or the When 13 is a fractional number, ha,·ing, for example, n
~~::!ther frae· for its numerator, and m for denominator, in this cnsc,
to obtain 13 from unity, we must take, first, one m•• part of unity and
acid it n times to itself, because in this way only, through the n,hlition of the same clement, we can derive 13 from unity. Opernting now

.,,.

upon A in like m1nmcr, we will ho.vc first~. which represents the
th

t1t

pnrt of A; to.king thon n times this element, which is expressed by

placing tho ooefficint n before ~. we will hM·c tho 1>roduct ,/~, corrcs11,

111,

ponding to tho factors A, .,,.
!! .

In one of the following po.r agraphs we will dwell on
. .
numbers. For the pr esent 1t ,s enough to
observe tluit. they cannot be expressed liko rationa.l numbers, although
we may conceive a series of rationals, continually and indefinitely
approaching to any irrational. Hence, whenever an irmtiona.l number
is to bc used for any purpose, we must necessar ily make use of a
rnt ional near it. Thcrcfo1·e, in the case of irrational numbers, the
multiplication will be pe1-formecl with rnt,onal numbers, o.ncl, consequently, the foregoing remarks arc applicnble to this case al~o.
Caso

of the

.
irrationRl fac,- .
Hrational
tors.

§ 26. Considering the numerical value and
.
. .
.
.
.
sig n of quantities, 1t 1s plain that t he same
arithmetical r ules are to be followed wit h regard to quantities
Arith metical

rulcsappli<.-ablo

to<1uantitics.
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for that which concerns the form and sign of the product.
The rule of signs may be derived indeed from the definition.
But since all agree in admitting that
a, multiplied by
b,
gin,s a positive product-, we may infer the same rule as follows :
uutuol influThe factors are mutually influenced in effecting
•nee of ,:,cto,s. the product, and this influence is twofold: the one
numerical, or of magnitude; the other of sign. Suppose, now,
tbe numerical value of the factors
a,
l, to remain unyaricd, and change the sign of either of them; this change
p, and this cannot be
must necessarily affect the product
done except by the change of the sign of the same product,
and so admitting

+

+

+ +
+

+aX+b= + p,
we must admit, also, the two following equations :

+aX-b=-p;
-ax+b=-p.
Take again either of tl1c$C two equations, for instance, the
last, and change the ~ign nf I,; this will again produce an
equivalent change in the product, and we will have

-aX-b = +p.
Treating of the multiplication of polynomials, we will come
to the same consequence by another process; meanwhile we
may infer the general rule.
'l.'lie sign of the product is positive uhcn both
•
Rule of signs. fi
.1 1
.
actors arc o.tJ'ccted wit,i
tac same sign
: tt• is• negative when the factors are ajfccteil with opposite signs.
In the practical application of this rule we usually say,
plus by plus, or minus by minus, g ive plus; plus by minus,
or minus by plus, give minus.
Various forms
§ 27. Thus far we have considered the factors
th
~I ~.r.::,me~if in thei r most general accept,ttion, and only two.
quantities.
But the numeric-al Yalue, which is the one taken
into account, specifies in some measure the quantities, because
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this value is either whole or fractional; hence, four cases can
take place with regard to the factors a and b. We may first
suppose the numerical values of both of them to be whole
numbers; secondly, both fractional; thirdly, the numerical
value of the multiplicand a whole number, and that of the
multiplier fractional, and we may finally suppose the multiplier r. whole number, and the multiplicand fractional.
The student being familiar with the numerical operations, it
is not necessary here to dwell upon them: it will be profitable,
however, to place before his eyes the general formulas of those
which concern our present question, leaving, if necessary, to
the teacher the care of making numerical substitutions.
m~i~:~•r~} ~
Suppose m, n, le, h to represent whole nummcrl·al multi• b
n It , fract1onal
.
p!k>1lon.
ers, an d -,
ones. w·1th t h em we may
7
m IC
represent the aboYc-mcntioned cases; and calling p the product of ni by n, we will have
m.n=p

!: . ~

(/)

mlc
h

m.

n . h and ~ . !:
m.k
km
m.h dh

=

k=~an

l;;;;:n . ,i =
1

~

n.h

= h.:..!!:.._

lc . m
h.m
k.m=~

d' n
an ,i • ;;;;:

h.n
= --;;-·

From these formulas we will soon derive a general and useful consequence.
~ 28. Let us observe, meanwhile, that the arithmetical
rules expressed hy the (J) cannot be arbitrary, and if
follow from the right, they must necessarily follow from the definition of
definition.
multiplication. Examining (25) the case of a frnctional
multiplier, we bnvc touched thi~ subject, which we will develop here.
How the•rith-

:::~i:?;i{c~t~~f

And, fh·st, suppose : to be the multiplicand, and

~

the multiplier,

which indicates that the n•• part of unity has been taken m times.
Hence, to obtain the product of

h

m

k by n'

according to the definition
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(25), the n th part of

i

is first to be determined, and the same is then

to bo taken m times.
Mechanical art!•
fiee. showing the

Now, t h e

1b

11

part of "
k '1s

.
Gh ' supposc, m

fact, a straight lino divided into h equal p,1rts, these
/.

aa 1uot part or" parts may 1·ep1·esent the h of the fraction -k'; suppose,
frsetiou.

besides, each one of these parts to be subdivided into n equal
parts, (which is the samo as dividing unity into n . k parts,) the h
part of our line will then become /1. n, but each one of these is
equal to the (k. n)'h part of unity ; therefore, the /1. n parts of the
h. n b ut t h e same 1·me represents
. represent the fraction k.n'
line will
.

also the fraction

h

k;

therefore,

7,

k=

h.n

k.n·

Compare now together, the

fractions k..!::_ and hk • n; the first is n times less than the second, but the
.n

.n

.

second 1s equal to

h
k;

h
.
h /,
h' h .
therefore, k . n is n times less t an k' or w 1c 1s

the same, _kh is the n th part of ~k.
tion of

i

.n

To complete now the multiplica-

by ;, the n th part of the first fraction is to be taken m times,

which is evidently obtained by multiplying by m the numerator h of the
.

h

h m

= hm

.

fraction k. n' H ence, k.;
kn' exactly as the rule prescribes; tho
product of one fraction multiplied by another is equal to another fraction whose numerator is the product of tho numerators of the factors,
and the denominator is the product of the denominators of the same
factors.
Let us now come to the cases of the multiplicand whole number,
and of the multiplier fractional, and vice versa. In the first of these
two cases, reasoning Ml above, we will have m.
• t h at ;;;
n .h
second, 1't.1s pIam

= -;;;-·h
t1.

i=

m ~ h; and in the

That 1s,
. t 110 product of a who1o

nwnber by a fraction, and vice versa, is obtained by multiplying the
numerator of the fraction by the other factor.
Tbemultiplicand may become
multi,
plier, and vice
w·..a. without
alTecting the
product.

§ 29. The product p of the first formula (/)
is given by m units, repeated n times. But to
add m units n times, is the same as to add n units
m times. ·we can see it by making use of a
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mechanical artifice. Range on a horizontal line a row of m
Case of the dots, and from each dot draw a vertical lioc;
fart •rs : whole
•
d
numbers.
range again on each one of these verticals n ots,
commencing with that already marked on the horizontal line.
In this manner we have 1n dots repeated n times, and consequently the whole number of dots is the product of m, by n.
But since, on each vertical line there are n dots, and these
lines arc m in number, we have also n dots repeated m ·
times; r bat is, the product of n by m given by the same number of dots; hence, we u,ay always write
m.n=n.m.
Therefore we may write also n. li = li . n, and
'1c • m, aud consequentIy m
n._le
h = k.
li. m'
n b ut irom •h
• e

Other.,.__

m. 1c'

=

£,

=

=

_n . h_ , and h . n
l._t- _ _n ,·
second of (/), we have n . h
m.le
m k
le.m
le m,
n h
h n
therefore,
- - le - le'
Reasoning in tl1e same manner, we deduce from the remaining formulas (/) that
h
h

m'

m·

m.k =,.;-m.

Whatever be, therefore, the numerical value of
the algebraical terms a and b, we generally infer
that
a.b=b.a.
The product
§ 30. The same inference may be applied to
~f :;r~~~:"~~ any number of algebraical terms a, b, c, d, e .. .
t~•;::•.w:,~~;T~ Observe first, that if any number of quantities,
to~~ch.~• ~ having all a whole numerical value, bring the same
posed.
product whatever be the order in which tbey are
taken; any number of algebraical quantities will bring the
same product also when their numerical value8 are fractional or
partly fractional, and partly whole numbers, whatever be the
order in which they are taken, since the operation is always

General lnf&rence f lr sl~obr:ilcsl factors.
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performed upon the whole numbers of numerators and denominators. It is enough, therefore, to demonstrate here, that
whatsoever be the order in which whole numbers, or quantities
having whole numerical values, are taken, their product will be
always the same. Let three such quantities be a, Three factors. b
. l y a by b, 1s
. to tak e a as many
, c. T o multip
times as there are units in the numerical value of b; that is,
a+ a+ a+ a
Again, to multiply this product by c is
to add the whole series of terms a
a
a
a repeated as
many times as there are units in c. Now, b terms repeated c
times give a number of them equal to the product b X c.
To multiply, therefore, the product a. b by c, or a by the
product b. c, gives the same result; hence, generally,

+.

+ + +

a.bXc=aXb.c;
= c. b, so we will have also,
b . a X c = a X c . b = a . c X b,

and since a. b = b. a, b. c
and, in like manner,

a . c X b = c. a X b = c X a . b,
and so on. So that we may evidently infer that three factors
multiplied in any order whatsoever, give constantly the same
product.
Add now another factor, and make
Four factors.

a.b.c.d=P.

The first three may be changed at pleasure, and the factor
d will always multiply the same quantity; but calling p the
partial product of the first two factors, the same product P can
be represented also by p. c. d, or by p. d. c; that is, resolving
again p into its factors,

a.b.d.c = P.
But again, whatever be the order in which a, b, dare taken,
their product will remain unvaried; the factor d, therefore,
which was the last, can become the third, the second, and the
first, while tne other three factors may be arranged from the
beginning in any manner whatsoever; but this evidently cm-
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braces all the possible cases of combinations of the four factors; therefore, the product P ruade by four factors will be
always the same, whatever might be the order in which the
factors are taken. ,ve may reason in the same manner when
the factors become five, because the fir~t four may be changed
at pleasure; considering then the first three as a single term,
the place of the fourth may be changed with that of the fifth,
whicli, together with the three preceeding, will always gire the
same product, whate,·tn- be the manner in which it is
co111biucd with the others; the same consequence, therefore,
can be inferred with regard to five as with regard to four
factors, and the same with regard to six, with regard to seven,
and generally with regard to any number n of factors.
s1,n1oooi:h·cn
§ 31 It remains now for us to see what is the
to lbe product of
•••·cml faetors.
sign to be given to the product, when several
terms are multiplied. The fac:tors arc either all positive or all
negative, or partly positive and partly negative; in the first
case the product is evidently positirc; in the
Threo ""-"''· second it is positive likewise, if the number of
terms is even, because the first factor with the second make a
positi,·c product, which the third changes into another negative,
and this, with the fourth factor, makes again another product
positive; and so on. If the ncgati\'c factors are three, their
product is negative; if four, positive; if five, negative; and
hence, gcucrally, when all the factors arc negati vc, their product is positiYc, when their number is even; their product is
negative, when their number is odd. The same is to be ;.aid
when ouly a portion of the factors is negative; that is, when
the number of these factors is even, the total product is positive; when the number of negative factors is odd, the total
product is ncgati\'c. In fact, the first negative factor after
some positive factors makes the whole product negative, and if
other positive factors occur, the sucecssi,·e products will rcm.iin
still ncgati1·e; but when another negatil'C factor occurs, then

+ ...
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the product becomes positive, and such will remain until the
third negative factor comes; and therefore, the following
rule will determine the sign to be given to the total product
in all cases :
The sign is negative whenever the number of
Rule.
negative factors is odd ; othei·wise, 1·t is alu:ays
positive.
Product.of t he
§ 32. ·when different factors are given, it may
11
occur that some of the factors are repeated: in this
• m• factors.
case, instead of writing, for example, a.a.a, we write a•; we
w11ite, narriely, a only once, and above it the number of times
the same quantity is taken as a factor, and this number is
.
called exponent. Of such exponential quantities,
·
Exponent. an d o f t 11cir
• red uct10n,
•
we w1"JJ speak more fully m
its proper place in the next article; however, we cannot omit
here adding a few remarks concerning this subject, inasmuch
as it is connected with simple multiplication. And first, if
two or more exponential quantities, for example, b5 and b• are
to be multiplied together, their product will be represented
either by b5. i•, or by b9 ; since the signification of these expressions is the same, that is, the sum 9 of the partial exponents 5, 4, signifies that b is taken as a factor nine times in
both cases. Therefore, in cases similar to this, it is enough
to write once the quantity, and give to it for exponent the sum
of the partial exponents. Vice versa, since the number 9
is equal to the ~um of 5 and 4, or 6 and 3, &c. \Ve may,
for the same reason, write b9 = b• . b• = l,6 • b3 = .... ; and
this also can be evidently applied to all similar cases.
Observe also, that, since the order in which the factors are
taken docs not change the product, (30,) the products a. a. b. b
and a.b.a.b are equal to one another. Now, a.a.b.b =
a•b•, and ab. ab = (ab)•; therefore, a•l,• = (ab)•, and for the
same reason, if any numl:er of factors having the same exponent are to be multiplied together, we may write once tho
4
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product of the simple quantities, and apply to this product
the common exponent; for instance, the product a•. b•. e8 is
equivalent to (a.b.e)•.
EXAMPLESExamplcsand
problems.

§ 33. Given factors.

Product.

+

(1.) 3a, m.n, -~g, - r .....
?iagrmn.
(2.) 16m, - 1211, - Jb, ~c,
-gel/, ½fi, Jk ............ - mnbcodfhk.
(3.) 4ab, - 2b~•, - mad, d3 ..
8(abedlm. cl".
(4.) -1abe, -3abcd•,
¾abcde", - ½abedef'.. .. - ~A(abcdej)•.
(5.) abcde, - abed,
abc, - ab,
a ....
a•l,•1.,3 d 2e.
(6.) a•b, -be',+ ccl',-g'/5 ..
(ab)•.(ccl)•.(gf)•.
(7.) ga3be, - b•c",
Aa•b•e•,
-4ad•+ ,1,1,ad ..... ..
(abccl)3 .(abc)•.(ab).a.
1
(8.) 4a3, -5a.2b, -8ab\ 2b ••
320(a.b)8.
(9.) a•b, -ab•,+ e, -d,
cd, - abed, +de . .. - ( abed)•
Jm•,
(10.) 4am, - 16be,
-mn+ Jbrf, -bed .. -m•.!JS.&.a.n.1·.f.d.

+

+

+

+

+

+
+
+
+

+

A general, in order to exercise his soldiers, ranges
them on a field before the castle, and divides the
whole army in two sections fronting each other, the one under
the walls of the castle, the other opposite to it. During the
exercise the general rides up and down between the opposite
ranks, and when the exercise commences he rides, having the
castle at bis right hand, and he goes n times up in this manner, and returns n times to his former station. Each time tho
general rides from his first position to the second, g ranks of v
men pass from the left to the right hand of the general, and ~
ranks, each containing p men, pass from the right to the let'!
hand. When the general returns to his former station, each
Problem.
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time / ranks of s men pass from his left to his right hand,
and q ranks of t men pass from his right to his left.
e ask, fir~t, how many ranks, and how many men go
towards the castle: again, how many ranks and men march
over to the other di.visions from the castle during the n times
that the general goes from his first station to the opposite side
of the field?
Ans.
.
.
Ranks ...n.g }
passmg on the castle side.
l\'.Ien ......n.g. v
. from th e cast1e.
Ranks ...n.r } gorng
l\I en .....n.r.p
2d. How many ranks and men go to and from the castle
the n times the general returns to his former station?
Ans.
Ranks ...n.q }
.
h
"'.I
gomg to t e cast1e.

,v

i.,

en ...... n.q.t

Ranks .. .nf
} . f
h
1
l\1en ......n.fs
gomg rom t e caste.
3d. How many ranks and men go towards the castle, and
how many go from the castle during the whole military
exercise?
Ans.
Ranks .. .ng nq }
.
h
I
.,.
gomg to t e cast e.
1,1en ... .ngv
nqt
Ranks ...nr+nf} . f
h
·
gomg rom t e castle.
l\1en ....m-p n ✓ s
4th. What is the difference between the number of the
ranks and men passing to the castle side, itnd that of the
ranks and men passing to the opposite side? ·
Ans.
Ranks ... (ng nq) - (nr 11/).
Men ... (ngv nqt) - (nrp nf~).
Or, if(ng-nq) and (ngv+nqt) are the less numbers,
Ranks ... (nr nf)- (ng nq).
Men ..... (nrp nfs)-(ngv nqt).
Observe that, if we consider the passing from the
Remarks.
left to the right hand of the general · as positive, we

+
+

+

,;-.

+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
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must consider as negative the passing from the right to the
left. But referring the movement of the ranks to the castle,
then when the going towards it is considered as positive, the
going from the castle must be considered as negative. Again,
considering as positive the going of the geheral from his former station to the opposite end of the field, we ought to consider as negative his returning to the same station. Taking
now the mo1•ements of the army first with reference to the
castle, and then with regard to the general, and following the
rules of signs, we will find in both cases the same resolution of
the problem.
A steamboat travels at the rate of n miles per
Problom 2. h our. IIow many m1' j es d oes t h c steam b oat run over
in ni days, travelling 16 hours a day?
16n..m.
x
Ans.

=

Suppose n = 15, m = 12, then
Suppose n

= 10, m =

x= 2880.
20,
x=3200, &e.

§ 34. DrvrSJON.-T o divide a quantity a by
another quantity b, means to find out such a quantity
q, which, if multiplied by b, ought to give a for product; a
is called dividend; b, divisor, and q, quotient. From the
DellnlUon.

given definition it follows, that when the dividend is given, this
is considered as the product of two factors, one of which is
the divisor, and the object of the division is to find out the
other factor.
The operation of division is designated as follows:
AlJ>:ebM\lcal
expre111'iona of
b
a
division.
or a: ,
b'
and each of these expressions is read a divided by a.
The rule of signs for division must necessarily
Rulo or 1lgo1.
be the same as that for multiplication . Suppose,
in fact, first a and b both positive, since the quotient q multi-
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plied by a positive quantity must give a positive product, q
ah;o, in this case, cannot be but positive, that is,

+a

+b = +q.

Suppose both dividend and divisor affected by a negative
sign; in this case also the quotient must be positive. Because,
- b multiplied by q ought to give a negative product, which
cannot be obtained unless q is positive. Therefore,
-a
-b =

+q.

Suppose the dividend positive, and the divisor negative, in
this case the quotient must be negative, because b, a negative
quantity multiplied by q, ought to produce a positive, which
cannot be obtained except with q negative; hence,

+a
- b =-q.

The last case is when b is positive and a negative, and in
this case also, the quotient is negative; because b, a positive
quantity multiplied by q, ought to give the negative a,
which necessarily supposes q negative; hence,
-a

+ b= - q.

We infer, therefore, the general
Tlie sign of the quotient is positive when both
Rule.
dividend and div'isor are affeded by the same sign;
the sign of the quotient ·is negative when the di·videncl and
cl ivisor are affected b9 d?°ffei·ent signs.
Some, for brevity's sake, express this rule common to multiplication and division, as follows :-Like signs p1·od1icc plus,
and unlilce signs, minus.
various nu§ 35. Observe here again that the numerical
merical values. values assignable to the algebraical terms employed in division may be either whole numbers or fractional,
and consequently, the quotient

i;' numerically considered, em-

4"'
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braces four cases corresponding to those already considered
(27'/) for multiplication, and which we will represent here with
corresponding formulas, and according to arithmetical rules:
m

m:n = n,
n h

n.k

m:k = m.h'
Ii

mlc

.m:7c=y,
n
n
-:h=
-ni. h·
ni

These rules for division are founded in the definition. In
fact, if we multiply the quotient or the second member of
each one of the preceding equations by the corresponding
divisor, the product will result equal to the dividend.
m

1n.n

-;·n = ~

n

= m·;;: = m,

n.lc h
n.lc.h
n .lc.h
n !ch
n
m.h. k - m.h.k- m.k.h - 111,. kh - m'
m.lc Ii
m.lc.h
kh
h ·k
Ii .le
m · k. h
m,

=

=

=

n Ii _ n .li _ n li _ n
m.h' - m.li - m'h-m,·

§ 36. The numerical values of each element of a
compound monomial sometimes are given separately.
In this case the ultimate reduction for multiplimi.ts.
cation and division involves some complication. Let us here
examine the case of monomials, having the fractional form,
Numerical

~u:J

0

~

and suppose

i and ~

to be such monomials.

Representing by

m, n, p, r, s, t, u, v whole numbers, let the numerical value

of a be represented by ~,
n and that of b by .:e.,
,. that of c by
Case of mu!- s
- ,
tiplieatioo.

t

u
an d t hat of d by -.
V

A nd to commence with
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be the multiplicand, and ~

the case of multiplication, let ~
Now,

the multiplier.

m

m.p

n

a

11i.1·

;; =p=n · ;:= n.p'
1·

s
t

C

S.V

U

S

d=;=e=;=t.u:
V

a

Therefore,

C

b·d

=

m .1·

71WSV

S •V

n .p · ~

- nptu ·

= ms.pu= ~-~:f.~ = a.c:b.d =ac.
but mrso -- ~
bd'
r v
11, t
nt · 1-v
ntp11
11ptn
ac
a c
consequently,
b' ~l = bd'
The produrt whateYcr be the numerical value of each ele•
. l
l f t f
b
ls obtalne<laod
repres• nt.cd as mcut a, , c, <. o tL1C ract1ona expressions, or
I b . l r
CoJr whole nu•
merlcal values. U ge ra1ea ,actors.

Let us now come to the case of division, and let
dividend, and
Case of dil1slon.

i be the

i the divisor, we have, as above,
s.v
m.r c
a
-;
- , - =t.ii
-=n.p d
b
m1·tu
m. r s. v
a.c
b. d n.p: t.u npsv;

=
but mrtu = murt = mu :f~ = ~- ~:.E. ~= a.d: b.c= ad.
be'
n v r t
nv rt

therefore,

=

11psv

nvps

1.!:1~~~t~•,:iJ

hence,

ex presSOO. as for

whole
hors.

nwn•

~b : ~d

= abed,·

as for simple numerical division, whatever be the

numerical values of each element of the monomials

i and 2.
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§ 37. ,ve must here add some remarks eond ·
eerniog the reduction of the quotient, an rn
general the reduction of the result of any other operation to a
simpler form. And first, any quantity or number multiplied
by unity, gives a product equal to itself; for instance, a X 1
= a. Secondly, any quantity divided by itself, gives a quotient equal to unity. Because, the quotient, for example, of
a: a must be such, that multiplied by a it gives a, which is
none else except unity; hence, it follows, that
noouctlon or
1.?suh" ti.) a
•impler form.

C

a.~ = a;
a.c
a c
.
and, consequent1y, smce b- = -b • -,
.C

and

a b

c: ~ =

a.c
we will have also, ~
Rule.

=

C

a.c

a c

b.c = ,; · ~;

a a b

b' c: ~

=

a: b.

That is, a quantil!f having the fractwnal fonn

i

remains 1mclianyed, m1dtipl;ying 01· dividing the numerator
and denominator by an;y otlier quantity.
Reduction to
Ilence, any number of such algebraical quanthe Mme denoa C e
minator.
tities b' d' ]' .... may be easily reduced to the

same denominator like numbers; multiplying, namely, the
numerator and denominator of each by the product of all the
other denominators. So the above quantities, without being
changed, can be expressed as follows :
a.d.f c.b.f e.b.d
b.d.f' d.b.f' f.b.cl;
having all the same denominator.
Appllcabk, to
We may here observe also, that to obtain the
addition and
subtraction.
sum or difference of algebraical quantities having
a fractional form and the same denominator, it is enough to
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take the sum or difference of the numerators and divide it by
the common denominator.

Hence, if the quantities ;,

i are

to be added or subtracted from one another, we may first re.
k"
a. d ~ a
d
d uce t hem toth e same denommator, ta mg b.d ,or b' an
~--~ for

i, ~nd in the case of addition we will have

':+:_ad cb_ad+cb_
b
d-bcl+bdbd'
in the case of subtraction,
a c
ad cb
ad - cb
b
d
bd - bd =
bd '
exactly as for numbers.
p!~te':;,";_es•nd § 38. Given.
Answers.
ab

(1.) ab: m,

m

(2.) abcm : m,
(3.) a•bc : ab,
(4.)

abc.
ac.
ab

a"f?c•: b&,

C

bed

(5.)

mn:mn'

(6.)

m•b• m3b3
-;;;;- : a•c•'

(7.)

3mpq. 4a3b
4a0b3 • 3m2p'

ac

mb·
9m8p"q
16a~b• .

mn
(8.) mn: bed'

bed.

(9.) -Jg: rs,

f!l
--.
rs
3ma

mb3
(10.) m•b--

-77·

3a'
4a

(II.) -· ffm• : - 7bdg'

+

7g<m-4bd
4a ·
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4bdr .
(IR.) 7m•q3 . -

(14.)

H.'lq•3/•g•
9a6 r•~•

4'J'fg . 3a3.~r
Ba•;; · 4q"yf

(12.)

4mq3
Hb•d3r"'

3lh
- 7/dc•qs: -

md"s•
2lr3bd'q•'

2b•d•r•

m•q6.

-

+

9b3 cqr4

fd•i'.

lJ&m"
f6rg•1P

7m b3 21f3r•gs
(l5 .) 9sgr2f•: 27b3ni•'
2

A certain number of balls is taken n times
from an urn. At the end, the amount of the balls
extracted is found to be m. Ilow many balls where taken
each time?
Problem 1.

m

X = -.

Ans.

n
Suppose m = 50, n = 10,
then
x= 5.
Suppose m = 56, n = 8,
then
x = 7, &c.
'fhree messengers A, B, C leave at onee the same
Problem 2.
town. A arrives at a distance of n miles, B at a
distance of 1· miles, and C at a distance of s miles, at the end
of the same number g of days, travelling each one of them an
equal number of miles every day. How many miles did A
travel each day? how many B? how many C?

Ans.

Suppose g

then

=

A travelled x

= ~g miles.

B

"

x!

=~g "

C

"

x"=!.[I "

15 and n = 450,
m=630,
s = 420,
x = 30, x -= 42, x!' = 28.
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When symbols are used to represent similar
• • ms
· tead o f changmg
· the
or analogous quant1t1es,
symbol, we make use sometimes of the same symbol with one
or more accents above it, as in the preceding example, and
such symbols are read x prirne, x seconcl, &c.
Accents or
dashes: their
meaning.

ARTICLE III.

Fo1·mation of Powe1·s ancl Extraction o.f Roots.

§ 39. PoWERS.-Let m be a whole number,
•
,
•
and a any algebraic quantity. To raise a to the
power m, or to form the m th power of a, means to multiply a
Root, expo- by itself m times. In this operation a is termed
=4
.
; the
power. - ~ root, m the exponent or cleg1·ee, or index
power, (which may be called p) is expr_essed by a'", and this
expression is read a to the mth power, or simply atom. The
operation is the same as for numbers.

What a certaiu power of a
quantity Is.

~ 40. Numerical relations are in all cases applicable
to quantities, since, as we have frequently observed,
whenever algebraical quantities are submitted to any
values. Its description and operation or comparison, their numerical value is taken
definition.
into account.
Let l, n, p represent three numbers, and suppose p to be obtained
from l through multiplication, as n is derived from unity through
addition. Then p is the nth power of l, and the expression of the
p. To raise, therefore, the root l to
power being l", we have l"
the power n, is to find out the number p. Now n, a rational number,
and if irrational, represented by a rational one, is either a whole
Case of the in• number or a fraction. Suppose first n to be a whole
dexwbolenum•
•
'
'
ber.
number, it is then derived from unity through addition
by taking
1 1 1 1
n times ; therefore, the power p or l• is given by the product
lXlXlxlx ....
where l is taken n times, and this is the case considered in the preceding number.
Formation of

powers. embra•
cing all caaes
of numerical

=

+ + + +....
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Suppose, no,v, n to be n. fr:iction h:i.ving r for numer:nor, nnd s for denominator . To derive from unity

through n.ddition :. , it is necessary first to divide unity into s parts,
8
and taker times one of these p:i.rts, n:\mely,
1
1
1
1

.;+-;+-.; + -;+ · ··
,

•ro obtain, therefore, p or l' it is first neccss:i.ry to determine a
qunntity "'• which, if multiplied s times by itself would give l in the

~ added s limes to itself gives 1. Then, since lo
8
. r
1
.
.
obtam :; we take
r tunes, so the power I•!. will
be equal to

same manner as

8

«x«x«x «x ....

where "' is taken r times.

And, consequently ,
r

= «".
Hence, we derive the following dofiwtion :-The power
of a11y !7ivt11 quantity :i. is the product of factors equal to
the sam, qua11tity a, or the product of factors equal to such a11 element,
which multiplied by itself a ctrlaill number of times produces the given
Apparent quontity a. From this definition it follows, lhn.t when the
power,,.
index n of the power l" is either equal to 1, or equ:i.l to
:1:., tho power then is merely npparent or nominal. Iloeause, in the
l•

Definition.

8

firs t en.so tho root l is not multiplied by itself, but simply taken as it is;
and so, likewise, the element "• in the second case is not multiplied
by itself. Therefore, nccording to the given definition, neither of tho
l
expressions
l'=l,l;=« ,
Cuho
and is a power. IloweYer, ns we term P the third power or
sq uaro: uoml•
uol powers.
cube of l, and l2 tho second power or &quare of l; so
by nnnlogy wo term l the first power of l, nod the (: power of/,
which Inst is so fnr in renlity from being a power of l, th:i.t on tho
contrary l is a power of "• ns wo hnYe seen, nnd we will better see
herenfter.
p 0 .,0 , . of
~ 41. The signification of nnity is either collective or
unity.
simple. In tho first case 1 is, like nny other root, capable
of being r:i.i~ed to nny power 11, and consequently susceptible of corresponding modifications. In the second case 1" is ngn.in an nppnrent
power, since simple unity is incapable of being r:i.ised to nny power

1

l

)'b
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whatsoever, or in other words, sin1ple unity cannot be affected by any
Caseofsimple index, either whole number or a. fraction. Suppose in
unit,y .
fact, the index n a. whole number, we will have then

l"

=

1 X 1 X 1 X ... . ,

but 1, multiplied by simple unity is equal to 1, and, consequently,
1n = 1. Supposo n a fraction, we must first find the element " •
which multiplied a certain number of times by itself gives 1, but this
clement cannot be any except simple unity; therefore, ,. in this case is
equal to 1. But in tho present supposition, the power 1n is obtained
by repeatedly multiplying ,. by itself; therefore, in this case also,
1" = 1. Simple unity, therefore, remains unchanged when raised to
any power.
But wheu unity has a collective meaning, then l" or
Collective
unity.
more simply 12, P, . . . have by no means the same value
and signification as 1. However, even in this case we write l' = 1,
l3 = 1, . .. . }n = 1, not being able to express these units of various
orders with other symbols. But, whenever in mathematical investigations such units of various degrees occur, we take notice of their
different meaning, or the exponent is left to indicnto the order.

§ 42. Let now ni t represent two whole numbers. " Te have seen (32) already that the product of 1n
t factors, equal to a, can be expressed
same root.
by a"'. a', as well as by a"'+'; nay, whatever be
the num bet· of such exponents 1n, t, 1·, s, ... , we will always
evidently have
a"'. a'. a•. a'...
a"'+•+•+•+ ....
Product

or

powers:
c.,,eof
tho
exponent..
whole numbers
appli"'1
to tho

+

=

Fractional expoocots.

If tho exponents become fractional, (and supposing
them reduced to the same denominator,) we will have,

;+;+;+ ...

~
; ;
a .a.a ... =a

likewise,

Because, for each factor of the firs~ number of this equation, we must
first (40) find out a number which multiplied s times by itself gives a.
Let this number be r. We will have
!!!

!_

,t,

a'=""', a•=
and, consequently,
~
t

a•=,,., ...

!

a•. a'. a' ... = 1'"' .

,C. , .....
~

-= ,m+,.J-r+ • · ·
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•

But also,

4

r

m+t+r+ ..

-;+;+;+· ··a- -.- - = ,m+c+r+ ... ;

; ;

;+;+;+- ..

~
a .a .a ... =a
Hence, we generally infer the following proposition
General inferenoe and rule. and rule:
The produ.ct of a11y nu.mber of powers of the aame root, ia thia ve73
root raiaed to a power equ.al to the aum of all the partial exponent&,
whether tohole numbers or fractw11a.

therefore,

§ 43. Let us resume again the whole number
h
b
m as common exponent of t e roots a, , c, ...
1
•
}
"
d
The powers a"', b"', c'", ... mu tip JC toge th er,
~~~-to various will manifestly give a'". b"'. c,,. . . • = (a· b · C • • • )'",
since in both cases the same number of factors equal to a,
equal to b, &c., are multiplied.

Product of
powers: Ms& of
the same ••·
ponent a whole
number
•i>-

FracUooal ex•
ponent,
!_I!

Ilut if the exponent becomes fractional, for instance,
and, consequently, the preceding powers are changed

~;
8

M

'N.

into a•, b', c', . . . . Let, as before, , represent tho numerical value,
which multiplied a times by itself gives a, and let,., I, . . . be the
numerical values or numbers, which multiplied, en.ch a times by itself,
give b, c, ••. , we will have

a•=

1"', IJ•

= ,.,-, c• =

r, • • • •

and consequently,
!!
~

f!

= ,... ,.... I"' . ••• =

a• . b' . c• ....
Now, since a factors equal

(,.,-.I . . )•.

to,.,-. I .... give a. b. c ... the In.st num-

ber of this equation represents the power ( a . b . c ... ) •. Therefore,

a• . b'. c' ....

=

(a.b.c ... ) ' .

Hence, we generally infer, thn.t
The product of any number of powers of the &ame de•
gree, either whole or fractwnal, ia equal to the product of the root& raised
to the aame power.
General Inferenoo • nd rule.

Powersofpowth e
ers:
case of
exponents
whole
numbers.

§ 44. Let now the power a"' be taken as the
1
Sup-roo t of another power of the dcgree ,i.
posing h a whole number, ( a"')A signifies that the
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i,roduct of m factors equal to a is multiplied h times by itself.
But this comes to the same as to take the product of m. 1,
factors equal to a, which product is expressed by the power
am.A; hence,
(am)h = am.A.
Fractional ex•
The same multiplication of exponents will take place
ponents.
when they become fractional numbers. Suppose, in
m
h
!!! • d

fact, m to be changed into -; , and h into ;, or the power a• raise to
h
•
the power;· And making again, as in preceding numbers

a;= ,"',

we will have

m A

1t

(i), = (,'")'. ... (o).
Let now ~ be another number which multiplied r times by itself gives
, ; in this supposition, we have

,=/J';

= (~ )'.

and, consequently, ,,. = fl'·"' = p,r
From this we infer that t"' is a number which multiplied r times by
itself, gives ,,..
Resume now, again, the second member of the equation (o). To
!
obtain the power expressed by the monomial(,'")', it is enough to raise
to the power h, the number which multiplied r times by itself, gives
,,., but this number is /6"', therefore,
A

(,mf- (fr'}h=/l'"•Aj
but ,'"

= a'; hence,
(a;)~=~'"-~ ..... (o,)

Now, since P,- is equal to ,, we will have, also

/6'·'

= ,. ;

but , ts that number, which multiplied a times by itself, gives a
therefore,
~ ••
a;
that is, /6 is such a number, which multiplied r. a times by itself,

=

,._,.

gives a. Hence, the power a.:;: is obtained by raising [$ to the power
m.h,thatis,
m.A
.. A

[;'"·"=a.:; =a-;·;_

Substituting, finally, this 'l'alue in the second number of (o,) we han
!!!)~
( a' r

!!!.!

~

= a' r = a";
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General Infer- as for the case of exponents, whole numbers. Hence,
generally,
The power of a power of any root is equal to the &ame root, having for
exponent the product of the given uparate exponent&.

ence and rule.

Simplification
of

§ 45. We have seen already (37) how a quo-

exponential tient or fraction may be reduced to a simpler

fractions or quo-

form by the elimination of common factors. Let
us see here how in the same fraction we may change, in all
cases, either the numerator or denominator into unity.
Let us commence with the most simple case
First case. Ex•
pon.nts whole of the whole numbers m and n, and the first
numbers, and
m
higher
degree of grea te r th an th e SeCOnd . The fract'10n a
the
numerator.
a" may be
tients.

easily transformed in this case to the form of a whole quantity, because, calling d, the difference m - n, we have
a'= a<"'-"', but (42), a"'= a<"'-•J. a"; hence, a'"= a'. a",
an
-am = ad.
--=
a"'

8-0cond case.
Jllgher degree
In the denomi-

nator.

a"'

ad= a<•-n)
a"

Suppose now, the given fraction to be a"' we
will have then
a"
a"'

=

a"
a"a'"

1

1

= ~ = am-n·

Similar modifications will take place with fractional
Third case.
Frac-tional ex:• exponents. Suppose, in fact, ~ and ~ to be the expo&
3
ponents, and
the higher in
n
d
(!! !) -~
!!
the numerator. nents, then m
- - and a • - • . a•
a• ; there,
s
,
•
!! !!
!!!

= -,

fore,

a• =a•. a•,

and
~

~

=

4!

!!

a•

= -----;-- ==

a' . a•

a'

a•

4

a'

("'

=a•

")

' ..

!!

Yourth """"·
a•
Higher degree If the given fraction is - , then we have

in the denomi•
D&tor.

!!!

a•
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Fifth

case.
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a'

a'. a•

Following the analogy of the preceding cases,
•
•h
..
the algebraic fraction a"'
-, will give
e1t er a - • ,
a"'

a"'
1 th ~
,,._., --;;=;;
1 -- 1, or
or a••-n•,
-1- · butam = ,· ere1ore, a
a
a•= 1.
Extending still farther the analogy, and supNegative ex•
an a"'
poneots.
posing in the quotients -, as above;
a• a"

m>n,

as from the latter we infer a"'= a'"-n = a", so we represent
'
a"
an
the former - by an-,.= a-". And likewise the former
a"'
an
1
1
fraction gives - = -- = ~, so by analogy, we write
a"'
a"'-•
a~
a•
a"'
1
Therefore the quotient - is represented at
a"' - a-o:1·
a"
1
a"
1
once by a4 , and by a-"' and the quotient a• by a', and by
a-", or the expressions
1
a"

'a-"'

-d

1

a , a"'
are considered as synonyms.
It is not necessary t-0 extend here the same observations to the case
of fractional exponents, to which they could be as easily applied, as it
is evident.
Inferenees.

From the said convention it follows, first, that
a"'.a-"'

= 1.

Secondly, since the difference d between any two numbers
m, n, has the same absolute value, but different signs, accord5*
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iog as m is subtrac ted from n, or vice versa. it follows, that in
all cases we may write :
a"'

I

(1.)

--=a"'-n=
an-••
a"
§ 46. Write in the upper or lower line all the
terms of the giYen fraction s.
1- a3 b
..d3·
sb-•i
A nswers : a sbc -•d-s, o ra--c"d8'

(2.)

a•b-s
f•dJ,

(3.)

dPet,

Eumples .

(4.)

1
- - -'·
a•b- 3✓ l"- 3 d-", or a-•t;pd

a"'cn

a"'-•. d?

fl'"./ '

1

d:-"'e"

-- .
d-"'e- ..a- 2 b- 3 or if"e•a•{;I
'
Write the following expressions all with positiye exponents,
:and reduce the exponential quantit ies accord ing to the precoding rules :
Answers.
Given.
c"
.
a<"'-•l . b<n-r)
a"'. b•. c5.
(~.)
a-•b-,- c-a '
1
a-16-r
(1.)
a"'+'. b•+•
a!"ll•

,(:5.)

~•

'

(~-)
(9.)

a:•a-•
a-"b_,, .,

a"'+".b'"

d-"' f"
f-gar'

f<t+•)
d\"'+,i.

a""b-•dS
f"g-"' '
b<•-•lf- •
(ll.) b-»l-" ''

(10.)

d•

( a.g)•<JS
(f. b)" .
(b.l)•

y·
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Answers.
a"'. b"'
c". d,...

Given.

(12.)
(13.)

(a.b)2 .d"'

a-•b. d". f-• .p-<•-"'1
b-1.d-l••-nJg_•.p"''

U·P·<J.Y.

a-6.

(a.b)'f,,..
p•+• .

a'p-• (/')"'. (/')-r
(14.)

b-• .p'.(FY-'

(15.)

1-•. a-'"b-<"+"'''

(a.b)2"' ./•.

a"'.b<•-q>j-•

(a"')9 b'
(/')•.

,

a'".b-<,._,,.,

(16.) - a-',;.b-qf;-'

Tlwre is also another modification of algebraic expressions
of this kind. Observe that the power of any fractional monomial, for instance,

(!)"' is

equal to the power m of the

numerator, divided by the power m of the denominator; since

i. i.... is equal to the product of

a taken

?'It

times, divided

by the product of b taken also m times. The expression then
a "'
a"'
may be transformed into b"'' or vice versa. So, for

(z;)

example, we may write
a'".b.q
a "'
b"'+l = (,;) .q,
a "

(

b)

b(q. r ) 2
'j.q_<"HJ

=

a"

b<n-lJl<J• X

r

s

(q), &c.

§47. EXTRACTION OF RooTs.-To extract the
.root of a quantity a is to find out another quantity r, which raised to a certain power, gives a.
Hence, the given quantity a is considered as the power of
another quantity r, raised to the exponent indicated by the
root; and since the extraction of the root consists in finding
this r, the operation, therefore, is t-he inverse of raising to
power.

The extn10tiou of roots is
the_inverreo~
rahon of nns•
Ing to power.
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ConventiuDAI
~lgns and no-,
menclature.

The manner in which this operation is indicated
is by the expression

'Va,

which is read m th root of a, and with generical terms radicr1,l
expression, or simply radical. So, likewise, V is called
radical sign, m index or degree of the root, which is the exponent to be given to the unknown quantity r or root, to
Square and obtain a.
If 1n is equal to 2, the root is called
square, and in this case the index is omitted, so
cubical roo1s.
that the expression ya without any number in the radical
sign, signifies square root of a. When m is equal to 3, the
root is termed cubical,

..

ym, is also

.!.

represented by a'", and

j1/a"' by a"-,* fractional powers on which we may operate,
as on whole powers.t

qu~!!i;;"\':,~~

~ 48. Suppose m n to be whole nurr.?,.ers, we say that

bo always repr,sonted by a

j1/a"' the n" root of a"' is equal to an. Because, let

~1!'~1'°~t~c8:~

yn,\ue which multiplied n

~ be the numerical
:t~.samequa.o• itself, gives a, we have

times by

«-,.=a";

= (a);!)" = am.

aud, consequently,
(ot"')"
Therefore, ct'" is that numerical Ynlue, which raised to the _power n,
gives a'" ; hence,

ct'"

is the 11•• root of a'", but ct••

=

..

a;;, therefore,

vam = a;;:::::, (am)rt;
..

and supposing m

=

1,

1

1

j/2 = an;

that is, the 11" root of a, is a raised to the power~' and vice versa, ( 4.0.)

c.,0

or the

Observe, also, that
•

c,action:d ind1'X,

(«'" );;

= ... ;

•Seethe following number.
t 42, 43, 44, 45.

ee
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A n1dical having a fraclional
index can be
tran,formed in•
to one having a
whole number
for index.

;u=

consequently,
n

V7' = \

(c"')-;,;

=

but c"
a and c"'
from the last equation, we infer
!!.

c"';

=

~

~

a" ; again, a"

= ;1/a"', so

"'

v~=a; = ~-

th

th

That is, the (;) root of a is equa1 to the (;) power of the
same a, and equal to the nth root of a'".
Products of
roots.

~

49. Hence, ( 42, 43,)
!.

,

First CdSe.
Dlff~ren t roots
of the same
quantity.

-v- _
,

"''/r
la. ,11a.

a .. ,-

•

•+•+•+... /iz.
✓

Because,
•

;;;r
v a.

,
•
-V-;.;:-;"' ;t .,;a,v a .... = a. a .a ...

!'!+'-+!.+ ..
• •

= a'

= &c.
And, since fractions may be always reduced to the same numerator,
no less than to the same denominator, similar reductions can be performed in all clUles; and, supposing in the preceding formulas ,
2,
we will have

=

2

2

2

Tfa. ;;;, ;ra... = v'~•T:":.
Second cue.

Eq u•l roots of

dilferent quantities.

ln 1the case of equal roots of different quantities, we

. ;;v. = ;;v--.

will have
;✓

,

- ;.r,:-b
v v.
v a,

a.b.c ...

c ...

=

Because,
•

•

•

v(a. b . c ... )•,
m

"'

"'

-;/;;;-b,yc
;;r.... =a~- .b-;. c-;...
ya,y
!!!

=(a.b.c, ..)';
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and, supposing m

.

1.

v'c--·

Va,

Root of a root.

~

=

vi

;/b.
= i,/a.b.c ...
Let now the root of a root be given, for instance,

we will find

because, (44)

~,~- ~,-.

...

(. )"'

" j/a= "a; = a; -; = ar'7.

Supposing the denominators m and h equal to unity, then

The index of
the root., and
that of the
quantity mider
the radical sl~n,
may be multiplied or divided
by the same
quantity.

again,

Observe here also, that, since
-

ffl

~

a"'=

(at..).; = '\jiia'!f;
j/a"'

Four c.,ses em..

"'·Ir

~ = a ; ; and a-;;= a"·k
so we have also

= VatM,

hence,

= 1/--;\'ai.

~50. Let us now analyze the formula,

v·~= «.

braced by a radical expression.

Four cases may occur about this formula. First, n (which is supposed to be a whole number) is either an even number
2i, or an
2i 1: again, with n
2i, we can supposo a posiodd number
tive or a negative, and the same supposition can be made when
n
2i 1. Let us commence to examine the case of a
First case.
. •
pos1t1ve, and n = 2i. Since the formula j/ a = «, supposes «ft = a, we will have

= +
= +

+

=

=

"-u=a.

But
«, as well as - «, raised at the power 2i, give the samt
positive product; hence,

(+«):x =(-«)"=a.
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Therefore, in the first case, we have

v'+a= ±ot;
that is, the (2i)'b root of a is either positive or negative.
Let again a bo positive, but the index n
2i+ 1, or let

Second cnse.

"+v+a=

1

=
•
=+a, but otin this

rt., we will have (ot)"+
case must be necessarily positive, because, 2i 1, factors of the same
quantity, cannot give a. positive product unless the same quantity is
positive; hence,
(+ tt.)"+ 1 a,

+

=

,;+,1/+a:

and

+

tt.

Let now a be negative, and the index n still equa.l to
Since a negative product of the same quantity
multiplied 2i+ 1 times, can be obtained only by a. negative quantity,
so we will have, in this case
Third case.

2i

+1.

(-a)"+ 1 =

-a,
v-a =-d..

,i+_1; -

and

The last case is that of a negative when n
~

Fourth case.

; --

= 2i and

expressed by jr - a. But neither among positive nor
negative numbers or quantities, any one is to be found representing
this root, because we have seen in the first case, that with a either
positive or negative, we have always tt."
hence the radical
expression
a,

ti

=+ a;

Imaginary rad!- is termed imaginary root) or radic&! or
cals or roots.
quantity or expression.

imaginary

Although such expressions, considered in one point of view, are
paradoxical, yet they may be also considered as symbols of term3
heterogeneous to real quantities, that is, ,./ a is the symbol of a.
term not included in the ca.tegory of real qua.ntities, which term
being incapa.ble of taking a real form, cannot be represented but by
an ambiguous or paradoxical form. These mysterious symbols, so
frequently met with in mathematical investigations, are used and
profitably managed like real quantities.
OP?rations on
~ 51. Let us then see here some of the elementary
{magmaryquan•
•
titiea.
operations about such quantities, and first, let us take

.,/-a by,./ b. Since -a and -h
are equivalent to a X -1, b X -1, and ✓ -a,
✓ =c,

Multiplication the product of

and division.

are equivalent to -

a!, - b!, so we will have
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✓ =a

= (a X -1)½ = ai-. -li- = ✓ a.

✓ =-1,

✓ -=h

= (b X - l)i- = bi-. - 1! = ✓ o·

✓ =I.

✓

Therefore,

Ja.

but

-a

=

✓

✓

fi "

=b

=
✓

ao,

✓

i ✓

(✓

✓ =a.
✓
In like manner, we will ban
-a

✓

-J.

-

F(

✓

= -1; hence

- 1)'

=='6

. b ✓

=-1)';

✓

al,.

l=a.b;

-a.b = -ab and (J-=-1)'= -1.

because

Again, the ratio a ✓

=l:

h ✓

-1,

gives

a ✓

=-1

a

- - =i;•

b ✓
(✓

Since

Powers.

=l
-1)"=,

we will have, also

and so on.

(✓

=l)'
(✓

=-1)·

= (-1)" = + 1,
= (- 1)3 = -1,

And generally,
(✓

=

- =1)"

(v1F"°f)•)•

= (-1)' =

± 1,

in which the sign is positive when i is an even number. In an equal
manner, we will have

where, likewise, the positive sign is to be taken with inn even number.
Because,

( ✓

- =-1)<"+

(✓

=-l)(ti+

1

> =

( ✓

=

-1)".

✓

± 1✓

1; hence,

=
-1

±
✓

-

- 1.

A corollary follows from this doctrine, applicable to the case of
real quantities. We have seen (50) tl1ut the 11•• real root of a is either
d,iublc or only one or none; but if together with the real, we reckon
also tl1e imaginary roots of the same quantity, their number is quito
different. So, for example,

(+2)', (-2)', (+ 2

✓

-

I)',

(-2

✓

I)•,

GI

OPF.RATIO :<- S OS )JOXO)I I.\T,~.

gir c all

+ 1G;

J,cnce, the fourth root of 16 admits four different

values, two real, t\nd two im:1gitl'lry-u::imcly,

,• Ju=

±2,

=

± 2✓

i4111l
~

t._/

.)2. It

-l

remains fO\· u~ to ad<l !"Orne remarks
1
nd
~:1
quan- concerning irrt1.tional ntdicnl~. '11 hc:--e remark-.. nrc con•
ncctcd with o~hcr qnc;-;tion:, l:i'O!'newhat foreign to the ~ubjcct of the
p~·cci.!ding num':lcrs. F or thi:i 1•cfl_..;on they ha,·c been left for the 1:l~t
of the present article. We will commence by illu,trating the method
of finding the greatest common measure of two number;,;.
Jrr:1tion:tl r:1di-

now

n,,.,,,"tromSuppnse .\I and X to be lw,, whole number~,
""'" "'""uo·e. or numcrieal ,·alues of two quantities, and .\I > X.
L •t the wh()le 1nu11bcr q' be the quotient of .\I <liYi lc,1 by X
nnd JI' the rcm.,in lcr; or, in other terms, let ".\I/, be l'<1nal lo,;'
times ::-l plu-; H.', which i~ lc:as than X. D,viding w,w X L_r
H.', let q" be thr quotient and R" the remainder; di,i lin:i: in
the next place, R' by R"', let q'" be the quotient, an,) R"' the
remain<lcr, &c, in this manner, we ha,·c the e(1uati()u~
':I.' ~
+ R' }
- q" R' +R"

.\[ =
N

R' - q'"R" + R'"
R" = q"R"' -;- 1{".

(0. 1 )

&c.
Xow, if R', for example, woul ,I be found equal to zer,',
namely, if W' di,·ides cxattly R'" wi1hout any rcmaiu,h,r, we
say first, that the salllc n_;.. is an ex:1ct di,·isor of )I and X;
uwl sccou l!y, this cli,isur i, the grcatPst common divi,or or
n,ca,mrc of .\l ai:d ~- The fir~t a,,crtion is easily dcn11,nstratcd, obserring thai R" c,t11not (•xnc:ly diridc R"', without
R'' ; but by ~uppudi,·iding al,;o R", b~cansc, ll" .-= ,{"It"'
q"·. 'J'· ll"
H_h· j that i,
sition, H."' = q•·w, i tlicrcfoi-0, R"
to say, R" is cqu·,1 to 'l''·. 'J.'
l t imes ll'', an ,1 for bn'Yity's

sake, calling Q the

SL1111,

+
q''. q'· + 1:
0

+

R"

= QR", or 1r"
{,

Q.
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But, again, R1' cannot be an exact divisor of R'' without
dividing also R'. This remainder is equal to <j"R" R'", but
by supposition, R"' = qvR1•, and consequently, R" = QR1• ;
hence, R' = <j" QR1•
q'R1'; that is to say, R' is equal to
q"'. Q q• times R 1•, and for brevity's sake, calling (l the

+

+

sum <j"Q

+

+ q', R' = (¥R

1
•,

R'

or R'• = (¥. Following the same

process, we find that N and M are, likewise, multiples of the
same number R1•, which, consequently, is an exact divisor of
them. But the same remainder is the greatest common
divisor of the same number; because, no number-K for
instance-greater than the last said remainder, can divide both
numbers Mand N.
To demonstrate this, observe, first, that subtracting from
both members of the preceding equations, the same number,
namely, q'N, from the members of the first, <j'R'; from those
of the second, and so on, we easily deduce (16,) the following
equations:
R'
R"

=
=

R'" =
R 1• =

M -q'N }
N - q''R'
R' - q'"R''
R" -q''R'"

(o,.)

&c.
Making now the supposition that K divides exactly M and
N, we must admit that it divides also R'. Because M, for
example, will contain exactly K two or three, or 1· times, and
N will exactly contain the same K, for instance, s times; then
M = rK, N = sK, and M - q'N rK-q'sK, but from the
last equations, M - <jN = R'; hence, R' = rK - q'sK; that
is to say, R' contains (1· - q's) times K, or R' is an exact
multiple of R'. Reasoning in the same manner, since N and
R' are multiples of K, it follows from the second equation,
that K must be an exact divisor of R" also, and for the same
reason an exact divisor of R'" and R 1•; but K is greater than

=
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R", and consequently, R,'• cannot be divided by K; hence,
the supposition of K a common measure of 1'l and N, and
greater than the last remainder cannot be admitted ; and we
generally infer, that when two numbers M and N are given,
the last remainder found in the above-described process is
their greatest common measure.
Examples.
Let M = 189, N = 147, we will have
M _ 189 __ 1
N - 147
N

iti =

147
42

R' 42
R" = 21

+ 42

147

Namely, <I = 1, R' = 42,

21

= 3 +42·

"

,j' = 3, R" = 21,

= 2 + O.

"

,j" = 2, R'" = 0.

The last remainder, therefore, is R" = 21, the greatest common
measure of the numbers 189, 147.

Let M= 154, N = 15, we will have
M
N

R'

= ......15-i
= ...... 15
= ......

4
R" =······ 8
111

R

= ······
......

R" =

1

10 ...... =q'

3...... = ,j'
1...... = 9."'
8 ......

=r?

O

In this case unity is the last remainder; hence, no number
Primo numbers aboye unity, divides exactly both 15-1 and 15.
to each 0ther. When numbers have no common measure, except

unity, they are called pn'me to each other. But the numbers
of the present example are each divisible by other numbers
above unity, the first by 2, 7, and 11 i the second, by 3 and
5. But there are numbers wbic~, even separately considered,
cannot be Clactly divided except by unity, such as 3, 5, i,
Prime »um- 13, 19, 3 l, &c.
These numbers are termed
bers In them•
selves.
prime i-n themselves, or simply pn'me numbers.
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Ilaving premised these principles, let us pass to demonstrate
the following proposition :

§ 53. A prime numbe?· N which accurately
divides the product ~IP, m1.tst necessarily divide
one of the factors P, 1'I. Suppose, first, :N
)I,
b-Ors.
and 1\1 not accurately divisible by N. With
regard to these two numbers we will have the same equations, (o), (o,) of the preceding number, and, besicles, the
last remainder must be equal to l. Multiplying now both
members of the equations (01 ) by P, we have
now a prime

~:,:~; ~i

<

~~t{iru:~i::_~

PR'

PR"

=

=

::\IP -q'NP

NP - q"R'P

PR"'= R'P - q"'R"P
= R" P - q".R'"P

PR'•

&c.

f

( o".)

J

Now :N", by supposition, divides accurately )IP; and since

<.f~ = q'P,

it divides also q'NP; therefore, the second

number of the first equation (o,) is accurately divisible by N,
and consequently also the first PR'. In the second member
of the next equation, we find NP again, and PR', both exactly
divisible by N; hence, the first member PR" of this equation
also is exactly divisible by N. In equal manner we prol'e
that the following products PR'", PR1v, . . . . arc all exactly
divisible by N. But in our present supposition the last remainder must be equal to 1; and consequently the last product exactly divisible by N is P .1, or P.
Suppose now N
1\1, and divide N by l\I, and again, M
by the first remainder, and this by the second, and so on;
call I, v", g"', .... the quotients, and p', p", p"', .... the
remainder, the last of which must be as in the preceding
case, cqu:11 to 1, on account of N being a prime number.
With these elements we can easily form equations similar

>
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l

to the preceding, and those corresponding to the equations

(o2), will be

Pp' = NP-y'MP
Pp"= MP-g"p'P
Pp''' = p'P -y"p"P
&c.

(o3 .)

Now N, which certainly divides exactly NP, divides by
s;;prosition, accurately, MP; therefore, the second member of
thJ first (0 8) is exactly divisible by N; hence, also, its equivalent Pp'. Reasoning as in the preceding case, we will find
· "ble
all the following products, PpII, p p111 , •..... exact1y d"1v1s1
by N; but the last p is equal to 1, and consequently the last
of those products exactly divisible bw N is P. This factor,
therefore, is exactly divisible by N, when the other factor
_\f, either greater or less than N, is not divisible by the same
prime numbers. It is plain that in the same manner in which
we bare demonstrated that P is exactly divisible by N, when
the other factQr M is not divisible by the same N; so we
could demonstrate that when P is not divisible by N, then )I
is certainly divisible by it; and we can generally infer, therefore, that when the product P}I is accurately divisible by X,
a prime number, and one of the factors is not divisible by it,
the other is necessarily divisible by the same number N. We
may observe, that even in the case in which N is not a prime
number absolutely, but prime only to M; and N divide!<
exactly the product "MP, P is exactly divisible by N. Which
thing is proved in the same manner as the preceding theorem.
A primenmn•
(Jorollary.-W e can now easily infer this
ber dh·iding a
.
vroduct.,divides corollary: When a prime number N divide
~t len~f. one of
tue racwrs.
exactly the product Q = R. M. K. H .. , the sam<:
must necessarily divide at least one of the factors.
Call P' the partial product M. K. H ... , and P" the partial
product K. H ... ; P"' the product H .... , and so on, we
will have the given
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Q =
P' =
P" =
P''' =

R.P'
MP"
KP'''
HP'•, &c.

.Now R, and the first factor of each one of the partial protlucts, b one of the factors of our product Q
R. M. K. H
... -~ ·the uutuber of which is filled by the last of those
partial products which contains the two last factors of Q.
Suppose now that nouc of the first factors R, l\f, K, .... is
exactly divisible by N; it follows first, that P' is divisible by
N, and consequently the second product MP"; but M by
suppo~ition is not divisible by N, therefore the factor P"
1uust be a multiple of N; and consequently the product KP"',
and tl,c f.,ctor P'" of this product, and so on, till the last
factor of thc last product, which is one of the factors of Q.
If uOnl', therefore, of the factor, R. M. K .... of the given
proJuct Q, until the last, is divisible by N, the last must
.
.
certainly be divisible by it. Vice vasu, if none of
<.:,a,,U.,tes.
h f:
' '
bl b h
•
N
t e actors of Q 1s d1visi e y t e prime number r ,
u1:ithcr Q can be divisible by it. It follows, besides, that if
1\1 or K nre not divisible by a prime number N, neither M•
M,I K" arc divisible by it; because n representing a whole
uumbcr, 1\1" and K" arc the products of n factors, none of
which is exactly divisible by N.

=

i•o~·e,-or rr•ct.ional
,-ion•.

expre&-

a.

§ 54. Let us now take the fractional expression

b reduced to its

simplest terms: that is, to such

t'lituple clements a and b, as to admit no common divisor
Cli-cept unity. We say that the numerical values of the powers
,ts as
a..
.
.
.
.
"[;i' 'i}i' ... b" arc necessanly fractional numbers, Jrreduc1ble
to a simpler form: that is to say, admitting no
common measure except unity. Suppose, in
fact, that a" :llld b~ arc exactly divisible }?y a number greater
1,,.ducibleto
• •impl•fonn.
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than 1 · in this case a also and b must have a common measure
' which is against the present supposition. Before
above unity,
we demonstrate this, let us observe first, that whole numbers
are either prime numbers or products of prime numbers; consequently we cannot suppose a number divisible by another,
which is not prime, without supposing that same number
divisible also by some prime number. Because, let the
whole number N be divisible by the other whole number
P = m. n : that is, let the quotient ;

= Q be a whole num-

ber; since from this equation we deduce the other Q. P = N,
or Q.nt.n = N, we will have also, N = Q.m, N =Q.m;
m
n
that is, N is exactly divisible by the factors of P.
a"
Let us now resume our fraction b"' the supposed common
measure is either a prime number or not; in both cases we
must admit that some prime number is common divisor to
both a" and b"; but we have already seen that a" or b" cannot
be divisible by any prime number, unless a and b arc divisibttby the same number. Therefore, when the fractional expression

l; is reduced to its simplest terms, any power ~

of the

same fraction is another fractional expression, whose terms
eannot be reduced to a. simpler form, and consequently it is
essentially fractional.

§ 55. •We are now able to see how, among
the radical quantities, there are some whose
numerical values can never be exactly assigned, and are, consequently, to be reckoned among the irrational expressions.
Powerrnftbe
Observe, that taking the squares1 the cubes1
natural num, h
bers.
t e fourth powers, and so <'n, of the natural series
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 of numbers, we have
!mttlonal roots.
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Squares. ...... . . 1, 4, 0, 16, ... .
Cubes .......... 1, 8, 27, 6-1, ... .
Fourth powers. 1, 16, 71, 256, .... , &c.
That is, the square root of 1 is 1, and the square root of 4
is 2; hence, the square roots of the numbers 2, 3 are between
1 and 2, or they arc numbers of an essentially fractional form,
l.owevcr reduced to their lowest terms; but we have seen that
a fractional expression raised to any power gives constantly a
fractional result; no number, therefore, between 1 and 2, if
squared, can give for power either the whole numbers 2 or 3;
therefore the numbers 2 and 3 ha Ye neither their square roots
among whole numbers nor among numbers of fractional form;
these roots, therefore, cannot be exactly expressed by any
number either whole or fractional, although we may represent
them by numbers more and more approaching to their value;
the same roots, therefore, are irrational quantities. The same
is to be said of the ~quare roots of the numbers between 4 and
0, between 9 and 16, &c.; the same of the cubical roots of
the numbers between 1 and 8, between 8 and 27, &c. ; the
same of the fourth roots of the numbers between 1 and 16,
between 16 and 71, and so on. And generally, we infer, that
when 1chole numbers lwve not their roots amony other whole
11111nbers, neither can the!J have them among fractional ones.
rn~n~:'{1~7- .~
~ 56. Lot us sec now how an indefinite series of
•ignablo num• rational numbers can be conceived constantly npproaching to any irrational root .
f~;•
:; Divide unity into any number of small cqunl parts,
Irrational root. which we will call .,, It is plain, first, that ., is a fraction grentc1· or smaller, according to the less or greater number of
parts into which unity is divided; secondly, not only ,.,, but 2.,, 3..,
4w, . . . . arc all fractions until we take the whole number of them;
thirdly, the difference between two successive terms of the series .,,
2.., z..,, .... is smaller in proportion to the greater number of parts
into which unity hns been divided; fourthly, representing by n any
number the difference between n
and n
2.,, is the same as that

':~:ei,~? .i::

+ .,

+

b9
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oetween thtl simple terms ., nnd 2.,. Finally, if n represent~ a wuolc
n :1.,, n 3.,, nud so on, are all fo1ctional numbers
number, n
comprised between n and n 1, until we add to n all the parts "'into
wh:ch unity luis been diYirled. Each one, therefore, of the numlx•rs
n 2.,, 11 3w, reduced to its lowest terms, must ha,e the
n
(I
•
~
. d
.
fr,,ctional form b; none of them, there,ore, raise to any power, gn-c~

+.,, +

+.,, +

+
+

+

1\11 exact whole number. Now the square of 2, the first term of the
series
2, 2
2
2.,, 2 3.,, ..... 2 1 (q,)
is -1, and the square of the. h1st 2 1, is 0. The squares, therefore, of
the included terms must be included between 4 and 0, and the square
is greater than 4, but nearer to it than the
of the second term 2
square of the next 2 2.,; the square of 2 3., is still greater, and ~o
ou. But increasing indefinitely the number of the particles"', the difference of the squares of the successive terms diminishes also imlefinitely;
and in the same manner as by increasing the number of thc,e 1~uticlc~,
the square of the second term 2
approaches more au,! more to •I,
so the squares of some of the following terms will more nnd more
approach to 5, to 6, to i, to 8, nncl the square of tho term before the
last will nppronch more ancl more to 9. But, in the same mr.nucr as
ne,er reach !) and
this square, ancl that of the second term 2
4, however great may bo the number of the particles oc, so none of the
squares of the intermediate terms will ever reach the whole numbers
5, 6, 7, 8. Therefore, the raclical expressions

+.,, +

+
+

+"'

+

+

+

+.,

+,. ,

✓ o,

✓

il;

✓

1,

✓ S;

ancl the same we say of all similar roots, nre number,; which cannot
he exactly expressed, and, consequently, neither measured ; for this
reason they are called incommensurable or irrational, and surd.
Beside these irrational numbers, other irrational qu:intitics occur
ir. mathematical questions, and all arc reckoned among transcendental
expressions.

§ 57. Give the exponential form to the following roots: (Sec 47, 48.)

)Jiscellaneous
examples.

/;i

M

v

-. , v,. r:;t.,
, 1/,;"'

• /-a
Exponential
form given to
mots.

,r-

r::.a',
•r-::=a-m'
u; , v
"' , "-"I1.,
u \ fa::__ 9 ,

1"1
'

Ans.
-

1/a

=

1

a:Z,

--

,.

ya'" = a'1,

= nn,J.

-·

j1/a
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Give the radical form to the following powers:
Radlcol form
glTen to powers.

!!!

Observe, that a"' = a 7 , &c.
Ans.

Radicals r<>duood to tbe
aame degree.

Reduce the following radicals to the same
degree. (See§ 49.)

,./a

.fa•

✓-

'ib' "b'
Ans.

,.,~

"' b '

~

vz;; '

10

"b '

•~ • I~

V ,,.,.,

a'"b1\ 1

10~

V .,,

''/m"
V ,,. '

v.

•/U
V ✓ .,,.

Ans.
j1/ aP,

Ans.

Va•,

j1/ao;

! • ~ , 2'"j1/a••••, ''"v'(alij-ni.

MulUplfoatlon
Examples of Multiplication.
or radicals.
44, 45, 49.)
Given factors :

(See §§ 42, 43,
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Given factors :

(3.)
(-t)

.,~ ~.,- 1
- a..
~ r1 .a- 1n' b-,.,' a11 • b11'
Answers:

(6.)

(1.)
(2.)

✓

g-ib-• X

,-.- X ~ /c
(4.) ..va
'\J'b

= \JV·

(3.)

✓ ~-•

!I

>

X

l• .

✓ 'afF

va X 1/a X Va}8 = a

(6.)

"'

la"

' r'. a- rn X

- ~

- b'

"'" {a'"c'"

(5.)

2

b&

1

.,.,
~-,;,»

b-.., X

t,
✓-,

4

•

a'9.b11=

" a-u·~=a•
•
-r-.

Reduction of the roots of roots to a simpler
1orm (§§ 44, 47.)
Given roots:

Reduction of
the =ti! of ~

root•.

(2.) ~'[}i.
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✓

(±.)

Ir

✓ ,~\f

6
( .)

.

-·
{Ya- = j'/ a.

~

✓

j'/a"'

(3.)

(

3

✓

t'OIU•

rnnn nu•:,su rL• o f
1lll!!l\,L•r~.

✓ -:;T'j_ 1,

c4.)

~«[· =

f'·,,- .,

\l,\1Tx a_
,,. In

(G.)

j'/1iz.

(2.)

u·· -

12
u.

v7- ~-

,·-

,-

Grt"t\ti·~t

=

I / /ri••[i'o-

(5.)

' f.

f X Cf X (7Y' X (ctz?

Answers.

(1.)

r_

{./Gf

-

6

.lr"

-

,,!J "''flt.

J7

er cJf (t(~y·

==

'1t,ffz ~;;.

Let us add some examples concerning the
greatest common measure of numbers.
GiYen numbers:
Ans.
GiYen
"
Ans.
Gi,·cn
"
Given

"

5-U

416.
32.

916

2:201.
31.
1261 1079.
Ans.
13.
1267 916 .
..\.nq.
1.
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CHAPTER IL
OPERATIONS ON POLYNO)IIALS.

ARTICLE I.

Addition and Siibtraction.

§ 58. ADDT'l'ION.-Thc addition of polynomials is substantially the same as that of monomials, since to add one
polynomial to another is nothing more than to add a number
of monomi,tls to another number of monomials. And to add
together several polynomials signifies to add together as many
monomials as are those contained in the given polynomials.
All, therefore, that has been said (18) with regard to the
addition of monomials is applicable to the case of polynomials.
Hence, the addition of the polynomials
a2 4ab 3c2 -cl,
- 3a2 + ac - 3ab + l,
7a2
ab- l +a,
is obtained by writing in succession all their terms, each with
its proper sign.
Reduction of
However, before making this operation, and in
similar t.lrms. order to obtain a sin1pler result, observe whether
similar terms, (10,) or equal, arc to be found in the polynomials.
Because, all such terms are expressed by a single term similar
to them, and having for coefficient the sum or the difference
of the partial coefficients. For example, the first of the given
polynomials contains the terms + a2, + 4ab; the second, the
similar terms - 3a2 - Bab, and the third polynomial, the
terms+ 7a2 + ab. Now, these six terms can be represented
by only two equivalent to them, since the sum of the similar
terms a2 - 3a2 + 7a2 = 5a~, and that of the terms 4ab - Bal,
+ab= 2ab. Again, the first polynomial contains the term
- d, and the third the term + cl, which arc mutually climi

+ +
+

7
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+

nated, as well as the terms
l and - l, the first in the
second, and the last in the third polynomial. Hence, the
' sum of the given polynomials is
5a•
2ab
3c• ac.
And generally, to obtain the sum of given polyRule.
no1nials, uTite, first, any of them as given, then a
second, so that the similar terms shall fall under the cor1·espondi1•g terms of t!w first, and so all tlte otlier polynomials.
Reduce then tlie similar terms, and annex those te1·ms wldch
are alone.
§ 59. Add together the polynomials
7b•c - 9c•q - l3q•b,
Examples.
3a•b
(I.)
7a•b 3c•q
q•b -la,
8b•c 6c•q
3q_"b 3la.
Arranging these polynomials according to the preceding
rule, we will ha,;e
3a•b 7b•c -.9c•q -13q_•b
-7a•b
Bl.aq
q•b- la
- 8b•c
6c•q
2q•b
3la

+

+

+

S-

+

+

l- +
+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+
l0q2b + 2la.

Sum - 4a•b b•c
Add together the polynomials
4a3 il 3d'b- 9m•n,
4m•n
ab•
5d'b
7a•cl,
6m•n - 5c3b 4mn• - 8ab•,
(2 -) 7mn• 6l.ab-5m•n-6a3 b,
7&b - lOab• - 8m•n - lOd~,
12a3d - 6ab• 2c3b
mn.
And also
a 3 - b3
3a•b - 5alJ>,
3a3 - 4a•b 3b3 - 3ab•,
a• b3
3a•b,
(3.)
2a3 - 4b3 - 5ab',
lOab•,
6a•b
- 6a3 - 7a•b 4ab" 2b•.

+

+

+

+
+

+

I~l

+
+
+ +
+

+

+

+

+
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Answers:
l111m•
18c-1 b - 12m•n - 23ab•
(2.) Su;u, 17a3 d
- lOd• nin.
(3.) Sum, a3 + b3 + a•b+ab• .
§ 60. SunTRACTIO:-{.-To subtract a polynomial B from
another polynomial A, means to find the dijerence between
the two polynomials; that is, another polynomial D, which,
if added to B, gives A for sum. Applying now to these expressions the reasoning made (21) with regard to simple
monomials, we may easily infer, that
T!te polynomial Bis subtracted from A by adding
Rule.
to tliis a polywmiial opposite to B.
We do not need to prove that the polynomial opposite to B
contains the same terms of B, but with opposite signs.
Take B = 6m3 b - 5a•b• l.
Examples.
From A = 3ni•b + -1m3 c-6a2b9.
The polynomial opposite to B is
5a9b9 - l.
- Gm3c
A- B = 3m~b 4m3c - 6a9 b2
~Ience,
- 6m3c 5a•b2 - l.

+

+

+

+

+
+

+

And
Adding, in fact, this D to B, we will obtain A.
Take a+ 2b+ c+ 5d
( 1. ) {
from 4a 3b - 2c 8d.
5ab 7b2-19a9 21n
(2.) { Take from l2ab 3b• -17 a• 3m.
l Om•b 10m3 - 10rnab2
(3.) { Take
from 10m3 4m2b - 5rn3b2 •

+

+
+
+
+

+

+
+

(4.)

Take --- a•+ 2ab - b•
{ from a• 'Lab b•.

(5.)

Take - t•qg - 1 ·3s 12mn
{ from llrs 12~'9- l3t9 qg.

+

+

+

+
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= 3a b - 3c 3d.
(2.) D = 17ab-4b• + 2a•+m.
(3.) D = 5m•b•-6m2 b.
(4.) D = 2a•
(5.) D = 121"8 + 12s• - 12t2qg + 12mn.

+ 2lfl.

ARTICLE II.

.lllultiplication a11rl Division.

§ 62. MuLTJPLICATION.-The multiplication of a polynomial A by another polynomial B, consists like that of monomials (2-1) in finding the product P, an expression either
monomial or polynomial, whose numerical value is equal to
the product of the numerical values of the factors A and E.
But, multiplying A by each of the terms of B, and summing
up all these partial products, the sum must be the product of
A by B. Therefore, to obtain the product of a polynomial A
by another polynomial B,
Tal.e the sum of the procl11ct of all the terms of
Uule.
A O!J eacli of the tei-rns of B, or vice versa.
Taking A for multiplicand, and B for multiplier, or vice
versa, in both cases we will have the snme terms to be aJded.
The product of polynomials is usually indicated by enclosing
them within parentheses, as follows: ( A) (B).
§ 63. Let A= a-b, B c-d, we will have
Examples.
A.B = (a-b)(c-d)=P.
And
(a -b)(c-d) =(a-b)c- (a- b)cl
= ac-cb-ad bd.
This example may be also used to demonstrate t h e correctness of the rule of signs.
Uule of•i~n•
In the preceding product we have followed the
demon51i.,.te<1. known rule of signs.
But, making a - b = m,
c - d = n, we can see with another process that the rule to

=

+
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be followed with regard to signs must be that already given,
(25, 26.)
.
Add b to both members of the first equation, and d to both
members of the second, we will have (16)

+
+

a = m b } (o,)
c=n+d
and consequently, a.c = (m b)(n d. ).
The tenns of these factors being all positive, their product is
manifestly altogether positive; and consequently we will have
a.c =mn bn md +bd.
And since the difference bcl- bd = o, the product a. c will
not be changed by adding this difference to it, and so it will be
ci. c = mn bn mcl bd bcl - bd.
Now tbe terms bcl md, having cl for common factor, may
be represented by (b m)d, and likewise, the terms bd and
bn, which have b for common factor, can be represented by
(cl+ n)b: Ilence, making the substitution, the preceding
equation will become
a.c = (b m)cl
n)b mn-bd,
but the first (o) gives (b m) = a, and the second ( d n)
= c. Therefore, substituting again
a.c=a.d+ c.b +m.11-bd.
Add now to both members of this equation the trinomial
bcl - cb - ad, we will have
a.c+ b.d-c.b-a.d = m.n,
but mis (a-b), and n is (c-d); hence, from the last
equation (a-b)(c-d) = ac-cb-ad bd.
Exactly as we have obtained, following the rule : like signs
give a positive, and unlike signs a. negative product.
ReJDarkoncom•
In the preceding demonstration we have menmon !actors.
•
d and even separated the common factor
tione
from some terms. When a polynomial is multiplied by a
monomial, this multiplier affects all the terms of the product
likewise, and for this reason the multiplier is called common

+

+ +

+ + + +
+

+

+

+ (cl+

+

+

+

+

7*
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factor. And, vice versa, when the terms of a given polynomial are affected by the same factor, the polynomial can be
considered as the product of another polynomial by that factor,
and may be decomposed accordingly. For instance, from
P = am• + and + rsa,
Wi!

P = a(ni•

infer

+ nd + rs).

Nay, this decomposition can be performed with regard to a
certain number only of terms, and when some of the terms
of a polynomial arc affected by one common fuctor, and some
by another; partial decompositions can be evidently made: for
example, from P = rna•b - nqcl + nil+ nrs,

P = rn( a•b

we will have

(1.) {

+ l) + n(i·s -

qd)

+ b•

A = a• + 2ab
by B = a•- 2ab
Write first the partial products of A by each
of B; take then their sum, or the product of P,

K,camples of
multiplication.

A. B

}1 ultiply

= (a• + 2ab + b•)(a• a• + 2a b

1st partial product .. .
2d partial product.. .
3d partial product .. .

(1.)

P

+ b•.

3

=

2ab

+ a•b•.

2a3 b -

-

of the terms
as follows:

a•

Multiply A = a3 b•+ 3a•b"

+ l,

0

4a•b• - 2ab3 •
a•b•
2ab3

+

+ l,•.

+ 3ab• + l,•
+ 2a

(2.)

{

(3.)

t

.

(4.)

{

(a-b), (b-c), (c - d), (d-e).
A = a• + 2ab
b•
B = a - b.
A = a+ b
B = a- b

(5.)

(6.)

by B
l\lu1t1ply

= ab• -

4o,•b

A = 3ci• 1i ru
-

by B = y'b -

3•

+ 3niv.Jl/c .a• -

rn

-

;;,iYca•,

3in•.Yc•a4
---'-- -

a•v'li

l\Iultiply together

l\lultiply
{
by
i\Iultiply
{
by

)

+
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Answers:

= 2a b + 2a·'b 5a li - 7a b a b +ab
m
3m c
+ a2vb·
p = 8a2b - 6a2 ~
P = abcd- l?cd--ac d+ bc d- abd +b d2+ accl
abce + b ce + ac e - bc e + abde - b de - acde

(2.) P

6 2

3

3 5

4

-

2

(3.)

(-!.)
- bcd

2

2

2

2

2

2 -

2 6

-

7

•

3

2

2

2

2

+ b de.
Or else, P = a [bd(c - e) + de(b - c)] + b [c(e -- d)
+ d(d- e)] + c [a(e - d) - b(d-e)] + d[a(ccl-- bcl)
+b(cb-cd)].
2

2

2

(6.) P = a2 -b2•

(5.) P = a3 +a2b-ab2 - b3•

'£he following examples deserve to be noticed on nc~ount of their
frequent nnd useful applications.

(1.)
(2.)
(3.)

(4.)

{

+ z+ z•+ z3+ ... +z•

l\Iultiply A= 1
by B
1-z.

=

= a+ b ✓
=1

= a- b ✓
'} i\Iultiply A = a+ b ✓
by B = h+ k ✓
=l,

l\Iultiply A
{

by B

i\Iultiply A= a-b
{

.

by B

=
h-.!

f
-1.

✓ =T
✓

-1.

Observe, that the exponent n of the last term of A, in the first of
these examples, is a whole number, containing one unity less than the
number of terms of the same polynomial.
Answers:

(2.) P =

(1.) P = l-Z"+ 1 •
(3.) P =ah-bk+ (ak+

(4.) P

= ah-bk(+!t)

bh)
✓

✓

a•+o•.

-1.
=1.

We may remark, with regard to the second of these products, that
in changing the factors a into It, and b into k, we would have had
p
h'+k'.

e

=

Singular pro64. We can demonstrate now a singular property of
perty of numbers.
numbers, which is contained. in the following theorem:

If two numbe1·s i\I and N are such, that each one of them may be
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=

=

resolved into two square numbers, that is, l\I
a•+ i•, N
h'+k•,
the product i\l. N of the same number may likewise be resolved into
two square numbers.
From the last example (2) and its equivalent we have

(a'+b')(h'+k•)

=

[ (a

+b

✓

-="l)(ab

✓

(h-k)

=

✓

[(a+ b ✓
(h-k

=-1)
✓

'f)][(h+k

✓

-=1)

-1)]

(h

+k
✓

=-1)]

[(a- b v=-1)

=1)].

Again, from the last examples (3) and (4), we have

+k ✓

(a+ b ✓ ='!)(h
(a-b

✓

=l)(h-k

=1)

Therefore, (a' +

[(ah-bk) -(ak

=(ah-bk)+ (ak+ bh)

✓

= (ah-bk)+
✓
b') (Ii'+ k') = [(ah- bk)+ (ak + bh)
✓

=1)

=-1
-=I.
✓

-1]

+ blt)vl-1].

But we have seen in the preceding number that the product of
the sum by tho difference of any two quantities, is equal to the
difference of the squares of the same quantities; hence, the product,
or second member of the last equation, is

(ah-bk)'-( (ak+ bk)v=lf;
that is, (a2+ b2)(h'+ P)

=

(ah-bk)'-((ak +

=

bh)

✓

-1)'

=

But ( (ak+ M) ✓ =-1)'
(ak+ bh)'. ✓ =I
)•
-(ak+ bh)',
hence,
(a2 b')(lt'+k') = (ah-bk)' + (ak+bh)'.
That is to say, the product of two numbers l\I
(a•+ b'), N
h' k'), is equal to the sum of two square numbers.
For example, take )I = 40 and N = 58, we will have
l\I
(G'+ 2•), N
(i'+ 3°,)
and consequently, l\I . N, or
40. 58
(6. 7 - 2. 3)'
(6. 3
2. 7)'
= 30•+ 32•

+

=

=( +

=
=
=

=

+

12\16

+

+ 1024 = 2320.

§ 65. D1v1sroN.- To divide a polynomial A by another
polynomial B, is to find a polynomial, or even monomial expression Q, the quotient, which, multiplied by the divisoi: B,
gives for product the dividend A.
Polynomials
To obtain the quotient, it is · expedient to
arranged.
arrange both dividend and divisor, according to

orERATIONS ON POLYNOl\lIALS.

the powers of the same letter; that is, writing, in the first
place, the term in which the power of the letter is the highest,
then the term where the power of the same letter is the
highest of the remaining, and so on. This is the arrangement
usually made, although it would be equally profitable to
arrange the terms in the inverted order, commencing, namely,
with the lowest power and increa~ing in order to the highest.
Thus, fo1· example, the P"lynomials

A

= o-2-+- 2ab + b

2

+

+

,

+

2a b
ab• b3,
B = 2a
are both arranged according to the decreasing powers of a, and
according to the increasing powers of b.
When the polynomials are thus arranged, the operation of
division is easily performed. But to sec better on what prinOperallon ciplc this operation rests, let us multiply together
•xpl•ined.
the two preceding polynomials arranged A and B,
marking each partial product, we will have
3

2

(a•+2ab+b")(2a3 +2a•b+ab•+b9 )
p'........... .. . . . . . 2a5 +4a•b+2ci'b~,
p" .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2a•b+4(l-3b42a•b~,
p'"....... .. . . .. . . . .
a~b2 +2a2Jr1+ab\
p1•.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
q2 b8 +2ab•+b5
111
5
2
p' +P"+p +pi'·= 2a +6-µ,•b+7,a"b +5f!,2 b•+8ab•+b~ = P.
Let us now, ob!l.e.rxe,. fir,st, tha;~ th_e pro~uct which rosults, is
arranged according to the p,owc1;s of- th~ lctte1-s of the factors,
and it is no,t d.:iffi.c.ult to 1,eo that it oannot be otherwise.
Secondly,, the first and \h,c la&t term of the same product are
merely produced by tb,e ro,ultiplication of the first terms of the
factors, and by tho. multiplication of the last terms. Ilenec,
dividing t,hc. first term of the product by the first term of on()
of the facto1:s, the quotient must be the first term of the \'.\tii,e~.
factor. Hence also, generally, when both dividend I\U,d ~iiviso1:.
are arranged according to the powers of the, SWftiW. letter, the
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first term of the quotient is obtained by dividing the firsl
term of the di vidcnd by the first of the di visor.
~ow, after having obtained the first term of the quotient,
we can have also the partial product p' of the divisor by the
quotient. For example, in the case before us dividing P by
the polynomial A, we will obtain the first term of the quotient, that is, 2a3, by dividing the first term of P by the first
of A. Now, multiplying A by 2a3, we obtain p', which subtracted from P, girns for remainder a polynomial P = p"
p"' p 1v; that is to say, the product of the same A by the
remaining terms of th e quotient. R epeating the opera tion
with the divisor A and the dividend P', we will obtain the
next term of the quotien t, which in our case is 2a2 b, and,
in consequence, the second partial product p", and so on.
H ence, the rule,
To divide a pvl!Jnomial 1'l by another pol!IRute.
rwmial N, a1-ran9e, first, both acconling to the
powers of the same letter. Then divide the first te1·m of the
dfoicltml by the first of the divisor, and ma1·k the quotient.
Nultipl!J tlten by this tenn the diviso1· N, and subtract the
prodnct from M, an<l taldng the remainder for dividend,
repeat the same opei·ation until the end.

+ +

Divisor.
Dividend.
Quotient.
h + lc) h 9 +hlc-hz- lcz(h-z
1st product. ..... .
h2
li7c
Examples.

+

-------

1st remainder... .
- hz - lcz
2d prod uct ...... .
- h z - lcz
2d remainder ... .
0
'l'hc product may be taken with changed signs, and so the
remainders may be obtained by simple addition.
·when the dividend contains many terms, it is not necessary
to write each time all those which belong to the remainder,
but it is enough to write as many terms as ther,i are in the
divisor, as in the following example:

Divisor.

+

Dividend.

Quotient.

5a•b•+ l l a•b5+ 7ab6
-5a•b•- l Oa•b5-5ab6
a•b5+2abd+b1
-a•b5- 2ab6 -b7
0.

5a6b+ 20a5 b•+35a•b•
-5a6b-10a•b•- 5a•l,3
lOa•b•+30a•b•+ 35a•b•
- 1Oa•b•-20a•b•- 1Oa•b•
l0a•b3+25a•b•+2la•b5
- l0a•l>"-20a•b•-lOa•b5

a2+2ab+b•)a7 7a6b+2fo•b'+35a•b•+35a•b•+ 2l a•b5+7ab6+b7 ( a5+5a•b+lOa•b•+1Oa•b•+5ab'+b5
-a7- 2a6ba•b2

~

°"

00

?'

~

ii:

0

z

~

'd

z

"'0

z

0

~

::0

0
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In like manner, divide

+ 6a•b• = a•-2ab + b•.

A =
by

(l.)

{ B

ti• -

4a•b

-!ab•

+ b•

(t.)

A = h•+ 7.,"J
by
{ B = h+ le.

(3.)

.A = a 5 - 7a•b 12a3 b• a•lr by
{ B = a 3 - 4a•b - 2ab•
3b3 •

+

= x4 + x•!J• + y•
B = x•+ xy +y•.

+
+

l3ab•

+ 67)5

A

(4.)

{

Answers:
(1.) Q
(2.) Q

=

(3.) Q
(4.) Q

=

Henwk 000 •

~t.

by

=
=

+
+
+

a• - 2ab
b2 •
h• -hie -1- le•.
a• - 3ab
2b2 •
x• - xy ll·

The arrangement of polynomials according to

":;r the powers of the same letter, is not an indispensable requisite to obtain the quotient. This
can be also obtained without such an arrangement. Nay, this
niust necessarily be done when the polynomials cannot be
arrangeff. Such is, however, the nature of the process, that
the same quotient will be obtained with different arrangements, although the disposition, the form of the terms, and
their signs mt1y appear different in the quotient for different
arrangements.
For example, dividing the same polynomial A, differently
arranged, as follows : A = a• + 2ab
b•
polynomials.

+
+

+

= 2ab
a•+ b2
by
B=a
b.
\Vith the first arrrangement, we have
Q = a+b.
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Q = 2b+ a-b
=o.+ b.

With the second,

So likewise, let the dividend be

A= 2abl + mnl +qt+ 2abr + mn,· +qr+ 2abs + mns+ qs.
And differen tly arrange d,
A= mm-+ qr-+ 2abr- +mus+ qs + 2abs + mnl + ql + 2abl.
B = l + + s.
Divide it by
1·

With the first arrangem ent, we will find

Q=2a b+mn +q.
With the second,

Q=

+ ~ + ~ t + 2abs
~- + <J:.." + 2abr
t
t
l
t
l
+ mn + q + 2ab
mns

mm·

t

l

qs

qr

2abr

2abs

t_l_l_l'

which is manifestly equal to

2ab+ mn+ q,

·

as for the first arrange ment.
In order, however, to diminis h useless labor, it is always
expedien t to arrange as much as possible the given polynomials. So, for example, the following dividen d and divisor,

abed + cd,n
R = m+ ab,

A

+ mn + abmn + m•n + 3a•b + 3abm

may be arranged in this manner :

A-

3a•b

+ abed+ abmn + Babin+ cdm + m•n + mn

R = ab + m .
•\nd we will find

Q
Thedirlden d
not exactly di•
,isible by the

=

Bab+ cd

mn

-·
,:-+•,n
+ mn + au

§ 66. In this last example , after h aving found

the first three terms of the quotien t, the remainder to be divided is mn; which cannot be divided
by B; we add, therefore, as the last term of the quotien t, a

dh·isor.

8
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fractional expression having the remainder for the numerator,
and the divisor for the denominator.
This case takes place whenever the dividend is not the
exact product of the divisor and the quotient. Let us give
another example. Divide
3
13 = 7t 7.-,
31.-li•+ 31,,"h
A=

+ 27, by l,;3 +
Q = h• + 2/di + k• + !. + k.

7.3+

we will find

The correctness of the process to find out the quotient in all case~,
can be d~monstrat cd also in the following manner:
Call t', t 11, t111, ••• tho first, the second, the third term, &c. of the
111
11
1
quotient obtained by dh·illing .\ by B, ancl call r , r , r , ••• the
will have
we
quotient,
the
of
term
each
to
ing
corre~pond
remainders
r 1 = A-t1 B
A-(t'+ tll)B
A-t'B-t llB
r 11
A- (t1
A- t'B- t' 1 B- t 111B
r 111

=

=
=

+ +

=

+t +t
11

111

)B, &c.

+ .... +

(•l ).
r<•>= .\.- B(t' 111 1111
And
Suppose now, that after having obtainc(l the n•• term of the quotient,
we stop the operation. The polynomial
(I+ /II+ [Ill+ .... +[(•),
•> the h\st rcmninder. Now, from the
represents the quotient, nn<l r<
infer
we
procerling equation,

.\. =

+ ... +

+ +

+

t<•>) r •
B(t 1 t11 t111
a quantity, which,
such
be
must
B,1t the quotient of A dh·ided by 13,
same, l3(t 1 t''
the
is
which
or,
A,
give
to
Bought
by
if multiplied
obtained by
111
evidently
t<•> ) r(n), but this product is
t

+

+ ... +

multiplying
by 13.

+
r •l
(t' + + t +- .. + t<•> ) + B

+

111

111

Therefore,

A
n = t' + +
111

r ~

/ I l l + •••

+ t'•> + n·

'rhese remarks, ns wo have observed, arc npplicnblc alike to all
c:1•cs, whatever might be the form of the dividend and of the di\·isor,
Sil([ CYCn of the terms of the quotient.
Jt may occur thiit some, and even all the terms of tho quotient have
form. D:viding, for example,
fractional
a
A

= a + a•+ a

3

by B

= b + ab,
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as

aa3a'

we will find

Q

= b + b - b + b + ab·

~ 6i. In this cxnmplc, the remninder zero cannot be
found, and consequently, continuing the operation, the
number of the terms of tho quotient becomes indefinite.
And in cnscs similnr to this we mny 1tdd the remainder, with the
divisor for denominntor, either after tho first, the second, the third
term, &c. of the quotient. Lot us sec 1tnother example:
Quotient.
Dividend.
Dh-isor.
t.,.s
k'
k3

Number of
tbetermsofthe
quotlootindefi•
nite.

h+k)

( h-;,.z+, Ji-

k3

-lcS-,;
""

,,k'
kS

k4

+,;+;;;
ft,;

+ h2
k5

kfo

-h'-h3
k•

tJr
Suppose now the operntion to be interrupted after the first, nftcr
the second, 1tnd after the third term of the quotient, &c., we will
have the following equivalent equations
k'
h

k3

k3

h+k
k3

h+k
k3

h+k

h3k

k3

= ,;- ,•+k _h_ h+k· h"
1ifJ

k•

k3

k'

1..s

k'

=-,;-,;;+ h+k. h''

=

h-h2+

k5

k3

lc3

h3- h+k. h3;

and generally,
k3

1..:i

k'

k5

(a)h + k -1, -h2+NJ - .. .

kft+•

lc3

k'

± h• +h+k"hft "

From the simple in~pcction of the order in which tl1e signs of the
preceding equations follow one another, and from the uniformity of the
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process to obtain any number of terms for the quotient, it is plain
that the upper of the two signs placccl before the last terms (a) is to
be used when n is an uneven number, and the other when n is even.
With regard to the formula (a), three different cases can happen.
That is, we may have h
k, or h
k, or h
k:

>

<

=

in the first case,

i=

in the second,

h> l

in the third,

h < l.

1;

k

;

k

In the last of these cases, by increasing indefinitely the number of
the terms, and consequently, n in the formula (a), the factor

k~

h" of the

last term will more and more approach to zero, and consequently
likewise the whole term
k~

kfJ

± h+k' T,_; •• ' ' (r).
But if, by increasing the number of the terms in (a), the last of them
constantly approaches to zero, we may say that the polynomial
!rfJ

ks

k'

kft+2

,;- - h2 + "iii - ... ± T''
which contains all the terms of (a) with the exception of the last, is
such that by increasing tho number of its terms it constantly approaches to the determined value of the first number of ( a), namely, to
kfJ

h+k····(s).
We call this fractional cxp1·ession (s), to designate thnt it is equal to
the sum of all the terms
kfl
k' ks
J& k1
(a') .... h' -h', "iii' - -;;;;, M' ..
of the series indefinitely protracted ; that is,
//
kfJ
kfJ
k'
k5

(a)

h+k=h-h'+;;;a-·····

The term (r) here omitted is called residual term, or residuum, after
the n th term.

In the other two cases of
omitted, because when

k

h. =

1=

l or

> 1, this residuum cannot be

1, (r) is constantly equal to

±htk'
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and when

h>

k

1, the voJue of (r) constantly increases by adding

units ton.
From the formula (a), dividing first both members by kS, and making
then h = 1, we deduce the two following useful equations:
1

( a'")

k

l

kft-t
hn

k2

h, - h2

+h

1

Ii!'

+ k • hn
1
1
k+k·
{
1+k = - . . . ±kn-1 =i= h kn
+ k.
Ji+ k -

3 -

• • •

±

+

h

The remarks made with regard to the general formula (a) are
evidently applicable to the last two, and their residuums can be

< 1. With regard to the second of (a the
fraction t cannot be < 1, unless k itself is < 1 ; that is, unless k
omitted whenever

~

111

be a fraction ; because, since in that formula h
k

;;, is nothing else but k.

t

=

),

1, the expression

Supposing, therefore, k to be a fraction, we

+ .....

+

will have
k = 1- k
k" - lc'l
1
an indefinite series.
The quotient
68. When the imaginary expression a+

e

b ✓

::y t~~P:::rei; is divided by another imaginary expression c + e ✓

of the samo form

~~~tir.by one

-

1
1,

the quotient or fraction

a+b
✓ =-i
+ec
✓ -1'
remains unaltered when its numerator and denominator are multiplied
by the same expression ; for example, by c - e ✓ - 1. Effecting this
multiplication, the numerator (63) becomes

and the denominator,
and, consequently,

+

likewise rt>al,

of

✓

=-I;

c•+

+ be + ch - ae c::T,
c•+ e• ✓
·
cb-ae
. ac + be
real quantity .----+ •• and B the coefficient - ·,

a+ b ✓
c
e✓
.
Calling A the

ac +be+ (cb- ae)
e",

✓-

=-1

_ ac

-1

-

c•+ e•

c•+ ~•

c
e
1, the same quotient will be represented by
8*
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'fhat is to say, the quotient, no less than the product of two imaginary
expressions of the form
b ✓ -1,
is another imaginar-y expression of
the same form.

a+

ARTICLE III.

Formation of Powers and Extraction of Roots.
§ 69. PoWERS.-There is no difference between the formation of powers of monomials and that of polynomials, since
the same operation, which in the former case is to be made
about a monomial root, is to be made about a polynomial
in the second. All, therefore, that concerns this operation
with regard to monomials (Chap. I. 39) is to be applied
to the case of polynomials. Hence, when the positive exponent m is a whole number, the operation to be performed
to obtain the power of a given polynomial, or root A, is to
multiply that same root by itself, as many times as there are
units iu m. Let us take, for example, the most simple case.
That is, let the given root be the binomial 1
z, and let us
take in succession for exponent m=2, m=3, &c., we will have

+

(l+z)9 = (l+z) (l+z) = 1+2z+z•
(l+z)3 = (l+z)'J(l+z) = 1+3z+3z•+ z3
(l+z)4 = (l +z)3 (l+z) = 1+4z+6z9 +4z'l+z<,
&c.
Observe now, that
22 1
1+2z+z-s = 1+ 2:+ (
\,
J:lxamples.

{

(a)

2

1+3z+3z•+z3 = 1+3z+3(3;-1\•+ 3(3- ;~~3- 2)z3
4
1+4z+6zt+4zi+ z-< = 1+ 4z+

<\ 1\•+ 4(4-2i4- 2\,

+ 4(4-1)(4-2)(4-3):z<.
2.3.4
·
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Therefore,
2(2-1)

(l+z)9= 1+2z+-'---=--'--Z~
2

+ 3(3-::~3-2)z3

(l+z)s = 1 + 3z+ 3(3;-l) z2

(l+z)4 = l + 4z+ 4(4;-1\~+ 4(4-;:~4-2)z3

+

4(4-1)(4-2)(4-3) _. &
2.3.4
•) ~

From the uniformity observable in these evolutions of the
binomial 1
z, we could infer by analogy a general law, extending alike to all positive and whole powers, so that the m th
power of (1
z) would be given by the formula

+

+

(a') ... (I+z)m=I_+mz+

+

m(m-I)
2

m(m-l)(1n-2)(m-3) +
2.3.4
z4 ... ,

z~+

m(m-I)(m-2)
z3
_
2 3

+

containing (m 1) terms in the evolution, because, were they
m
2, the last of them would have among its factors
(m - m), which renders the whole term equal to zero. The
same factor (m-m) would be found also in all the following terms. Therefore, the said evolution of (I z)"' cannot
contain more than m
I terms, and consequently, three terms
when ni=2, and four when m ,= 3, &c., as we have seen in
the preceding examples.
It is moreover p1ain, that in the same evolution of (1 z)m,
the highest and last exponent of z is equal to m.

+

+

+

+

Newtonian
forroula.

Let
us now make z =~,
and, substituting this
.
X

value in (a'), we will have

l+ ~+m(m-1) Jt.+m(m-l)(m-2)t'.+
+!f.)mx - ·
mx
2
~
2.3
x" .. ·
but (1+~f= (x!!)"', multiplying then both members of
(1
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the equation by x"', we will find
(e) ... (x + y)"'=x"'+mx"'- 1y+

m(m-I)
x"'- 2y•
2

m(m- I)(m - 2)
+
2 .3
x"'-sys+ .. .
The form and the order in which the terms of the binomial
(x y)"' evolved, succeed one another, was first discovered
by Sir Isaac Newton; hence, this formula ( e) bears the name
of its discoverer.
By mere induction, however, the correctness of the evolution is not demonstrated. A rigorous demonstration of it may
be seen in the following number. Let us now observe, first,
that the formula
.,)
m(m-I)(m-2) ... . (m-(p-I) m-p, P
'!I ,
General wrm. ( t: • • •
I
X
.2.3. 4 ...p
represents the (p+l)'h term of (e). Substituting, in fact,
I, 2, 3, 4, &c. instead of p, we will find the second, the third,
the fourth term, &c. of the evolution. Hence (d) is called
the geneml term of the series.

+

m ~ ~•n-t!J'

m(m-I)x»•-•,,• m(m-l)(m-2)xm-s.,s
2
:,,
2.3
.., .....

Secondly, substituting 2 and 3, instead of m, in the formula
(e), we have
(x y)• = x•·+ 2xy
y•

+

+

(x + y) = x3 + 3x•y + 3xy• + '!/·
Just as we would obtain from the first and second (a), substi3

Squ><e ftnd

•

•

X •

Hence, the square
!/
of a binomial ·is given by the square of the first te1·m, the
double product of the first by the second term, and tlie square
of tlie second tenn.
The cube of a binomial contains the cube of the first te1·m;
the triple product of the square of the first b!J the simple
cube or any
binomial.

t,utmg rn them - rnstead of z.
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seconcl tei-in, the t1·iple product of the simple ji1·ot tam O!J
the square of the second, and fi11all!J, the cube of the second
term.
o!~~om;~O:~~:
~ 70. Let us now resume the formula ( a'). We sny
stratod.
that when mis n whole and positive number, the evolution of (1
z)m is exactly represented by the second mombc1· of (a1 ).
Observe, fit·st, that (a1 ) X (1 z) or

+

+

m(m- l)
(l+mz+
(••+ ... )(l+z)
2

-l+
-

+

mz

+m(m-l) •+m(m-l)(m-2)_,+
2
z
2.8
.,.. ...
z•+m(m2 l)_,+
.,,,
...

z+

And, ndding together the similar terms,

(a')+ (l+z)

= 1+ (m+ l)z+ ("'-; 1z+ 1}mz•+ ("'-;-

2

+ 1)

m(m-1)

~z"+ ...
-l+(
+I)z +<m+l)m,+(m+1)m(m-1)
·+ •••
m
2
z
2:8
Z"
That is to say, (a')+ (1 + z) is equnl to a polynomial-which contains
m
2 terms, one term more than those of ( a1 ), and this is easily
proved in the same manner as we have demonstrated that the number
of terms in (a1 ) do not exceed (m+.1).
Now, substituting m 1 instead of min (a1 ), we have

+

+

1+ (m+l)z+ (m~ J)mz•+ (m+ ltt-l)z"+ ..

+

that is, the product of (a1 ) by (1
z). Therefore, whntever be the
whole and positive number m, the product of (a') by (1
z) is
obt.~ined by changing in ( a1 ) m into m
1. We may now proceed to
demonstrate the theorem as follows :
If the plllynomial (a1 ) is the exact evolution, for e:&a1.nplo, of the
third power of 1 z when m = 3, it will be also tho e,olntion of tho
fourth power of the same binomial, making m
4; bnt if ( a') is t.lie
exact evolution of the fourth power of 1 z when m ""' 4, it must
be also tho evolution of the fifth power of 1 z, making m ..., 5, and
so on. Therefore, whatever be the number of units in ,11 above 8,
provided with 111
3, the polynomial (a1 ) giycs the evolution of

+

+

+

=

=
+
+
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+ zr,
+
+

+

so that this power
z)3 it will give tho evolution also of (1
(I
polynomial (a1 ).
tho
by
represented
exactly
is
in 0,11· supposition
z)', (1 z)3, when we mnkc
But. i:l!lccd, (a1 ) is the evolution of (1
compnring («1 ) with the
verified,
easily
be
mny
which
111 = :?, m = 3,
formc:'.,\s (a). Therefore, when mis any whole and positive number,
z)"' is given by tho polynomial (a1 ). .\nd since
th-., nulutiou of (1
1
we h:wc seen, that making in (a1 ) z = 1l, tho same (a ) is chnnged

+

X

into the Xewtonian formuln (e); the c,·olution, therefore, of the binomial
(.c+ 11)'~, according to the !mown law, is also rigorously demonstrate d,
wh,\tcn•r may be tho whole an,I positive value of m.
~ 71. The coefficients of the formula (e) have the
~hrn',irpro1
:; t'i~ singular property of representin g the numbers of combinations of m different quantities. Hence, before we
f.>nuul' ')speak of the extraction of roots, we will dwell here upon this subject,
as well ,ts upon the use of the preceding formulas, in order to find out

r,;;;;'{,':;:

bomc numerical properties.

Let a, b, c, d, . . . . . represent m different symbols.
Tho first a taken in succession with each one of the
follo·,ving b, c, d, ... will give us (111 - 1) binariu ab, at, ad, ....
nut ..Hning in equnl manner tho secon,l symbol b with nil the others,
w,• will luwc agnin (m - 1) binariea; nu l l et tho same be st\iu of tho
thi,·d, fourth, and so on. In this m:\nner we will have a joined to b,
md :1g:1·11 b joined to a, a joined to c, nnd also c to a, &c.; for this
rea_,,,, this arrnngeme nt of symbols is h'rme,1 permutation. But for
enc!, symbol the number of permutation ~ of the letter~ taken 111·0 and
tu·u b m- 1, nnd tho symbols nrc m in number; therefore, the whole
number of permutatio ns of ,n letters taken two and two is
J\_•:mu::HIOn~.

m(m-1).
Ag·1in, the binary ab joined in succession with each one of the remain•
ing symbols, will give us 111- 2 /ernaric.,; and the same we must say
of nil the other binaries. Now the number of permutatio ns of m
symbols taken two t\nd two is m(m-1); thcreforo, the number of
permutatio ns of 111 symbols tnkcn three nnd thrre, is

m(m-l)( m-2).
It is now easy to sec, lh:\t the number of permutatio ns of 111 symbols
taken ;;,ur and four, is

m(m- l )(m-2)(m -3),

and gouorally, the number of pcrmut:ltio ns of m symbols taken p and
m(m-1)(1 11-2) .... (m-(p-1 )).
p, is
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But if to the preceding binaries, ternaries, &c., we would add all
those which come out from the 1·epetition of the same symbols-for
example, aa, bb, .... aaa, aab, . . . bbc, ... to the number m(m - 1)
of the terms taken two and two-we must then add m more binaries ;
and since
m(m-1)
m
m2,
the number of permutations of m terms taken two ancl two, with the
repetition of the same symbol, is

+ =

m2.

We would find in a similar manner, that m3_gives the number of pcrmu
tations with the repetition of the same symbols of the m terms ta.ken
three and three. But let us investigate the subject, assuming it in a
more general point of view.
Permut,tions
~ 72. Suppose m letters to be taken p-1, and p -1,
with repetitions. in all possible manners, without excluding the repetition of the same terms.
To obtain the same m symbols taken p and p, it is onough to add
in succession the m terms to each of the coliections of the same terms
taken p -1 and p-1, and make the addition in the last place.
To demonstrate this proposition, let f be one of the m symbols.
A1uong the terms taken (P - l) and (p - l ), there must be some
collections in which / does not enter at all, others in which / enters
only once, 9thers in which it enters twice, &.c. The same must bo
with regard to the symbols taken p and p; but all those collections of
terms taken p and p, and excluding f, must certainly terminate with
any symbol except f. To obtain, therefore, all the collections of
terms taken p and p, with the exclusion off, it is enough to add in
succession to ench one of those collections, takenp-1 andp-1, and
which exclude f, all them symbols except f; but adding to the same
collections also f, we will obtain all those taken p and p, containing
/ once, and in the last place.
After the collections of symbols taken p - l and p - l, and excluding .f, come those which contain f only once, some of which must have
/ for the fil·st, some for the second, some for the third term, and so on.
Now, aclding to the end of each one of them the m terms, one after
another with the exclusion off, we will evidently obtain all the possible
collections of m terms taken p and p, and in which/ enters only once,
either in the first, second, or third place, and so on, except those
which contain fin the last place; but we have seen how they arc
obt<1ined in the first addition, and now if to the same terms take p-1
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and p - I, nnd containing/ only once, we add J once more for the
last tern,, we will have those collections of terms taken p and p, in
which/ enters twice, with one of them, however, constantly at tho end.
If now to each collection of terms taken p - I and p - 1, and
containing / twice, we add in succession all the m terms with tho exception off, these, together with the last mentioned, will give us nil
the collections of terms taken p and p in which / enters twice in all
pos~iblc ways. It is now plain, that adding, likewise, to all the remaining collections of terms taken p - I and p-1 all the m letters
in succession, wo will obtain all those taken p and p, when/ enters
three, four, five times, &c., in all possible ways. Ilut whatever is
demonstrated with regard to the symbol f is evidently applicable to
all the others. Hence, adding in succession the m terms to each
collection of the same terms taken p.- I and p-1 with all kinds of
permutations and repetitious, we will obtain all the same permutations
with the repetitions of the terms taken p and p; and the number of tho
collections of tho terms taken p nnd p is evidently m times as great
as the number of collections of the terms taken p - I and p - I.
Let us now call N the number of collections of tho m terms t,ikcn
p - I and p-1. The number of collections of the same terms taken
N . m.
p and p will be given by

=

=

Ilut supposing p
3, and, consequently, p - I
2 ; as we have
seen in the preceding number N in this case is
m2. Therefore, the
number of permutnlic,ns with repetitions of m terms taken three and
three is
m2 • 111
m3 •

=

=

But if the number of collections of m terms taken three and three is
3
111 , it follows, likewise, that the number of collections of the
N
111<, and so on;
same terms taken four and four must be m3 • m
and consequently, we generally infer that the number of permutations,
with repetitions of m terms taken p and p, is
N=mP.
How the some
~ 73. We are now able to infer again the genernl
procc-~:q.dvcs:. the ~
f
l
•
S
uppose the pcrnmi:•i:cml formulas ,ormula o simp c pennutahons.
of permutations t(ttions of m symbols taken p - 1 nod p -1. Each
without r<'petiti?1 s.
symbol enters only once in these collections, and the
r,ymbol f. for example, in some of them will bo the first, in others the
~ceond, in others the third, nnd so on, till the Inst. To all these f
cannot be added to obtain the permutations of symbols taken p and p;
but ,idding other symbols we will obtain the terms t(tken p and p con-

=

=
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taining f in tho first, second, and third place, and so on till the
last, excliLsively. Hence, to all the other permutati ons of terms
ts ken p -1 and p -1, and excluding J, this symbol cannot be added
except at the end. The same thing ought to be said of any other
symbol: if the symbol is already in the permutati on containing p - 1
terms, it is not to be added; if it is not in it, it must be added only
at the end.
Now each permutati on contains by suppositio n p-1 symbols.
'.l.'hc number, therefore, of symbols to be successively added at the
end of each one of them is m - (p - 1),
and so wo will obtain all tlie permutati ons of terms taken p nod p.
So that, calling , the number of permutati ons of m terms taken p-1
and p-1, for the number of simple permutati ons of tho same m
terms taken p and p, wo will have

,[m-(p -1)].

Let us take for example p = 8, and, consequently, p - l = 2. In
this case we have seen (71), thnt, = m(,n-1) ; therefore, the number of simple permutati ons of m symbols taken three nnd three is

m(m-1) (,n-2).
And if tho number v of permutati ons of m symbols taken three and
three is m(m-l) (m-2), that of the same symbols taken four and
m(m-l) (m-2)(m -3),
four is
the number of permutati ons of m terms
generally,
And
and so on.
taken p and p, is that alrendy found (71 ), with another process-

m(m - l )(m - 2) . . .. (m-(p- 1)).
p = m, we will have the number of permutaTaking
Corollary.
tions which may bo obtained by the collection of nil the m
symbols. But observe, that in this case tho Inst factor (m-(p- 1))
of the general formuln becomes (m-m 1) = 1, and, consequently,
tho factor before the last is 2, and the preceding one 3, &c. Hence,
the number of simple permutati ons which can be formed with all the
m(m-l) (m-2) .... 3. 2 .1.
m symbols is
This same formula gi"es us, besides, tbo number of permutation~
which can be obtained from the same two, the same three, and the
same p letters. So that, if we wish to know, for example, how many
permutations arc made by the first five of the m symbols taken five
and five, it is enough to substitute 5 instead of m in tho preceding
formula. Calling now, ,,, ,,, ...... ,P, tho number of permutations
9

+
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formed with any two nnd the snme symbols, with nny three .... with
any p, we will have
2
•·=2.1
,, = 3. 2. 1
2. 3
Yp=p(p-1) .... 2 .1

=
=

2. 3 . . .. (p-l)p.
It is now ensy for us to determine the simple combinations of m given
symbols.
~ 7 4. In the simple combinations we exclude all the
ComUoatioos. collections of terms in which at least one symbol is not
different from the symbols of another collection. For example, the
symbols a and b can be combined with c, d, ... but after having taken
abc, abd, we exclude all the permutations which can be formed with
the same terms a, b, c, or a, b, d.
Call now n, the number of simple combinations of terms taken
three and three. From that which we have just observed, aud from
the preceding formula v,, it follows first, that the number of permutations of any three aucl the same symbols is 2 . 3, and, consequently,

n,+ (2. 3)

is the number of permutations of all the m terms taken three and
three. · Ilut this same number is expressed also by m(m -1)(111, - 2);
therefore,
n,+(2.3) =m(m -l)(m-2),
and, consequently,

11,

=

m(ni-l)(m-2)

- 2 :-3

--.

ln cqunl manner, calling nP the number of combinations made with
m symbols takenp and p, and multipyling nP by ,P we will obtain the
number of corresponding permutations 11,, + (2. 3 . .. p ), but the same
number is also giYen by m(m-1) .... (ni-(p-1)); therefore,

11,,+ (2. 3 .. . . p

= m(m-1) ... (m-(p-1)),

and, consequently.
m(m-l)(m-2) ... (m-(p-1))
n,, =
2.3.4 .... p
·
Kow, this is the general formula of the coefficients of (e), and making
in it p = 2, = 3, = 4, =, &c., we obtain the coefficients of the third,
of the fourth term, and so on, of the same evolution. Ilut at the
same time, makingp = 2, = 3, =, &c., we have the numbers of combinations of m terms taken two and two, three and three, and so on;
therefore, the coefficient of the third term of the evolution of the
binomial (x+ y)m gives the number of combinations of m symbols
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number
taken two nnd two, the coefficient of the fourth term gives the
on.
so
and
three,
and
three
taken
terms
of combinations of m
(e) to iind
~ 76. Let us now make uso of the formula.
On somo pro•
perty of UUDl·
s.
number
of
y
a certain propert
bers.
t
Tho formula. (e) may be changed indefinitely by giving differen
m,
t
exponen
the
of
instead
take
values to y, to x, and to m. Let us
1; tho evoluh and y
the number k prime in itself and mnko x
tion (e) will become
h•+kh •-1+ k(k 2 1);,•-z + k(k-;~ ~k-2\ H-h &c.
(h+ l)'

=

=

=

+ k(k-1 )(k-2)(k-.. .1)3.2h +

l;

2.3.4 ...

and consequently,
(h+l) l-7,•- 1

= kh•- + k(k 2
1

l)h•-z + ..... .

+ k(k -

1) ... 3 . 2h
2.3 ... (k--l) .
We may now pnss to demons trate tho following theorem :
If the whole number N is ,wt exactly divisible by the
Theorem.
prime number k, this number k will certainly exactly divide
N<•-1> -l.
n contain
All the terms of the second member of the last equatio
by k,
divisible
exactly
is
e,
therefor
,
member
whole
the
k;
factor
the
which
in
1i•-1
)k
I
(h
and, consequently, a.lso the first member
vely
h may have any numerical value. ~fake, therefore, successi
vely
h = 1, = 2, = 3, &e., tho trinomial will become successi
2•-1- 1, s• -2•-1 , 4>-3• -1, &c.,
of the
and always exactly divisible by k, and, consequently, the sum
by k.
first two, or three, or four, and so on, will also be dhisible
to
nt
equivale
is
Now, the first of these trinomials
2• - 2;
and consequently the sum of tho two first is

+

s•-3,

and the sum of the three first

4>-4,
So that N being any whole number, the binomial
N1 -N
But
k.
by
is exactly divisible
N(N•- 1 -1).
N•-N
N, the product N(N'- 1 -1) ie
number
whole
Hence, whatever be the

and so on.

=
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always exactly divi~ihle by the p,imc number k. Consequently if k
does uot oxactly divide N, it must necessarily (53) diYide J\i1 - 1 - 1.
Evolution or
76. We had (67) the following equation:
the binomial
1
when the expo-+
1 - z + z2- z3 + z' - ....
neut is nega.1
z
tive.
where z must haYc a fractional numerical value, that is,
less than unity.
But change in (a') (69) m into -1, we w:ill have

e

=

+ z)- = 1-z+ z -z3+z•- .... 1
with the second member indefinite. Now, (1 + z)- = + z
1
2

1

(1

1

and

_ l _ is really equal to the indefinite 8eries, provided the numcricnl
1+z
value of z be a fraction; the formula ( a'), therefore, besides the evolution of the binominl 1
z raised to any whole and positive power
m, gives also the indefinite series equivalent to (1 z)- ', changing m
into - 1, with the condition, however, that the numerical value of z
be less thnu unity.
Nay, more, the numerical value of z being such, changing in the
formnln (a1 ) the sign to m, it will give us nn indefinite series, and
equivalent to any whole and negative power of (1 z). Because, from
(1 + z)- 1 = 1-z+ z2-z3 + z4-z;+ ....
we have, also
(1 + z)-m = (1-z+ z2-z3+ zl-zS+ ...
Call S, for the sake of brevity, all the terms of the indefinite series,
with the exception of the first, the preceding formula will become

+

+

+

r.

(1

+ z)-"' = (1 + 8)"'.

Now,

(1 + S)m = 1 +ms+ m(m2- l )s·+ m(m-/)t-2lsa+ ...
And with

S

= - z +z

2

-

z3

+ ... = -

z(l - z

+ z2 -

... ).

we have, also
z2(1 -z+z2- . .. )2
z'[l-2(z-z2
) + (z-z2+ ... )2J
S2
S3
-z'l(l - z + z2 - .. • )3
-z3[1-3(z- z2+ ... ) + .. J
S• = z'(l - z + z2 - •• ) 4 = z4[1 - 4(z - z2 + ... ) + ... ], &c.
And, consequently,
mS = - mz(l - z
z2 - z3

=
=

=

+ .. .

=

+

+ ...)

m(m-1) •
s-= m(m-1)
z'2(1-2z+ 3z2-4z3 + ... )
2
2
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m(m-l)(1 11-2) 83 _ _ m(m-l)( m-2)z3( l-S z ...) , & C,
2.3
2.3

mS = -mz+ mz2 -mz3 + ...
-l)z3+ ...
(
m(m-l)S • _- m(m-1) z2 _ mm

Or else,

2

2

m(m-l)( m-2)83 _ _ m(m-1)( ,n-2)_,+
"" . .
2.8
2. 8
Ancl thel·efore,
ms+ m(•n; l)S•
1

+

=

1- mz+

[m+ m(m;l)} 2

[m+ m(m-1) + m(m-;~~ m-2)}s+ . . .

-

=

+ m(m-21:t -2)ss + ...

l-mz+ m(mtl)z2 - m(m+ 1!~m + 2)z3+ .. .
2

That is, (1

+ S)"', or its equivalent

+ •··
+l)(m +2L,
+"'(111+1 ) z
-,n-l
2
z·
- m(m 2 _3
-mz
_
2
which is precisely tho formula immediatel y obtained from (a') changing 111 into - m.
(1 +)
z

Taking now z

= !!'. with x > y , this value may be substituted in the
X

last formula, which will become

m(m-l)(m -2)
,n(m+l)
zm-'y3+ ...
2. 8
2- -:t"'-•y•(x+y)-"'= zm-mzm-• y+ - which is tho binomial formuln. extended to tho case of the negative
exponent, in which, however, the first term x of tho binomial must be
g,reater than the second y.
(y x)-m).
x, and, consequent ly, (x y-m
y
But x y
Arrnnging, therefore, the terms of the evolution as above, and in such
a manner that the greater of tho given binomial be the first, the
:ibovo formula is applicable to all cases without exception.

+

+ = +

Tho extr>c,.
tion of roots
of polynomials,
same as
the extraction

the

~-

of mo-

= +

RooTs.-T he ni" root
• 1R h' h
J
of a polynomial P is another po ynomia , w JC
fi
T
p
·
h
d
•
nd out t he
o
raise to t e nt power gives .
th
l
polynomia
the
of
root
ni
the
root R, is to extract

§ 77.

EXTRACT ION OF

9i>
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P, mis called index or degree, and the radical sign used is thP.
same as for monomials (47).
'fhe process of the operation is to be inferred from the
opposite one of raising to powers, which may be done in two
different ways, either examining the most general case, and
thence deriving practical rules for particular and determined
cases, or commencing with the simplest case. The first
method is unquestionably superior to the other. But the
second, beside being easier, affords us all tha~ which may
conveniently find a place in the present article .
Th• root of
And it is first to be observed, that the square or
&polynomial
i
s
cubical
root, or more t,.,.enerally the m' h root of a
another polynomiul.
polynomial, must necessarily be another polynomial j because a polynomial raised to any power preserves
constantly a monomial form, and therefore, in the-equation

yP=R;

+

R must be at lea.st a binomial, for example, a
b; then P,
which is the square of R, is equal to the product (a+ b)(a+ b)
= a2 2ab b2 ; that is, the square of the first term of R,
plus the double product of its two terms, plus the square of
:the last term.
In this supposition, therefore, P must be a trinomial, and
·one of its terms is the square of the first term of R. Hence,
taking the square root of this term, we will have the first of
R '.!.'he two remaining terms of P arc the double product of
the first by the second term of R, plus the square of the
.second. Now, dividing the double product by the double of
the fu-st term of R already obtained, we will evidently obtain
the second and last terms of R. This process will be better
,understood with an example.
Let the given polynomial be
'Rumple.
P = m•r6 <f
2mr3q•.
In 011der to have the square of one of the terms of R in the

+

+

+ +
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tirst place, and the double product in the second, arrange the
polynoll)ial according to the powers of a letter. Thus, we
will have

p
m•r6 + 2m1.aq• +

-

R

ct ( n

,,n21.6

r,

=

2mrq•

+ q•

- 2m1·•q• -

ct

r 11 =
O,
for the square of the first term of P is mr', and, consequently
nu-3 is the first term of R. Subtract now the square of m1.s
from P, the remainder r, contains the double product of mr
by the other term of R to be found for the first term. Divide
then this term by the double of m1,3, which gives q• for quotient, the second term of R. Subtracting now from 1·1 the
product of the second term just found by the double of the
first, ph.1s the product of the second term by itself, the second
remainder 1·11 must be equal to zero, if P is really the square
of the binomial R, as it is in the present example.
But the polynomial P, although a perfect square, will not
always be the square of a binomial. Still, whatever might
be the number of terms in R, the process of the operation to
derive R from Pis always the same.
Tho process
Let, in fact, the root R be a polynomial composed of
11nd th• any number
to
of terms
b 7-1- . .
We will have
s..l u~rc root cf
~ny polynomial then
P =
b
c
-f- x •) 2

a+
+ x. ..
(a+ + + ..
= R = a+ b + c + .....
n

1s :ti ways tho

same.
ancl ✓P
Calling now A, the same polynomia,1 R, with the exception of the first
term, and A, the same polynomial with the exception of the two first
b, t, the first
terms, and so on; ancl calling 10 the two first terms
three
/J
c, and so on, besides

a+ +

we will have, also,

a+

R=a+b+ c+ .....

+ A,

R

=

a

R

=

1,-t-A,, &c.

R = 1,+A.
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=

And consequently ~ince P

H.',

•

P = (a+ A,)'= (1, + A.,)2 = (1,+ A,)2 = ..

or, which is the same,

= a + 2aA, + A.2

P

2

= 1.2+ 2t,A., + A,,2
= 1.2+ 21,,\, + A,2

=

1._ 12

+ 21._ :i: + :i:
1

2,

in which last member, 1._ 1 represents all tho terms of R, with the exception of the lust, nnd :i: tho nth or last term of R. Supposing, moreOYer, the whole number p to be any number between 2 and n -1
inclusiyely, the general expression equivalent to P, will be
P = 1,,4 21,,A,,+ A,,2
(g),
and, consequently,

=

✓

+

P=

1,,+A,,.

Now, t,,
1,,_ 1 r, t,,, n:unely, commencing with the first term of R,
contains one term r more than 1,,_., but from 1,.
1,,_ 1
r, we have,
also
' 1,,2
1,,_ 12 21,,_,r rl,
which vnlue, substituted in (g), gives
P = t,,_12 + 21,,_ 1r + r• + 2t,,A,, + A,,2,
but in (g) we may change nt pleasure p into p-1, in which case

+

=

+

+

=

+

=

+

P
1,,_,2 2t,,_ 1A,,_ 1 A,,_ 12.
Henc~, taking tho second member of this nnd of the preceding equation, we will h:wo another equation, as follows:

•+

r'+ 2t,,A,,+

1,,_ 1•+ 21,,_,A,,_, + A,, 1• = t,,_ 1
21,,_ 1r+
A,',
from which, taking 1,,_12, which is in both member~, we will have

t1,,_ 1A,,_ 1 + A,,_,•= 21,,_,r +r•+ 21,,A,,+ A/,
in which it is to be observed that r is tho first of tho terms of A,,_ 1•
Suh~tituting now in this formula, instead of p, the numbers 2, 3,
4, ... n - 1 in succession, obsenc, that t, = a, the first term of R,
nr..d A._, = x, the last term of the same R, we will have:

o•+ [21,A.,+ Al]

2aA, +A,•= 2ab +
21,A, + A.' = 21,r +

c1

21,A, + A,'

d' + (2t,A, + A.']

= '2t,d +

+ (21,A, + Al]

&c.
21._ 1:i:+ x• + 0.
That is, the last binomial within the brackets of the first equation is
the first member of the second equation; the Inst binomial within the
21._ 1 x+

x• =
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brackets of the second equation is the first member of the third equation, and so on. Making, therefore, a continual substitution, we will
have

2aA,

Now, P

+ A.,2 =

+ b2 + (2t,c + c•) + (2t,d + d')
+ ..... + (2t._,x + x•).

2ab

= a•+ 2aA, + A,•; therefore,
P = (a2 + 2ab + IP) + (2t,c + c•) + (2t,d + d')

(f)

+ ..... + (21._,x + z2).

Observe, that in the supposition of the polynomial R arr:i,nged
according to the powers of a letter, the two first terms of P must contain the two highest powers of the same letter. Agnin, a being the
first term of R, is also the first term of t,, of t., &c. Hence a enters
as factor in nil the following terms 21,c, 21,d, . . . . and since, in the
supposition of the polynomial R
b
d
arranged
according to the powers of the same letter, this power diminishes
2ab 1,•,
gradually in c, in d, &c. So, also, after the trinominl a2
the highest power of the letter is in the first term of the product 21.c,
and after the binomial (21.c c0 ) the highest power of the same letter
is to be found in the first term of the product 21,d, &c.
Wo may now proceed to give a general rule for tho
General rule
for the extrtte- extraction of tho square root of any polynomial P.
tion of square
Arrange the polynomial acco1·ding to the decreasing
roots of polynomials.
powers of a letter. The square root of the first term of
the polynomial thus arranged will be the first term a of R, then subtract a2 from P, and divide the second term of P and the first of the·
remainder r, by the double of the term already obtnined, namely, by
2a; the quotient will be tho second term b of the root. Now multiplying b by the double of the first term and by itself, and subtracting it
from r., the remainder r, will contain the terms [21,c
c•J
in
which t,, t,. ... are again resolvable into other terms, as we have seen.
Now divide the first term of this_remainder r0 by 2a, the quotient must
be the third term c of the root; multiplying now by e the double of' the
two preceding terms, that is, 210 and c itself, and subtracting this product from r,, the next r emainder r, will contain the terms [21,d d']
and following constantly the same proc<:ss, we will manifestly
obtain all the terms of the root. The same rule can also be compendiously expressed as follows:

= a+ + c+ + . . .

+

+

+

+ + ....

+ .... ;

Rulo forprac-

tice.

+

Talce the square 1·oot of the first term of tlie
arranged polynomial P, and subh·act tlie sa1ne
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first term f·rom P. To obtain the followin[J terms, dicirle the
first terms of alt the remainders by the double of the first
term of the root. The first remainder is thf' given pol!Jnomial
P, less 1'ts first tenn ; the successive remainders ai·e obtained,
by $ul,tracting from the preceding one the double p1·od11ct o/
the term of the root last ol,tained b!J all the preceding, plus
the square of the same last term.
.

Examples.

Let the given polynomial be

P

=

a6 b•

we will have
a 6 b2 4a5 b8

+

+ 4a b + ba•b• + 4a b + a•b
3 5

5 3

+ 6a•l,• + 4a b + a b

(

+ a•b

6

2 6

3 5

8

,

R
a 3b + 2a2 b2 + ab3

- a6 b•

=

r.

4a5 b3 + 6a?t,• + 4a3 b5
- 4a5b3 - 4a•b•

+

r, =

+ a•b&

2a•b•
4a3 b5
- 2a•b• - 4a'b5 -

a•b6

o,
So, also, from the given polynomials,

+

(1.) P
4a•bm
(2.) P
(3.) P
(4.) P

=

+

+ 4a + 6a•b• + 4a b + 2a•b•m + a'

a6 b•
2am

5

+ m•.

8

/;'

= x !J° + 2x7!J + 3x !/• + 2x !J5 + x<!J8.
=
=

we will find

(1.) R =
(2.) R =
(3.) R =
(4.) R =

8

3

8

+ 13a•l,• + 3611•,

12a3 b3
49m• - 84m•n•

4a•b• -

5

6ab5

+b

6

•

+ 2a•b +a+ m.
+ + Jf·
+ b•.

a3 h"

x<y :&y•
2a2 b- 3ab•
7m• -6n•.

J.....

§ 78. The practical rule given in arithmetic
to extract Rquare roots of numbern, contains the
same process of operation as for polynomials, and we may
demonstrate that it must be the same, although in some re.

Extraction or
squn.re roots of
numbers.
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spects, apparently different in its application. The rule is as
follows:
Practical
Separate the given numbe1· into periods of two
rules: Firol. figures, each beginning with ·units and tens.
Extract then the square root of the last period, thus
nd
Seco · obtained, whetlier it contains two figures like the
others 01· onZlf one, and if this period is not a peifect square,
talce the root of the greatest squa1·e number contained in it.
Subtract tlien this same square number from the
Third. said period, and annexing to tlie remainder tlie
first figw·e of the next period, ctivide the whole numbe1· by
the double of tlie 1·oot obtained. The quotient will be the
second figiire of the 1·oot. Annqx now to the reFourth.
• d
, second flgui·e a lso ✓ o , I' t,ie
,
, d
main
er t,ie
next perio
,
and subti·act front the whole the p1·oduct obtained by multiplying by tlie second figure, the first figure of the root redoubled, with the second annexed to it. .Annex
Fifth.
now to the second remainder, the first figure of the
following p eriod, and divide the niimber by the doiible of the
root already obtained ; the quotient will be the third figure .
.After this annex the second figure of the pe1·iod to
Sixth.
the same 1·emainder, and subtract from the whole
numbe1· the prodiict, wMcli wilt be obtained by multiplying
the two first figures of the root redoubled witli the third
annexed to them, and repeat upon this and the following
1·emainders the same opei·ation as above.
The same rule will be better understood by an
Examples,
.
num ber be
example. Let the given
N = 15539364,
which will be, separated into p eriods, as follows:
N = 15, 53, 93, 64.
Now the period 15 is not a perfect square, but 9 is the
greatest square number contained in it, having 3 for its root.
And according to the rule, we will have
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N
R
15,53,93,64(3942
3 X2 - 9
1st divisor, 6 ... . .....
65'3
39 X 2 -H21. .. (= -69 X 9)
2d di visor, 78 . . . . . . . . .
329'3
39-! X 2 -~1~6_..... (= - 784 X 4)
1576'4
3d divisor, 788 .... .... .
- 15764 ...... (= - 7882 X 2).
So, likewise, from the given numbers :

(l.) N
(2.) N
(3.) .N
(4.) N

=

=
=
=

539725824.
567009.
127449
56821444,

we will find,

(l.) R =
(2.) R =
(3.) R =
(-!.) R =
!Tow the rule
given for the

23232.
753.
357.
7538.

{! 70. But Jct us see more clearly how the process of tho

extraction or operation to obtain tho square root of a number, is tho
sq usro root• or

same ns that to be followed in the extraction of square
roots of polynomials. An<l for this object Jct us reof 8quaro 1'00ts mark, that
of numbers.
1st. A polynomial form can always be given to any
First remark.
A
compounJ. compound whole number.
whole number
We call here a compound number any whole number
c.,n ahvays take
the form of a
which
contains more than one figure; as for instance,
polynODJial.
Simple whole all the N• and R• of tho preceding examples ; and a
number,.
simple number, a whole number of only one figure, as
2, 3, 9. Let now A be any simple number; the product
A. lO<m- 1>
polynomials is
applicable
to
the extraction

will be a compound nmnber, containing m figures, of which, commencing to reckon from units, A is the m1h, and the only one different
from zero. Let, likewise, each of the symbols B, C, D, .. llI,N re-
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present a simple number, or even the cipher zero. The compound
ABCD ..... MN,
number
,
which we suppose to contain m figures, and in which N represents
units, l\I, tens, &c., can always take tho form of a polynomial in the
following manner:

=

A . ]Om-I+ mom-•+ 010"'- 3 + .... + l\I .10+ N.

Beeituse, as A. 10.. -· 1 contains m-1 zeroes after A, so, also B. 10"'-2
contains m-2 zeroe~ after B, and C.10"'- 3 contains m - 3 such
zeroes after C, and so on. Therefore,
A. 10"'-'+ B. 10"'-•+ 010"'- 3 •
+

+
+
+
+
+

• •

+ M. lO+N

AOOOO.
BOOO

coo.

00
00
00

DO.

00
MO

N

=•·

Second rem.rk.

~h,::;t"n':i~~,rn~
~:{
0

:~r

than the double

ii:1~;~ures in

ABCD
l\IN
Let us now obserYe,
2d. The .,quare of , can neither contain more than 2,n
figures, nor less than 21n - l.
In the present supposition, , contains 111 figures.
Now, 10

111 -

1 is

the mz"nimum among tho numbers, which,

like ,, contain m figure~, as lOm is the minimum among compound
numbers of 111+ 1 figures. Therefore,, cannot be less than 10"'- 1,
and must be less than 10m; hence, also , 2 cannot be less than
(10"' - 'J'
102"'- 2, and must be less than (lOm)•
10'"· But
102"' - • is the minimum among the numbers which contain 2m -1
figures; ,•, therefore, which cannot be less than 10'"'-', must contain
at least 2m - 1 figures. Again, 102"' is the minimum among the numbers which contain 2m 1 figures; ,•, therefore, which is less than
this minimum, cannot contain more than 2111 figures. Now, a number
containing 2m figmcs may be separated into m periods of two figures
each, and a number cootnining 2m -1 figures may,_ likewise, be
separated into 111 periods, each of two figures, with the exception of
the last, whirh cannot be of more than one figure. In both cases,
however, the number of periods of ,• is the same as the number of
figures in the root v. Hence, when a square number is given, hy
10

=

=

+
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separo.ting the ciphers into periods of two figures each, we mny immediately know what is the number of figures in the correspond:ng
root. It remains now for us to see how these figures of tho root may
be founcl out from the periods in succession, through the same procc6s
with which the terms of the root arc found out from the squo.re polynomial.
Polynomial exLet us first observe, that the first period commencing
th
pressiou of
• with units bas no ciphers after itself·, tho beeoml has
~quareof:tnum•
bar.
two, and the third, four figures ltfter them, and, genemlly the m th period has 2m - 2 figures after itself. Representing
now by p., p., p., . . . .• Pm-h p,., these period~, the square of , will
be evidently expressed by

(.f')
But

,. = p,.l0""'- 2 + p .. _,102 '" - · + .... + p,10 1 + p.10•+ p.
,• = [.\.. 10'"- 1 + B. 10"-'+ .... + )I. 10 + XJ';

and (77) the square of :rny polynomial is expressed by the formula
(/) from which, in our co.so, we have

,• = A'. l0"'"- 2+2.\.B. 102 '"-•+n•. 10'.. -'+(2t,C. 10'"-•+c•. 10'"_.)
+ (2t,D. 10•-•+ D'. 10'"- 8 ) + .... + (21,._ 1X + X'),
where
t, = A.10"'-'+ n. }Om-2
t, = .\.. 10"-1 + B. 10"'- 2 + C. 10"- 3, &.c.;
nnd, consequently,

21,. c. i0'"- 3 = 2Ac.102.. -•+ 2nc.102.. -J
'.!t,D. 10--• = 2.\.D. 10""'- 6 + 2IlD. 102m-O

+ 2CD. 10

-7, &.c.

2..

Sub~tituting now these values in the precctling formula, we will have

(.f") •'= A'.102'"-'+2AB.102 "'--"+B•. 102 "'--"
+2Ac.1<r"'--"+2nc .10-.......+ c2• 1er~-•
+2An.102••-•+2nn1er.....
&c.
Both formulas(/') and (/ 11 ) give the same value of ,2 with a difference, however, which is to be remarked here. Suppose, for example,
A = 3 and B = 4. The first and second terms of the square of ,
gi,·cn by (f 11), taken separately from the rest, will gil'c us

+,

1V. 102"'-2 + 2.1.B. 102 ..__. =

-:s

9. 102~-• + 24. 10''"--"
9. 102- •

+ (2. 10 + 4)10

2,.__.

+ 2. 10
9 .10
+ 4. 102'"...
2
11. 10 ,,._• 4. 10......
2

2
'"-

+

2
..-•
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It appears from this reduction, that some units of the second term
2AB. l02 m-3 join the units of a higher order, nud enter into the first
term. The same thing occurs with regard to the following terms, and
the difference between tho formulas (f'), (/11 ) is that in the first the
periods p,., p .•_1, • • • • contain all the units which may possibly be
reduced to their respect.ive order; in the second, some of the units of o.
higher order form part of the successive terms. But when any square
number is given, its periods nre as in (11 ), in which the terms of the
root do not so distinctly appear as in (/11 ). We may still safely say,
that A2 • 102'" - 2, or the square of the first term of the root, is altogether
included in the period p.,, and the double product 2AB. 10~,._. of the
first and second term of the root does not go beyond the first figure of
the following period p,._,, and the square B'.102'"-• of tho second
term of the root docs not go beyond tho snme period p,._,, and so on.
Let us observe, also, that comparing, for instance, the number
2AB. 102 "'- 3

+ B2. 10

2
"'-\

+ B) B . 10
(2A. 10 + B)B,

or, which is the same, (2A. 10
with

21• - \

the only difference to be found between the two numbers is that in
the first, the product (2A. 10
B)B is followed by 2m- 4 ciphers;
in the second, the same product is followed by no cipher. In the case,
therefore, in which the ciphers indicated by 10•••- 4 would not be
taken into account, the number (2A. 10 B)B may be used instead
of (2A. 10
B)B. 102'" - • .
We may now proceed to see the reason of the operation to be performed and expressed by the rule, in order to extrnct the square root
of any given number.
We must commence by taking for the first figure of the root the squai·e
root of the last period, or rather the square root of the highest square
number contained in the period. Then, after having subtracted the
same square number from the said period, we will obtain the second
figure, by dividing by the double of the number already obtained for the
root the remainder as far as the first figure, inclusively of the following period p,,._ 1; since the second figure of the root, mult.iplied by the
double of the first, is within these limits. In this manner we have the
part of the root which is obtained and expressed in separate terms by
A.10 B, alth,rngh, rigorously speaking, the same terms should be
expressed by A. 10••-1
B. l0m; since A is the m1h, and B the

+

+

+

+

+
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(m-l) th figure after units in the root; but in (f11 ) we have the terms
2AB. 10''"- 3 + B•. 10'"'-\ or their equivalent (2A. 10 + D)B. 10"'-<,
which are contained within the period p.,_ 1 of (fl), and luwing no
consideration for the following ciphers, as we do with regard to the
figures in the root; this is the product of the double of the first cipher
A, obtained for the root, plus the second cipher D, multiplied by D,
which being subtracted from the remainder, as far as the whole period
p .. _1, will give for the next remainder 2AC. 10',.-• + 2DC. 10'•-6 +,
&c., or2(A. 10 B)C. 10'"-6 +, &c. Hence, taking this remainder as
far as the first figure of the period p.,_,, we have in it the product of
the double of the root already obtained, multiplied by the third figure to
be yet found; to find, therefore, this third cipher, we divide the remainder ns far as the said figure of the period p .. _, by the double of the
root obtained. The number then thus far obtained for the root is expressed by A .10• + D. 10 + c. But taking the wholo period p,._, in
the remainder, we have ia it2AC.10'"'-•+ 2BC.10'"'- 6 + c•.10•--4,
or (2(A. 10•+ B. 10) + C)C. 10'"'-•, and having no consideration for
tho following ciphers expressed by 10••-•, the said remainder contains the product of the double of the two first fignres of the root,
plus the third figure, all multiplied by the same third figure; and this
product being subtracted from the remainder will gh·e us another remainder, which taken as far as the first figure of the following period
p,._ 8, contains the product 2(A. 10° + D. 10 + C)D. 10'•-T, which,
having no consideration for the following ciphers, is the product of the
double of the root obtained by the figure to be next found. Dh·iding,
therefore, the last remainder as far as the said limit by the double of
the root obt.-iined, we will have for quotient, the fourth figure, &c.
It is not necessary to go on farther to see on what principles the
rule given to extract square roots of numbers rests, nnd to see also,
that the process of the operation is identically the same as that of the
extraction of roots of polynomials, although somewhat more compli•
cated, on account of the units of the squares of each figure of the root,
separated in different orders and periods.

+

§ 80. In the rnmc manner as the rule to extract the square root from polynomials, is inferred
from the formation of the square power, the rule to extract
the cubical root of a given polynomial is deduced from the
formation of the corresponding power.
Extraction of
cubtc.,1 roots of
polynomials.
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Cubical power
Now the cubical power of a binomial contains
or
•
binomial, (69) the cube of the first term, the triple product
and ofany pvly•
nomial.
of the square of the first by the simple second
term, the triple of the product of the square of the second by
the simple first term, and finally, the cube of the second term.
But a polynomial can be at pleasure divided into two parts,
considering each part as a single term. In this manner the
evolution of the cubical power of a binomial becomes applicable to any polynomial, and the rule to extract the cubical root
inferred from the formation of the cubical power of a binomial
is likewise generally applicable to the extraction of a cubical
root of any polynomial. This will be better seen with an
example. Let the given polynomial be
J<.'xamples.

P

= a + 3a b + 3a•b• + a b + 3a b•c + 3abc
8

3 3

5

2

+ c3 + 8a•c + 6a bc + 3a•c•;

which, arranged according to the powers of a, gives us

P{

2

3

1

aG+8a5b+ 3a•b2 +ci3 b3 + 8a2 i~c+3abc•+c3 ( 2
a +ab+c R
+ 3a•c+ Ga3bc+3a•c2

-- as
(

• )
11

8a5 b+8a•b•+a3b3 +3a2b2c+3abc2 +c3
+ 3a•c+6ci3 bc+3ah3
5
.. --3a b-3a•b2-a8b3
{

3a•c+6a8bc-j-3a•b•c-t3abc2 +&
+3a2e"
8
-3a•c-6a bc-3a2b•c--8ab<P-&
{

0
(1·8)
The operation proceeds as follows: We extract the cubical
root of the first term a6, which root is a•, and a• is the first
term of R, namely, the first term of the root of the given
polynomial. Taking then from P the cube of a 2, we will
have t,he first remaind_e r (r1 ). Dividing now the first of (r1 )
by ,3a•, that is, by the triple product of the square of a•, the
10*
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quotient ab hence re<>.ulting is the second term of R. Taking
then from (r ,) the triple product of the square of a• by ab,
plus the triple product of the square of ab by a•, plus the
cube of ab, the remainder (i·i,) resulting from this operation is
rqual to P, minus the cube of the root (a•+ ab) so far obtain(•<1. Therefore, diviJing (r.) by the triple product of the
1:,quarc of (a•+ ab), the first term resulting from this divii,ion
is anoth('r term of R. Now the triple product of the square
of (a•+ ab) is 3a•
Ga•b
3a•b•; and performing the
division, we find c for the third term of R. Subtracting now
from (1·2) the triple product of (a2 +ab)• by c, plus the triple
product of (a•+ ab) by c2, plus 1.,.a the remainder (rs) will be
equal to P, minus the cube of (a•+ab+c), but (rs) is founil
equal to zero; therefore, the cubical root of the given polynomial P is R = a 2
ab+ c. The process of the operation
is wholly founded in this, that the part of the root obtained
is r('gardcd as a single term, and the part to be obtained as a
~ccoud term.
In &imilar manner, from
P = m 6 3m5 n Gm•n• 7 m8 113 6m2 n4 3mn5 n 6,

+

+

+

+

we will find

+

-rYV.

or

R

+

+

+

+

= m•+ mn+ n•.

= San + 12a b + 6a•Z,O + a"lJJ,
we will find -rYF, or
R = 2Q• + ab.

And from

P

6

~ 81. Tho same process is applicable to tho c:drac.
.
•
t1on of cubical roots of numbers. And recalling t<>
mind that which we haYe already remarked (79) with regard to the
<extraction of square roots of numbers, it will be easy to see the identity
of t.he operation with an example .
.But let us first observe, that the cubical power N of a number , of
••i 1igurcs ADC .... cannot contain more than 8m figures, nor less
than -Sm - 2 ; therefore, dh·iding the given powor N into periods of
fignres taken three and three, the last of these periods will eithor contain three 'figures like tho others, or ooly two, or even one ; secondly,
the number of periods of N will be equal to that of the figures of its

Extraction of
,cubical roots o!
numbers.
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cubical root,. 13y observations similar to those p1·eviously made (79),
we find, besides, that the cubical power of the fu-st figure A of , is
entirely i.u the last period of N, and the triple product of A• by B
docs not go beyond the first figure of the following period, and the
cubical power of (l0A 13) is entirely within the same period, &c
But let us see an ex.ample :
Let the gi,en power or number N be 34.012224, or separating it into
periods, let
N = 34,012,224,

+

, or -,1/N must then contain three figures, and we can represent it by
, = ABO.
The operation to find out these ciphers proceeds as follows:
N
34, 012,224(324
A=3
-27
A3 = 27
7 0/12
3A• = 3. 9 = 27, 13 = 2
(r,)
-5 7 68
:-!(10°,q•n 3(10A)B• 133 = 5768

+

3(10A

+ 13)' =
0

3(10°A

+

(r.)

1 2 442/24
-1 2 442 24

{r.)

0.
1244224.

3(32)' = 2187,

=4

+ 1013)'. c + 3(10°,\ + 1013)c + cS =
0

The highest cubical power contained i.n the period 34 is 27, and the
corresponding cubical root is 3, therefore, A = 3, and A3 = 27,
which being subtracted from the last period of N, we have the first
remainder 7; to this remainder we join the first figure O of the following period and divide 70 by 3A0, that is, by the triple of the square of
the root obtained; the quotient is 2, and therefore, the second figure
B of , is 2. Now1 joining to 70 the two remaining figures of the
period 012, subtract from 7012 the triple product of the square of 30
multiplied by 2, plus the triple product of 80 multiplied by the square
of 2, plus the cube of 2, that is, subtract 5768 from 7012. Add then
to the remainder the first figure of the next period, and dividu it by the
triple product of the square of the root 82, obtained, namely, by 2187 ·
we find 4 for the quotient, and then repe:iting the operation as nbo,c,
we will find zero for the last remainder. And applying this rule tr
other cases, we will find from N = 187\l080\l04,

R = 1234;
658503,
= R = 87, &c.

-,1/N =
from

N

f'N

=

~

SECOND PART.
ALGEBRAIC TIIEORIBS.

CHAPTER I.
EQUATIONS.

§ 82. TnE present chapter will be divided into
four articles : The first treating of the equations
of the first degree; the second, of the equations of the second
degree; the third, of some general properties of determined
equations; and the last, of the resolution of the equations of
the third and fourth degree.
The limits within which this treatise must be necessarily
confined do not allow us to dwell much on this subject, which
contains one of the best parts of analysis. We will tr\lllt
briefly each article, without, howcYer, leaving untouched such
discu~sions as may afford a sufficient idea of the theory in
question. But, first, let us here elucidate the general deduction
inferred in the introductory article (16), namely, that the
members of an equation equally modified form other equations.
Let a giYen equation be
h
Divisionofthe

chapter.

mx+ - - q = r - t ...... (a).
n

Taking from both members the same quantity or quantities,
the remainders will form another or other equations. Let us
subtract h - q from both members, we will have
n
h
h
h

mx

116

+ -1l

q-

1L

+q=

r - t - -1l

+ q;
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hmx =-= 1·-t- q (b).
n
Let us subtract from the same (a) r - t, we will have
h
mx
-q-i·+t = 1·-t-r+t,
n

+

that is,

+-

that is,
Practical rules.

mx

+ n~ - q - r + t = 0

(IJ).

Comparing (b) and (b') with (a), we sec that
It
the terms - and q of the first member of (a) arc
n

in the second member of (b) with change<l signs, and the
terms 1· and t of the second DJ,~n,!Eer of (a) arc in th c first
member of (b') likewise with changed ~igns. We infer, thcl'Cfore, this practical and general rule
The terms of an equation can bP- transpo.~f'<l
First rulo. f,
,,
destroymg
• t,w
1
1
rom one to anot,ia
mem ber, wit,wut
equality, provided thefr signs be changed.
Dividing or multiplying both members of (a) by the same .•/
quantity, the products or quotients will form another equation,
and diriding first both members by 1n, we will hal'e
mx

that is

X

h

q

r

t

-;; + nm - m= m- mi
+nm
-h, - -mq = m-r - -mt (c).

Multiply now both members of (o) by n, we will have

+ nh
-n - nq = nr - nt '·
mnx + li- nq =
nt ... (c').
rnnx

that is,

ni· -

Comparing now (c) and (r!) with (a), it is C'asy to ~ee that
the coefficient m of the term mx in (a) is not to be found in
the corresponding term of (c), but it dirides all the others.
Again, the denominator n of the term h in ( a) is not to be n
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foun I in the corresponding term of (c'), but it is a common
fact•H· of all the other terms. Hence,
An.!! term of a given equation may be cleared
1
Seco11d rule.
'" •
. by <zwi
· "d.mg a ll t,ie
✓o
its col'ffi cie11t
ot1,1e,· tenns b!J

the su me coefficient.
Any te?·m of a given equation 'l'IWJ/ be cleai·ed
, .
,I' .
.
b'!/ mullip
. lymr;
.
} otter
Z
'.J:h,rd rulo.
✓o
1ts d enommato1·
a ll tie
tams by the same denominator;
The last of these rules is contained in the first, when the
denominator is considered as the denominator of the coefficient
of the term to which it belongs.
Applying now the preceding rules to the follow1-:x:u!lplcs. •
l
mg examp es :-

nx2+q=m-b,
y
(:2.) ;;:,,=p-1,

(1.)

(3 .)

n

-x3+g
ni

=

l-h

'

we will have

m-q-b
.
n

(1.)

xi= -

(2.)

y=mp-nif=m(p-f).

( 3 .)

::i,.s

= m(l -

_g - h)_
n
Known and
§ 83. Equations commouly contain known or
unknown quan•
.
. .
.
tities.
given quant1t1cs, and unknown quantities 01
quantities to be found: the known quantities are generally
expressed (20) by the first letters a, b, c, ... of the alphabet,
the unknown quantities by the last . . .. v, x, y, z. Hence,
in the equation
a:i.,.
b - z = c,

+

we would consider a, b, and c as given quantities, x and z as
quantities to be determined.
Resolution of
The determination of these unknown quantities is
equations.
called the resolution of the equation; thus, for in-
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20
stance to find out
or the value of x, which makes the first
)
3
member of the equation
3x-4 = 16,
equal to the second, is to resolve the same equation.
Determiuat~
Now, when an equation contains only one unand mdeterm1•
•
• •
ll d d
.
nateequations. known quantity, 1t IS ca e a etei·minate equation; when it contains more than one unknown quantity, it is
called 1·ndeterminate. The reason of such an appellation is,
that an equation which contains only one unknown quantity, has either only one or a determinate number of resolutions; and an equation which contains more than one unknown
Roots ofequa• quantity, has no determinate number of resolutions.
tions. The value of the unknown quantities are
termed also roots of the equation.

ARTICLE I.

Equations of tlie Fii-st Degree.
•

Degree of the

§ 84. THE degree of an equation is given by

the highest exponent of the unknown quantity or
quantities. Thus, for example, the equation
·
x~-ax = b,
c1uations.

in which the highest exponent of the unknown quantity x is
2, is an equation of the second degree, and the equation
y8-x2 -j-ayx=m+tJ.,
in which the highest exponent of the unknown quantities x
and y is 3, is an equation of the third degree.
Equations, therefore, of the first degree are all those in
which the exponents of the unknown quantities do not surpass unity; such, for instance, are the equations
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+

ax+ b = q, ay
bx = q - x, &c. ;
and generally,
axn - blJn
abxn- I - qy•-~ j = r,
is an equation of the n'" degree.

+

oencrftl formulaofdelcrminotee<Ju:ttionsof
th·• first degree.

+

§ 85. Any determinate equation of the first
d egree may al ways b e re d uced t o th e s1mp
- )e ~1orm

=

X

A ( i),

because it cannot contain other terms except known quantities,
and those in which the only unknown quantity xis either alone
or affected by a coefficient; as, for instance, in the equation

ax

+ b - c + dx = 12x - l + f

~ow we may first transpose all the known terms to the second,
and the remaining to the first member, and have the equation

1
ax +dx- x
and again,

(a+ d -

2 =
)x =

!

c-b-l+J,

c-

b- l+ f

The known terms (a+ d- ~) can easily be reduced to a

+

+

single term C, and likewise the terms - b c - l I, to
tlie single term K, so that the same equation can simply be
written as follows :
Ox = IC
The unknown x being cleared of its coefficient, we will have

K

C'
an equation of the same form as (i).
X=

R,•sotuliou of
any
eq uadetcrmiuato
rion of the
lirst de;;ree.

Now (i) is a. resolved equation. Therefore, to
resolve any determinate · equation of the first
degree,

Transpose all the known terms to the second
member, and all the others to the first; reduce
Pach meniber to a .~ingle term, and clear the 1tnl.:11own quantity
of its coefficient.
Ruic.
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Resolve the equations

Examples.

1

(1.) 2x-3+ x = 6.

4

(2.) 7y - 7 = 13y-26.

1

(3.) 2z-4+ 9."'

= 79 -4z.
"'

+12 = ~x
ay + b-c = my-f

(4.) ~x

(5.)
Answers:

(1.) x=4.

(2.)

7

!f

19
=6·

(4.J X= 48.

(3.) z = (f

c-b-f
a-m
§ 86. Equations can be profitably used in the
Problems.
·
resolution of problem~, since the con d'1t1ons
of any
problem can be expressed by one or more equations. Let us
see some examples :
What number is that which first multiplied by 2,
First.
and then divided by 7, gives 13 for the difference
between the product and the quotient?

(5.) y=

Ans. The product is 2x,· the quotient is ~' the difference
is 2x -

i;

therefore, the equation is

2x-

X

7 = 13,

which, resolved, gives ... x = 7. That is, 7 is the number
required.
'rhcre is a certain number of apples to be disseoond.
'b
tn uted among another number of boys. If ll'e
give to each boy three apples, there are nine wanting; but if
we give only two to each, then there are two remaining. How
many are the apples, and how many the boys?
II
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It is 1,bin that after having found the number x of the
apples, the number of boys is also found; because, dividing
x by two, we have the number of boys, plus one; that is, the
number of boys is
x _I·
2

'

the unknown quantity of the problem is then only x.
But adding 9 to x, and dividing x 9 by 3, we have
:igain, according to the condition of the problem, the number
of boys; that is,
x
9 _ ~-l

+

+3

- 2

.

A,.n equation which, resolved, gives
x = 24 ... number of apples;
.nd consequently,
X

2-

1

=

11, number of boys

What is the number, which multiplied by 3 and
divided by 7, gives a product and quotient whose
lifference is 20?
Ans. x = 1.
Find such a number that the sum of one-third,
Fourth.
one-sixth, and one-twelfth of it shall be equal to 21.
Ans. x = 36.
A soldier receives every day twelve cents; but
t"ifih.
when he is engaged in the service, the first time in
the month he receives twice as much; the second time three
times as much; and the remaining days of service four times
as much. At the end of a month of 30 days he receives five
dollars and four cents. How many times was he engaged in
the service?
Ans. x = 5.
Indotorminate
§ 87. The preceding examples and problems
equations of the
first <1,,gree.
show that the value of the unknown quantity in
determinate equations is determinate; namely, only one. But
this is not the case with indeterminate equations. Let us
•ake, for example,
ax-b
cy = q- x - y,
Thi

rd
·

+
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in which x and y are both unknown quantities; hence, the
equation may be resolved either with regard to x or with regard toy. Let us resolve it with regard to x; we -xill have

x

b+cz c+ I
= a - I - a+ 1Y·

Now x depends on tbe value of y, and giving, for examp1e, to
ya numerical value equal to I, the corresponding value of x is
b+cz c+ I
x - -- - - - ·
-a-I
a+I'
and giving toy a numerical value equal to 6, the corresponding x is
x = b + q _ c l 6.
a-I
a-I
Unless, therefore, the value of y be determined by some condition, the value of x also remains undetermined, depending
on any arbitrary value given toy.
But if two equations are given, containing each tbe same
two unknown quantities x and y, then the value of both can
be determined; nay, more generally, when a number of
different equations is given equal to the number of the unknown quantities contained in them, all the values of the unknown quantities can be determined.
Equ•tionscon§ 88. The determination of these unknown
loioiog se¥eral
unknown qua~- quan t't'
1 1es can .be obta'med •m d'lr
lllCrent manners,
tities.
as we may see in the following example:
Let each of the equationsaz a'y a"x a"' = 0 }
bz
b'y b"x b'" = 0 (o),
cz
c'y r!'x
r!" =
contain the same unknown quantities x, y, z; and obsen·e,
that any equation of the first degree containing three unknown
quantities, can be reduced to the form of the equations (o); so
that the different methods applicable to obtain the .alues of
the unknown quantii1es contained in (o), are applicable to all

+

+ + +
+

+ +
+ +

+

0
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similar or equivalent cases, and generally to any number of
~quations containing an equal number of unkoown quantities.
Different meResolve, first, each equation with regard to the
tbodsofresolu.
.
tions.
same unknown quantity; for example, z, we will
have
First method.
Elimination by
comparison.

z

a!

a"

aa'"

b'

b"

b"'

c

c"

d"

= -a:y- ax -

(o').

z=-by-bx-b

z = --;;Y - ;;-x -

c

In this manner, since the first member of each equation (o') is
the same, and, consequently, the second members are all equal
to each other, we have
a'
a"
a"'
b'
b"
b"'

--;;:y--;;:x-a =-,;y- bx-y;-,

a!'
a!"
- a'ay - ax
- a=-

d
-;;"!I -

d"

c"

;;-x - -;;-·

And, consequently, by transposing the terms to the second
member, we have

o=
0

=

And making
a' lJ

a'

b'

a!'

a"'

b"

b"'

(a -- b )!! + (;;- - r; )x + ;-- b'
a'
c'
,a" d'
a!" d"
(- c- )y + \a
I - - -)x + - - -.
a
c
a
c

(-;; - b) =

cl,

dy
a!/

a"'
Caa" - ll'b) = cl', (a
-

+ d'x + d" = 0
+

a'x

+ a'' =

O

7/"
b)
= d",

}

(o'').

Now resolving each equation (o") with regard toy, we have
d"
d'
y =
d'

-a:x-
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and consequently,
d'

IJ'

d"

IJ''

- dx-a: = - ~x-p
d'
IJ'
d"
IJ''
+ (---)-o
(-d - -)x
IJ
d
IJ '

from which
and m_aking
d'

(

d-

IJ') = D, (rd" - IJ''·
a
r-) =

0 ';

+

Dx
D' = 0 l (o"'),
which resolved, gives a determinate value of x; namely,
D'

x = -n·

Now this value substituted in one of the preceding (o"), gives
us an equation containing only the unknown quantity y,
whose value, therefore, can be obtained; and this, together
with x substituted in any of the given equations (o), gives us
an equation containing the unknown quantity z alone. This
method of elimination is called elimination by comparison.
Let us pass to the second method.
The second method consists in resolving one of
Elimination by
substitution.
the given equations (o), for instance, with regard
to z, and then substituting the found value of z in the other
equations. Thus, we obtain two equations containing only
the unknown quantities x and y, to which the same method
of elimination can be applied, in order to obtain an equation
with only one unknown quantity. But let us see the process
of the operation. Resolve the first equation (o) with regard
to z, we will have
a'
a''
a"' 'l
...
z = - - y - - x - - t (PJ·
a
a
a J
This value of z, substituted in the second and third (o), gives us
11•
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·
y -a!'
- x -a'")
- +b'v+b"x+b"'=-=0,
b( - -a'
a
a
a

a a'")
a/
--y-x- + dy +d'x+ d"= O;
a
a
a
11

c(

from which we deduce the two equivalents

( b' - b~)v +
(d-

(b" -

c;')v + ( d' -

b~')x + (b"' -

b~") = o,

c:" )x + ( c"' - c:'') =

O,

and making
( b' -

d, (b" -

b:') =

we will have

dy
oy

b:'') = d!, ( b'" -

b:'') = d!',

+ d!x + d" = 0 }
+ lfx + o'' = 0 (p').

Resolve now the first of these two equations with regard to
d!
d"
y =

'!/, we will have

-a:x-a:;

and this value, substituted in the second, gives

d' - dd")
o( - dx

+ o'x + o'' = 0;

from which we have

(o ·or making

0

:)x+ (011 -

o' - ad! - D o'' - ad" - D'
d -

Dx
from which,

0!'') =0;

'

d -

+ D' = 0 l (p")
D'
X=-D.

This value of x substituted in one o,f the preceding (y),
gives us an equation with the unknown quantity y alone, and
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substituting x and y in (p), we obtain the value of the third
unknown quantity z.
in
The elimination by addition and subtraction
Elimioslion
d'
•
by Addition and
mg.
precc
two
the
to
e
some cases 1s preferabl
subtraction.
This method of elimination consists in giving the same coefficient to the same unknown quantity in different equations,
and then subtracting one equation from another if the terms
affected with the same coefficient have the same sign, or
adding the equations if the terms affected with the same coefficient have different signs. Let us resume the equations (o);
and first to reduce the unknown quantity z to the same coefficient in the first and second equation, multiply all the
terms of the first (o) by the coefficient of z of the second, and
all the terms of the second (o) by the coefficient of z of the
first, we will obtain the following equations:

+
+

+
+

+

=

O,
baz ba'y ba x ba'"
O,
=
+ab"'
baz ab'y ab"x
which, subtracted from one another, give
y(ba'-a l/) x(ba"- ab")+ (ba"'- ab"')= 0.
In equal manner, reducing to the same coefficient the first
term of the second and..third ( o), we will have
11

+

+ cb'y +cb"x + cb"' = 0,
+bdy + bd'x + bd" = O,
y(cb'-b c') + x(cb"- bd') + (cb'"-b d") = O,

cbz
cbz
and, consequently,

making now
11
(ba'- ab') = d, (ba - ab") = <l, (ba"' - ab'")
11
11
(cb' - be') = a, (cb" - bd') = a', (cb ' - bc' )
The obtained equations will become

= d",
= at'.

dy+<l x+<l'= 0 }
O (<j).
lf'
ay lfx

+ + =

Reduce now the first term of both (q') to the same coefficient

'
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+
+

+
+

doy
cl'ox d"IJ = O,
doy
do'x
do''= O,
which being subtracted from one another, give

we will have

x(d'IJ -do')+ (df'IJ-do'') = O,
and making dJ o - da' = D, d" o - do''= D',
the same equation becomes
Dx
D' = 0 } (q"),

+

from which

D'

X=-D,

a value which substituted in either of the preceding equations
(r/), enables us to find out the value of y; and substituting
both x and y in any of the given ( o), we obtain an equation
with the unknown quantity z alone, which is, consequently,
easily determined.
The s.,me me§ 89. The methods of elimination just described
thodSftpplicablo
•
to a11 oases.
are applicable to any number of equations containing an equal number of unknown quantities. But if the
number of the equations is greater than that of the unknown
quantities, the resolution may be then impossible; and such
Incompatible equations are then called incompatible.
Such,
equations.
for example, are the equations
2x By 4 = O,

+ +

4x- y - 6
5x+ y+2

=
=

O,
O,

which no values of x and y can resolve.
t-0gether the two last equations, we find

Because, adding

9x=4;
that is

4
X=gj

and consequently, from the same two last equations,

38

Y = - 9·
Now, these two values of x and y to fulfil the first equation,
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must make 2x
we find

+ 3y = -

4; but, making the substituti on,

106
8 114
2x+3y = 9-9 =-9 ;

hence the three given equations are incompat ible; but if the
first equation should be

=:

9x - l8y-80 = 0,
then the equation would be fulfilled by x

and y

=-

38
U,

but this equation is then superfluous for the determina tion of
the values of x and y. We may generally say, therefore, that
the number of equations must not be greater than that of the
unknown quantities , nor less than the number of the same
quantities ; although in some instances, with a number of
equations less than the number of unknown quantities , we
may be able to determine their values. For example, from
4x - y - 2z = 6,
the equations
6x + 4y 8z= 20,
we may determine the values of the three unknown quantities
x, y, z, as follows: Multiply the first equation by 4, and
then add together the two equations , we will have

+

22x = 44;
x=2.

and consequently,
Now the value of x being substitute d in both the gi,·en equations, we obtain two equations and two unknown quantities ,
which, conseque ntly, can be determine d with any of the preceding methods. "\Yc may observe here, also, that many ex
pcdicnts suggested by practice render the resolution of equations containin g various unknown quantities in several cases
more or less speedy. The genera} rules, h.owcvcr, given for
practice, and deduced from the foregoing procc~scs, arcFor the method of climirnttion by substituti on,
Rul<'8andcx Fincl the value of one 111ilmown g_un.lllif!J in any
amplcs.
of tlie given equations, a.nd su,bstitute 1·t ir1, tlie others.
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For the method of elimination by comparison :
Find the value of the same unlmown quantity in each of
the given equations, and form equations with these values.
For the method of elimination by addition and subtraction.
Give the same corfficient to the same 1mknown quantiflJ
in all the equations, a11d add or subtract as the case may
r equire.
Examples, or given equations :

(1.)

+
+

2x 3y
3x
4y
{
5x - 2y
~x -

(2.)

(3.)

(4.)
Answers:

10
1

{ lOX

+ 4z =
+ 5z =

29,
38,
12.

+ 2z =
;1; - 16 = 0'
w

+ 4y -

14

+

5z

= 0.
2x + 3y + 4z = 16,

l

3x
2y 5x - 69
5x - 6y
7x + 4y {
2x
y

=

8,

+ 3z = 6.
+ 4z = 15,
3z = 19,
+ + 6z = 46.

(1.) x=2, y=3, z= 4.
(2.) x=20, y=3.
(3.) x=3, y=2, z=L
(4.) x=3, y=4, z=6.
Sometimes, not all the unknown quantities are to be found in
each of the given equations; as, for instance, in the annexed
example :
ax a'y
a"
bx
l,'z = l/'

+ =
+

cy +dz=<!'.
l3ut from the first and second we can eliminate the unknown
quantity x, and have an equation containing y and z, which,
together with the third, will give us the values of the same
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unknown quantities. In a similar manner we will find the
values of the unknown quantities contained in the following
examples:
Given equations :

(5.)

(6.)

(7.)

2x-4y+ 8z = 54,
12y - 7z+8 = O,
{
4x-36 -= - 3z.
2x - vy + 2z = 13,
4v-2x= 30.
{
4y+ 2z = 14,
5y+ 3v= 32.
x+y = 36,
{ x+z = 49,
y +z = 53.

Answers:

(5.) x=3, y = 4, z= 8.
(6.) x=3, y= l, z=5, v= 9.
(7.) X = 161 y = 20 1 z=33.
§ 91. Problems frequently contain more than one
.
I n t h'1s case t h e cond'1hons
·
unk nown quantity.
of
the problem must commonly contain as many equations as
there are unknown quantities to be determined. The skill
required in the resolution of the problem consists in knowing
how to gi1•e the algebraical form to the equations problematically expn,ssed.
Practice and natural aptitude, rather than any rule, facilitate the resolution of problems. We may, however, observe
that the difficulty in the resolution of problems
Oeneral rule. •
. . h ed by t h'1s generaI rul
1s greatl y d'1mm1s
e:
Problems.

S eparate first the tt,nlcnown qu,antity, and tlten m.odifiy
and combine them acconling to the cond,itions of the p1·obl,em.
An application of this rule may be seen in the following
example:
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The three ciphers of a number are such that their
sum is 14; the sum of the first and last divided by
the second, gives 6; and subtracting 59-1 from the given number, the difference contains the same three unknown ciphers,
disposed in an inverted order. What is the number?
The three figures of the number are the unknown quantities
of the problem, which we separate from the known quantities
contained in the problem, calling them x, y, z. Now the first
condition is, that the sum of the figures is equal to 14.
Hence, the first equation
X
.1/
Z = 14 (1 ).
Another condition expressed in the problem is, that the sum
of the first and third figures, divided by the second, gives 6
Problem 1.

+ +

for quotient; hence, the second equation
X

+ z=6!J (2).

~

+y z = 6, or

The last condition is, that subtracting 594 from the unknown
numbers, the remainder is the same unknown number taken
in an inverted order. The equation contained in this condition is not so obvious as the preceding; to deduce it, obsen-e
that the number 59-1 may be decomposed, as follows:

+ +
+ + 4;

594 = 500 90 4
= 100.5 10.9

hence, the number also, whose first cipher is x, the second y,
and the last z, is likewise resolvable into three; namely,

100. x

+ 10.y + z;

and therefore, the inverted number is
100. z 10. y
x.
Hence, the equation contained in the last condition is

+

+

l00x + 10.y + z-59-! = 100. z + 10.y +x,
or

99x - 99z

= 594

which is easily reduced to
x-z=6 (3).
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Thus we have obtained as many equations as there are \lnknown quantities. To have them resolved, subtract first equation (2) from equation (l); we will have

y

=

that is,

14 - 6y;

v = 2,

which value of y, substituted in equation (2), gives

+ z=l2.
Subtract now from this, and then add to the same equation
(3), we will have
2z

that is,

6, 2x = 18 ;
z=3, x=9;

=

the required number, therefore, is

N = 923.
We have, in fact,
X

+ '!J + Z = 9 + 2 + 3
x+z_9+3_
---;;- - - 2- - 6

= 14

923-594 = 329.
What two numbers arc those whose difference is
9, and sum three times as much?
Ans. x
18, y = 9.
What three numbers x, y, z are those whose
Prolllem 3.
sum is 34 ; the sum of the last, and twice the first
is 30; and the sum of the first and twice the second is 26?
Ans. x = 6, y = IO, z = 18.
The weight of four globes A, B, C, D is 3-10
Prolllem 4.
pounds, and the weight of A
D is equal to that
of B C; C is ten pounds Jess than B; and the weight of D,
plus one-third that of B, make the weight of A. What is
the weight of each globe ?
Ans Calling x , y, v, z the respective weights of A, B, C,
D, we will find
x
100, y = 90, v = 80, z
70.
Problem 2.

=

+

+

=

12

=
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In a mixture of wine and water, one-tenth of the
• water, an·a one. h aIf of t he
whole, plus 10 gallons, 1s
whole, plus 30 gallons, is wine. Row many gallons are there
of each?
Ans. x = 80, '!/ = 20.
Problem 5.

Divide the number 144 into four such parts, that,
if the first be divided by 5, and the second multiplied by 5, the third diminished by 5, and the last increased
by 5, the quotient, the product, the difference, and the sum
are all equa I.
Ans. Calling x, '!/, v, z the first, second, third, and fourth
parts,
x = 100, '!/ = 4, v = 25, z = 15.
Problem 6.

Three persons A, B, C have each a certain sum
of money: one-third of the money of A and C,
minus 6 dollars, is the sum of B; one-half the money of C,
minus the money of A, and minus 9 dollars, give, again,
Problem 7.

the sum of dollars of B ; the sum of C, multiplied by §• gives
twice the sum of A. What is the sum of each?
Ans. Calling x, '!/, z the sums of A, B, C, we have
X = 18, Jj = 54, Z= 162.
Five wheels A, B, C, D, E are so combined,
that while A performs x _revolutions, B performs
'!/, C performs v, D, w, and E, z. Now ten times the revolutioms of A, plus three times those of B, and four times
those of E, give the same number as 9 times the revolutions
of D, plus the product of the number of revolutions of C
Problem 8.

multiplied by

i~;

twice the revolutions of A, plus twice those

of C, give the same number as the revolutions of D, added
to one-fourth of those of E; the revolutions of D and E, plus
ten times those of B, are equal to seven times the revolutions
of C; the revolutions of A, plus five times those of B, give
the revolutions of C; and t.he revolutions of E, minus three
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times those of C, give 20 revolutions. How many revolutions does each wheel perform in the same time?
Ans. x= l0, y= 2, v= 20, w =40, z = 80
Problem 9.

What fraction is that whose value is ~, if we add

1 to its numerator, and

l

if we add one to its denominator?
Ans.

y=
X

•

4

.
15

There are two horses and two saddles : the best
saddle costs 40 dollars, and the other only 6; placing
the best saddle on the first horse, and the other on the second,
the first horse costs 6 dollars more than the other ; and changing the saddles, the second horse costs three times more than
the first. What is the price of each horse?
Aus. x=25, y=53.
Problem 10.

ARTICLE II.

Equations of the S econd D eg1·ee.

§ 92.

equation in which the highest CX·
ponent of the unknown quantity or quantities is
second degree. 2, is (84) an equation of the second degree.
Hence, the general formula of the equations of the second degree containing only one unknown quantity, is

General formula of the de't~rminateequa•
hons of the

A NY

x2

+ A x= B

(h) ;

because all the terms to be possibly found in this class of
equations are either known quantities or terms containing the
simple unknown quantity x, and terms containing- the square
of x; as, for instance, in the equation
mxg- · nx px2- q = x
1·xg-f x g,

+

+

+

in which q and g represent known quantities, like the coefficients
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m, n, p, r, f; the terms nx, x, fx contain the simple unknown
quantity x; and the remaining terms the square of x. It is
now easy to reduce this equat.ion to the form of the preceding
ei), because, through a simple transposition, we can first write
mx2 px~ - 1·x2- nx - x
fx = q
gi
that is,

+
+
+
(m + p - 1·):xfJ + ( f - n- l)x = q + g,

from which

x2

+ f-n-Ix -

m+p-1· -

q+g

m+p-r'

•

an equation of the same form as (h). Hence, the resolution
of any equation of the secouu degree is the same as the resolution of the general equation (Ii); and the first operation to
be made when an equation of the second degree, containing
only one unknown quantity, is given to be resolved, is to reduce the given equation to the form of (h); hence, also, the
first and general rule :
Transpose all the knou;n terms to the secl}nd
Gener.ti rule.
mernber, ancl all the others to the first; reduce to
a single tenn all those that contain the square of the unlmown
quantil!J, and lilcewise all those which contain the first power
of the same quantity; then clear the square of the unknown
quantity of its co~ffecient.
It is to be observed that e€}uations of the second
Remark. d
d
.
I
.
egrce o not sometimes apparent y contam terms
with the square of the unknown quautity; as, for instance,
in the equation
n
ax-b=-;
X

but the same equation is reducible to the following:

a:t2 - bx = n.
In cases similar to this, before proceding to resolve tlie equation, a similar transformation is to be made.
The given equations being thus prepared, we may pass to
see how the general equation (h) is resoh·e<l.

Jj;QUATIONS.
Resolution oftho
general eq m\tion.

Two cases.

First case.
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§ 93. Two cases can take place with regard to
the first member of (h), according as the coefficient A is either equal or not to zero. In the
first case the equation is simplified, and becomes
x 2 = B (h'),

which is easily resolved, because, from (h'), we have y?

=

+

-.f:Ir," or

x

=

+

-.fE

That is, the value of the unknown quantity x is the positive
as well as the negative square root of the known quantity B,
or the second member of (h!). We have, in fact,

[ + yB]2 = + B,
[ - -.1BJ2 = + B;
therefore, + 1; B, - i/B,

both values,
fulfil the equation
(h'). When, therefore, the given equation, r~dueed to the
gene]wl.l form, assumes that of (h'), the double value of the
unknown quantity is immediately found, as follows .:
Rule and ex•
Ta lee the positive and negative square rnot of
amples.
the second member.
The equations, for example,

(1.) 3x2 - 3 = 6 -2x2,
(2.) 4x2-36 = 2x2 -4,
(3.) 2ax2 -x+ b =ax2 -x+3b,

reduced to the general formula, give

(1.) x 2 = 9,
2.) x 2 = 16,
(3.)

_

X2 -

and resolved,

2b
a

-,

(1.)

X

=

+ -.f9'° = + 3.

(2.)

X

=

+

(3.)

X=

yI6 = ± 4.

+~
12*
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But when A is not equal to zero, the equation
(h) cannot generally be resolved without being
modified, as we will presently see.
Observe that (69) (x + y) 2 = x 2 + 2xy + y•, and the
~econd term of this evolution is the double product of the two
terms of the binomial; so that the last term of the same evolution can be easily inferred from the first and the second,
by diYiding, namely, this by the double root of the first, and
squaring the quotient. For example, a•+ 2ma, representing
the incomplete evolution of the square of a binomial, it will
2
become complete by adding m• to it, hecause
gives m

Second case.

;:a

for quotient; and consequently, m• for the last term of the
unfinished evolution. In like manner, b0
cb, representing
c• .
another unfinished evolution, by adding to it the term , 1t

+

+

4

That is, to render b• cb a perfect
square, add the square of half the coefficient of b.
Now, the first member of the general formula (h), or
:c• Ax, has the form of an incomplete square, which is easily
will become complete.

+

finished by adding

!",

the square of half the coefficient of x.

But in order to preserve the equality, if we finish the square
in the first member, we must add the same term to the second
member also. This addition being made, we will have

+!

2

x2 +Ax+!"=

or, since

from which

B

(h");

x + Ax+!"= (x+i)°;
2
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and consequently,

x

=-

,--&

A

2

+ ~B

+4

(h!") ,

the values of x, which resolve the equation (h) given by the
known quantities A and B. We say the values, because,
when we take the upper sign,

A
✓~ B+-;r;
X=-2+
when we take the other,

A

X==2+
•nealaudtmaglnary roots.

✓ -xft

B+4

These values of x, or roots of the equation (h)

will be either both real or both imaginary; and

again, when real, both positive or ncvative, or one positive and
one negative.
Let us here examine all these cases.

When the binomial B +

f,

under the radical sign, is o. positive quantity, the radical, and consequently the value of x in both equo.tions, is real. But when the same
binomial is nego.tive, then (50) the radico.l is imaginary, and the values
of x contain the reo.l term

-t,

plus or minus the imaginary root;

and, therefore, both values of x are imaginary, been.use neither a
positive nor a negative real term or quantity can ever represent the
difference or the sum of two expressions, the one real, and the other
imaginary.
·
Suppose, first, the binomial B +~to be a positive quantity; in this
supposition B is positive, or if negative, less than ~-

When B is

positive, one of the values of x is positive and the other negative;
when B is negative, the values of x o.re either both positive or both
negative. We have, in fact, in the first ca.se,
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and, therefore, we may write

hence. from (h111 ) , if the coefficient A in (h) is positive,

A

A

A

A

X=- 2 + 2 +d=d,
x

=

-2-2-d = -.A.-d;

and if the coefficient A in (h) is negative,

x =
x

=

+ A2 + A2 + d = A+ d,
+ A2 - 2A -a= -a.

Hence, When in the equation (h ), that is,
x2 +Ax = B;
B is p ositive, one of the roots is likewise positive, and the other ne9ativ~.
whatever be the si9n of the coefficient A.
.First criterion.

In the seoond case, when B is negative and less than~' we have

✓ B + f < ✓ tc
that is,

~);

P.=i-d;

therefore, if the coefficient of x in (h) is positive, we will have from
(11111 )
A
A
x =-2+ 2-d=-d,

x=-{-p.,
both values of x being negative.
In the same supposition of B negative, if the coefficient A of x also
is negative, we will have from (h111)
A
✓~
x=2+

A

x= 2 both values of x being positive.

B+4•

A

2 +a=+a,
Therefore,
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When in the equation (h), B is negative and less than

Second criterion.

A'
, and A is positive, the roots are both real and negati?Je.
4

With the same B and with A negative, the roots are both real and positive.
A~

Let us now suppose B negative, and equal to

✓ B+

~ =O

;

4

.

In this case,

and consequently, both values of x from (hi") are equal to each other,
and have the same sign. That is,
When in (h), D is negative and equal to

Third criterion.

of the;_oots are equal to
negative, or equal to

i

f,

both values

positive, being the coefficient of x

2 negative when the coefficient of x is positive.

The Inst case is that of D negative, and greater than ~. in which
case the binomial D +~is necessarily a negative quantity, .:._ d; hence,

~A'l
'\/~+
4 =
an imaginary expression.

✓

-d,

Therefore,

When in (h) the value of D is negative, and greater
Fourth criterion.
A2
than , the.roots of the equation are both imaginary.

4

The preceding criterious applied to the equations-

+
+

z2+

(!.)
7x = 12,
(2.) x2 - 15x = 18,
(3.) x2 16x = -40,
(4.) x2 -20x =-90,

(5.) x 2 12x = -36,
(6.) x2 - Bx= -16,
(7.) x2 14x = - 50,
(8.) x2 -6x = -18,

+

reduced already to the general form (h), show that the roots of the
equations (1) and (2) are real, and affected with different signs; the
roots of (R) :,.re also real, and both ncgath·e; tho roots of (4) nrc real,
nnd both positive; those of (6) are also both negative, and , besides,
equal to each other; those of (6) arc both positive, :ind equal to each
other. The roots of tho equations (7) and (8) are imaginary.

§ 94. Let us proceed to resolve some equations.
Given equations :
2:;& X = x-'J
54 - 2x.
x2 - x
56.

Examples and
problems.

(1.)
(2.)

+

=

+
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Given equations,

(3.)
(4.)
(5.)
(6.)
(7.)
(8.)
(9.)

2x•-4x-9 = x2 + 2x- 17.
l6x2 - 4x + 36 = H x~- 32x - 60.
x•-ab +ax= bx.
x•+mn-nx=mx.

x•+cx-c•=-2cx-3<:2.
x•+26 =4x+ 13.
x•- 2ax
a•+ bl= 0.

+

The first of the proposed examples is easily reduced to the
general form (h), as follows:

x2+ 3x =

5-!,

and adding the term (~fin order to have a complete square
in the first member, we have
x• + 3x +

9

4=

+ 32) =

54 +

2

or

(x

5-1

9

4,

+ 94;

and consequently,
✓ ED'
15
3
x+2=+ 4 = + 2 ;

.hence, the double value of x:

3
1.) {

X

15

= -: + 125 =

6,

X = - 2 - 2 = - 9.
The process is the same for the other examples, and is contained in the annexed practical rule :
Reduce the given equation to the general form,
Rule.
finish the sqiiare of the fint me1nbe1·, extract the
root of both membei·s, and leave the iinl.;nown quantity alone
in tlie fir-st ,;,,ember.
In this manner, tho remaining examples, being :-esolnd,
will give:
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(2.){: -8.
X=- 6

(4.) { x= -8.
X=m
( 6-) { x=n

8
( .)

x=2+3v 1
{ = 2 - 3y- T.
X

When the conditioUS" of a problem, whose resolu•
•
. of t he second
t1on
1s
red uc1'ble to t hat of an equat10n
degree, are such as to exclude, for instance, the negative sign
for the unknown quantity, and the equation resolved gives
the values of the unknown quantity affected with opposite
signs, the positive alone resolves the problem.
The square number of my dollars added to 180,
Problem !. gives 27 times the number of my dollars.
H ow
many dollars have I?
Ans. ·x
12, or x
15.
I have as many dogs as he has cats. All my
2
Problem · dogs, plus four of bis cats, multiplied by the whole
number of dogs and cats, give 12 times the number of dogs,
plus 160. What is the number of my dogs?
Ans. The equation resolved gives x = - 8, x = 10; the
first value is to be excluded. Hence,
x = 10.
Find a number whose product by 5, minus six
Problem 3. umts,
.
• 1·ied b y t h e same num b er add ed to 1 ,
mullp
gives for product seven times its negative square.
3
2
.
Ans. x=+ , x= Problems.

=

=

3

4

The product of a certain number by 7, minus 75,
Problem 4.
is equal to 95, plus the quotient arising from 125
divided by the same number. What is th e number?
Ans. x =

+ 25, x =

-

i.
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An army commencing battle, contains an equal
number of men in each rank, and it contains
as many ranks as there are men in one rank. During the
battle, the first three ranks and 350 men beside are killed.
The army after the battle contains 2000 soldiers. Find the
vriginal number.
Ans. x = 2500, each rank containing 50 men.
·with regard to equations of the second degree, containing
more than one unknown quantity, the same methods of elimination given in the preceding !)Umber (88) can be applied.
Problom6.

ARTICLE ill.

On some Properties of D etermined Eg_uations of any De,gree.
Preliminary
~ 95. Several discussions of the present article rest on
theorems.
some general theorems, useful for other investigations,
no less than to find out the properties of equations of any degree.
Wo commence, therefore, this article by demonstrating the same
theorems. And, first,
Let the coefficients a, b, c, ..• h . of the variable and real quantity
z, and the last term k of the polynomial

+

azft+ bZ"-'+ cZ"-• + . .. hz
k .... (p),
be all real and inYO.riable quantities. We say, that if by changing the
value of z, (p) assumes a positive and then a negative value,
Theorem _
There mu.,t be some value z,. of z, which substituted in (p),
1
makes this polynomial equal to zero.

To demonstrate this proposition, lot us suppose the value of z to be
changed in such a manner that the difference between any two such
values, taken in succession, be capable of an indefinite diminution.
Tu this manner tho polynomial (p) also will be changed by degrees
capnble of indefinite attenuation. But by supposition, the polynomial
( p) mny be changed from po~itive into negative; so that, making, for
instance, z
z,; the polynomial assumes the positive value(+,,,\ ·

=
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and making z = Zn, the polynomial becomes negative, that is, (-p,.).
The difference, therefore, between the two values of the polynomial
(p), is
(p.)
(p,.),
which may become smaller and smaller either by z• approaching to
z., or z,. to z., or both of them to each other. Suppose that leaving
z. unchanged, z, approaches constantly to z,., the difference (p,)
(p.) will indefinitely approach to zero, and by degrees capable of
iudefiJLite att;nuation; that is to say, the said difference is capable of
assuming all the values contained between (p,)
(p,.) and zero; now
(p.) is one of these values; therefore, among the values which the
difference (p.)
(p,.) will take by z, approaching incessantly to z,.,
is also (p,.) ; and since the difference (p.)
(p,.) cannot become (p,.)
unless (p,) becomes zero, therefore, the value of (p1,) constantly
changed with z• will once become zero. Call z., the value which
makes (p,)
0, we will have

+

+

+

+

+

=

az,."+ bz,.n-t

+ cz,."- + .... + hz., + k = 0.
2

When the decrease of the variable z in (P) is carried to a
certain limit, the polynomial retains from that limit conttantJy the same sign, equal to the sign of its last term.
The polynomial (p) without its last term is
Theorem 2.

az"

+ bz"- + cz"- + .. . + hz,
1

2

which evidently approaches to zero by constantly diminishing the
value of z. Now it cannot uninterruptedly approach to zero without
becoming smaller than any fixed value different from zero; hence,
by diminishing constantly in (p ), the value of z, all its terms, with the
exception of the last k, will finally become a smaller quantity than
the s:1me k. And, conscqueutly, from this limit, whatever might be
the sign of the rest, the sign of the whole polynomial (p) will be that
of k, if k is positive; (p) also, from that limit, will be constantly
positive; \f k is negative, (p) from the same limit will be also negative.
When z in (p) is increa.~ed to a certain limit, the poly'fhoorom 3. noima
. l J.,rom that z·unit• w1'll constantl y retain
· t,,e
, sign
· of its
first term.
The polynomial (p) is manifestly equivalent to the following product:

zn (

k)
h
b c
a+-+.+
.... +z"- +zn .
z z
1

Kow, by constantly increasing the value of z, each term within the
parenthesis, except the first, approaches constantly to zero and cun13
'
'
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sequently, also the sum of all of them. Hence, the same sum, when
z is increased to a certain value, will be equal to and then become
smaller than the fixed quantity a. If now, for the sake of bre,ity,
we call S the sum of the diminishing terms, we will ha,e
(P)

=

z"(a+ S).

In which, when z is increasecl to the said limit, and much beyond
that limit, S is smaller than a ; hence, from this limit, the sign of
a+ S must be the same as that of a, whatever be the sign of S; hence,
also, the sign of the product z"(a+ S), that is, of the polynomial (p),
is the same as the sign of az", which is the first term of the same
polynomial.
When two polynomials, such as
a0 + a,z+ a.z?+ .. +a,.z"}
c0 + c,z + c,z? + . . . + c,.z"
(P),

Theorem 4.

+

remain equal to each other, substituting in tl,em n 1 different t•alues of z,
the two polynomials are identical.
Let z0 , z., z,. .... z,. represent the n + 1 different value~, which,
substituted in succession in the polynomials, make them equal to each
other ; that is,
a0 + a,z0 + a,z02 + .. . + a,.z0"
a0 + a,z, + a;z.2

=

+ ... + a,.z," =

+ c,z.",
+ .... + c,.z,", &:c.

c0 + c,z0 + c,z02 + ....

c0 + c,z, + c,;,,2

Hence, also, calling p 0 , p., p., . . . . the first members of these equations, we will have

+
+ ...
a + a_.z, ' . a~.2 ~ ...· +_ a,.z~n . p.
a + a,z,.+ a,z,.2+ ... + a,.z,." = p,.
and likewise,
c + c,z + c.,z + ... ,+ c,.z n = Po
c + c,z, + c.,z, + .... + c.z," = p,
2

a0
a,z.+ a,z0
+a.;:."= Po
a0 + a,z, + a,z.2 + ... + a,.z," = p,
0

0

0

0

0

02

0

2

2

c0 ~c,z._+~••• ~·.···.+c:z(•. p,

c + c,z,.+ c,zn•+ ... . +
0

c,.z,.n

I

( A),

I
(C)°.

= p,.

+

Now the values of a., a., a,, ... a,., inferred from the 11 1 equations
(A), are evidently the same as the values of c0 , c., c., ... c., inferred
from then+ 1 equations (C). Therefore, from the supposed equality
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+

of the polynomials (P), when substituting in them n
1 rliffcrent
values of z, it follows, that
Oo = Co, al= Cu a'l = c?., ... . art = Cn { (h).
Now this equality makes the polynomials (P) identical.
Corollary.
Hence, when the polynomials (P ) are found to be equal
to one another in whntsoever mnnncr the variable z be
taken, we must necessarily infer the equations (h).
~
~ 96. Let the coefficients A, 13, C, . . . IT, and .the last
terminecl equa- terms K of the equa !ion
tlon of any de·
groo.
[e] xn + Ax"-'+ Bx•-•+ ... + IIx + K = 0,
of the n th degree be real quantities. . If taking for x two rca I values,
the one makes [e] positive, and the other negative, the same [e] is
resolvable with at least one renl root; that is, there is at least one
real value of x, which makes tl,c first member of [e] equal to zero.
To prove this, it is enough to apply to ( e] the demonstration of the
first theorem of the preceding number.
Equ8 t1ons reLet us now sec how ono of two values of x makes [e]
positive, and the other negath·e. When the degree n of
root.
the equation is an uneven number, the sign of the first
term xn is the same as the sign of x; but when x has a sufficiently great
value according to the third theorem of the preceding number, the
sign of the whole polynomial [ e] is the same as that of the first term;
hence, positive if x is positive, negative if x is negative. When,
therefore, the degree of the equation is uneven, the first member of
[ e], by the substitution of one certain value of x, can be made positive,
and by another negative; hence, the equation in this case is certainly
reso~•able with at least one real root.
Equations reWhen the degree n of the equation is an even number,
soh'ablewlthat and the last term le is negative the eciuation is then releast two real _
'
roots.
sohable with at least two real roots. Because, taking
a very small value for x, the sign of the formula [e], according to the
second among the preceding t heorems, is the same as that of its last
term K; that is, negative. And titking a sufficiently great value of x,
then the sign of the polynomial is the same as that of the first term.
But the sign of the first term is positive, whether the value of z be
positive or negative : therefore, a value of z between one very small
and another large al'ld positive, wiil make the first member of [ e] equal
to zero; and again, another value of z between the same very small
value and another large and negative, will make the first member of [e]

m.?i!n~'t~

fe1:tb~n~it~;t
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equal to zero. When, therefore, the degree of the equation [ e] is an
eyen number, and its last term K a negatiye quantity, the equation
[ c] = 0 can be resolved with at least two real roots.
ti<~~-.b~:nn~u~
~ 97. We have seen that when the degree of the equan•soh·ed with tion [e] = 0 is an uneYen number, the equation is
1
~~: r~t:i
alwnys rcsolYablc with at least one real root~ nml when
·;;;~~~ 00fma;i~ the degree n of the same equation is an eYen number,
nnry roots.
the resolution may be obtained with two different 1·eal
roots, provided the last term K of [ e] be a negative quantity; but if
K should be positive, and 11 an eyen number, we would then be unable
to demonstrate the possibility of resolution of[,] = 0 with real roots.
Because, although [e] im·ol\'es a function of r. nm! nhrnys of the ~nme
real form, and consequent!y in the equation [ t] = 0 lhc rnri:1blc z
is necessarily a reciprocal fw1ctio11 of.\, B, C, ... K, tll:\t i,,

x

= /(A, B, ... II, K),

of a determined and unYariablc form, it may occur thnt the ch~nge of
the sign of k changes the real value of x into an im:1ginury one. For
example, the real Yalue of the expression

in which A and B arc supposed to be positiYe, b~come~ imaginary

when B, being grenter than ,\, has its sign changed.
But whntcYer be the value of ;r, either rent or imn;rinnry, it ii
certain tliat by substituting in [e] = 0 instend of r the function
/ (A, B, .. II, K) the equation is fulfilled; and, therefore, when the
degree of the equation [e] = 0 is an eYen number, nntl the Inst term
K is positive, the equation is resolvable, at least with nn iinaginary
root.
fost supp<)Si•
The Inst supposition which c,rn be m·itle with regard
tion.
to the Inst term K of the gencrnl equation (e]
0 is,
that the same term be equnl to zero. In this suppl)si tion our equation
becomes equiYalent to the following one:

=

x[Ax"-' +Bx"-' + .... +HJ= 0,
[ e']) equivalent to

or (making Ax" - 1 +Bx" -• + .. . . + II =

x[e1 ]

=

0.

It is now plain that any value of x .which m11 kl!s (e'] = 0, mnke~
also x[e']
0. That is, any root which fulfils Ilic cquntion [e']
0,
fulfils also the equation [e] = 0. But [e'] is n polynomial, having

=

=
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the same form ns [e); and we have seen above, that the equation
[e] = 0 admits :\\ways at least of one root, either real or imaginary.
Therefore, the same equation is likewise resolvable when K = 0.
Any dete,,
~ 98. We may now pass to see that the number of
minedequaiiou
of any degl'c'O roots of any determined equation is always equal to the
•dmits of as degree of the same equation.
many roots as
tbel'e are units
W c have seen that the equation [ e] = 0 admits in all
in tho de;::;ree
oftheoqu•tion. cases of at least one root; call h this root, and from
[e] = 0, we will have
Hh +
=
h• Ah"-'+ Bh"- 2
an<l consequently,
K = -h•-Ah"- 1 -Bh"-2 - •••• -Hh.

K O;

+ .... +

+

Substituting now this value of Kin [e], we will have

LeJ = x" +
-

Ax"-'+ Bx"- + .... + Hx- /1»-Ah"-' 2

Bh"-i

. .. -Ilh,

or,

[e] = (x"-l1•) +A(x"-1 -lin-') +B(xn- 2 -h"-2 )+ ...

+ H(x-h),

iu which x may have any value.
Now we have seen (63), among the la.st examples of multiplication,
z z2 + ...
z") (1 -z) = -z•+ 1, from which, by
that
changing lhe signs of both members, and taking n - 1 instead of n,
we infor
z"- l=(l+ z + zi + ... +z" - 1)(z -l);

(1 + +

+

l

or, substituting ~ instead of z,

(t)"-1 = (i+x+ (tr+ .... + eriY-')G-1),
aud from this

or

x"-h"

=

(x - h)(h•- 1

+ h"- 2x + h"- x2 + ... + xn8

1

).

Inrnrting the 01·dcr of the terms of the last polynomials, and then
substituting in 5uccession n -1, n...,.. 2, n - 3, .... instead of n,
we will h ave
x•-h• = (x-h){x"-' + hx"- 2 + h'x"-3 + ...
h"- 1 )

+

+ hx"- + h'x•-• + ... + h" h)(x"- + hx"-' + h'x" - + ... + h"-

x•- 1 - h"-' = (x- h)(x"- 2
3
xn-2 _ h• -2 = (x-

3

6

13*

2

)

8

),

&c.
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Making now, a substitution of the values of these binomials in the
expression of [ e] last obtained, we will have

[e]

=

(x- h)(x"-'+ hx"-•+ ... . )+ A(x-h)(x"-•+ hx"-'+ . ..)
+ B(x-h)(x"- 8 • • • • ) + ... + (x-h)H;

or else,

[e]

=

(x-h)[x"- 1 + (h+ A)x"-•+ (h'+Ah + B)x"-•+ ..
+ (h"- 1 + Ah'•-·+ Bh"- 3 + .... H)];

or more simply,

[e]

=

(x-h)[x"-'

malting, namely, h

+ B,x"- + O,x"- +

+A =

2

B,, h'

3

+ Ah+ B =

...

+ H,x+ K,]:

0,, &c.

Represent now the last polynomial by [e,], that is, make

x"- 1 + B,x"-2 + C,x"-8 + ... + H,x + K,
then we will have
[e] = (x-h) [e,],

=

[e,l;

whateYer be the value of x.
Therefore, h being a root of the equation [e) = 0, the polynomial
can be decomposed in two factors, one of which is x - h, the second
another polynomial [e,J of the same form as [e), but of a degree one
unity lower than that of [ e].
Now, resuming again [e] = 0, or its equivalent
(x-h) [e,] =0,
it is plain, that not only by making x equal to h, we will have the
equation fulfilled; but also, any value of x which renders [e,J equal
to zero, fulfils likewise the equation; that is to say, any root of the
equation,
[ e,] = 0,

=

is a root also of [e] = 0. Now, [e,]
0 admits certainly of at least
ene either real or imaginary i·oot, which we may call i; and applying
to [e,] = 0 that which we have said with regard to [e] = 0, we will
have
[e,] = (x -()[x"-• + 0,x"- 8 + .... + H2x + K.],
and malruig
x"'- 2 +0,x"-•+ ... +K.= [e.]

[e,J = (x-i)[e.J;
and since [e] = (z-h)[e,], also
[e] = (x-h)(x-i)[e,].
But the polynomial [e¾J, like the other two [e] and [e,J, can be decomposed into two factors, 'the first of which having the form (x- l),
and the second the same form as the preceding polynomials [e), [e,J,
[e,], with this difference, that the highest degree of x in [e] is n; in
[e,J, n-1; in [e,J, n-2, in the following polynomial [e,] is n--3.
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Uoatinuing the same proccsR, we will finally obtain the polynomial
[e J decomposed into n factors of the first degree, and of the same form.
'f hat is, the polynomial [ e] will become equal to a product of n factors
in the following manner :

'J!'+Ax•- 1 +Dx•-•+ .... +Hx+K
...... (x-t).

=

(x-h)(x-i)(x-l)

From the supposition, therefore, that the polynomial [ e] is equal to
zero, it follows that it may be decomposed as above. Now from the
last formula it is evident that substituting for x any of the n values Ii,
i, l, ... . t, the equation [ e] = 0 is fulfilled. I-Ienco, the roots of the
equation of tho n th degree arc n in number.
Connection be•
99. 'l'hc product of n equal factors of the form
tween tho roots
and the cocffi- (x-h) is (69, 70)
n(n - 1)
cientsof any do0
11
1

e

!ermined equa-

(x- h)"

Uon.

=

:1,-n -

nhx•-

+

2

Ji•x•-

-

• ••

:±: h

•

In the last equation of the preceding number, we have a product of n
binomials; in which, however, the second term is different in each
of tl1cm; but since the first term x is the same in all, the product of
those 11 binomials with r egard to x, must be equivalent to that of n
factors, all equal to the same binomial x - h. That is, x will commence with the highest degree n, and orderly diminish it till the lowest
possible degree. The difference of the two products must be in the
coefficients of x, which, when
the binomials are equal to x - h, arc

all

nh, n(n- l ) ti•. . . .

Dut the coefficients of the various powers of x ,

:l

as well vs the last term of the product, are formed in the same manner
in both cases. That is, when the term subtracted from x is the snme
/, in ;ill the binomials, it is repeatedly used as a factor ns many times
and in the same manner as the different terms h, i, l . ... in the other
case. It is, besides, t o be obsened, that when the terms subtracted
from x are all unequal, each of them must have _an equal share in the
formation of the coefficients and last term of the product.
We mr.y now institute au analytical comparison between the co-

.

efficients - nh

+ n(n-1)
--2--h

2 , •••

.

together with the last term h.", when

the factors arc nil equal, and those which are produced when the
terms subtracted from x are different in all the binomials.
Th() fh·st of these coefficients - nh shows that - It is used n times
ns a factor of x•- 1 • Dut when the subtractive terms are all different,
no term can be found in the vroduct multiplied by - Ii more than
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once, but nli the same subtracth·e terms concur in like manner to form
the coefficients; therefore, the coefficient equivalent to - nh must be
in this cnse - (h + i + l + .... + t); that is, the negative sum of all
the roots of [ e] = 0. The next coefficient, or coefficient of the third
n(n-1)
. Is b ewg
. equaI, 1s
.
term in the supposition of nll tJ10 b .momia
- ---1,•1
2
1
which is n(n:; ) times the square of h. Now in the case of tho

+

terms taken from x, being all unequal, h can never multiply itself,
and t.• must be necessarily changed into the product of two differem
terms, for instance, Id; but again, nil the terms taken from x, concur in an equal manner to the formation of the coefficient; and as in
.
ti(n-1)
.
n(n-1) .
the coefficient
1t•, the square of h 1s taken - -- - tunes,
2
2
the products of the terms, taken two and two, ought to be as many
in number; and in fact, the number of combinations of n symbols,
taken two and two, is (74) n(n

2

l)_

Hence, the coefficient of the

third term is (hi+ hl+ .... + ht +il+ ... it+ .... ); that is, the
positive sum of the products of all the roots of [e]
0, taken two
and two. It is now easy to sec, in the same manner, that the coefficient of the fourth term is the negntive sum of the products of the
same roots, taken three and three; the next, the positiye sum of the
p1·oducts of all tho roots, taken four and four, and so on. .\.nd the
Inst term is the product of all tho roots; a positive product if II is
an even number, am! a negative product if n is an uneven number.
Our equation, therefore,

=

x•+Ax"- 1 + Bx•- 2 + .... + K
is equivalent to
x"+ Ax•- 1 +Bx•-•+ .... + K
+(hi+ hl + .. +ht+ il

=

=

(x-h)(x-:-1) .. .. (x-t)

x"- (h + i+ .... +·t):t"- 1
2
(h. i. l. ... t),

+ ... )x•- + ... ±

in wha.lsoe,er manner x be taken. But (ll5, Th. 4, cor.) when two
such polynomiuls are found equal to each other with any value of x,
the corresponding coefficients of the same x ore respectively equal to
ench other. So we will lmve

_\. = =
=-

13
C

(Ii+ i+ l + ... + t)
(lii+ hl+ .... +lit+ ii+ .... + it+ .... )
(liil
hig + .... +hit+ Mg+ .. + lilt+ .... )

+

&c.
K = ±h.i.l...... t;

l

(r).
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'rhat is, the coefficient of the second term of (e] = 0 is the ncgativ~
sum of all the roots of the same equation; the coefficient of the following term is the positive sum of the products of ti1e roots taken twc
and two, &c.
100. From this mutual connection between the roots
Corollnrics.
and the coefficients of the equation (e] = 0, we infer
some corollaries :
Corollary l.
If one of the roots should be equal to zero, tho last
term K of ( e] must be also equal to zero ; and if two of
Case of one
or more roots the roots arc equal to zero, the coefficient TI also of the
equal to zero.
term before the last is equal to zero, for it contnins the
products of all the roots taken (n - 1) and (n - 1 ). In ench one,
therefore, of these products, there must be at least one of the roots
equal to zero, and the whole coefficient is consequently equal to zero.
Let the same be said of the coefficient preceding the two last terms,
when three roots are equal to zero, and so on.
Corollary z.
By changing the signs of all the roots, the sign of the
Signs of the second term of (e] will be also changed; that o:i' the
roots changed. third will r emain unvaried; the sign of the fourth will
be changed; that of the fifth will remain as it is, &o. '.J,'he l'oason of
this is, that by changing the sign of all the factors, tho signs of the
products will be changed only when the numbe1· of faoto1-s is an uneYen number.
Corollary .
Multiplying each one of the roots l,, ,~ I, .... t of the
3
equation [e] = 0 by tho same quantity a, the coefficients A, B, C, ... H, and the last te1'm K of [e], will then become
a:\, a2B, a5C, .... a•- 1II, a"K. Hence, vice versa, if the terms of
the equation

e

x"

+ Axn-l + Bx•- + ... + Ilx + K =
2

0,

be orderly multiplied by the terms of the series
1, a, a2 ,
Roots
plied.

. . • . (tn- 1 ,

a.11,

multi• that is, the first by the. first, the second by the second,
&e., the resulting polynomial
xn

+ aAx~- + ct2Bx•- + .... + a•- Ilx + a"K,
1

2

1

=

made equal to zero, will be resolved with the same roots of (e]
0.
each one of them beii;ig multiplied by a.
Denominators
Hence, nlso, if the coefficients of a given equation
eliminated.
contain denominators, they may be all cleared of them
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without giving any coefficient to the first term. Suppose, in fact,
that the different denominators are b, c, d, . .
Multiplying the
terms of the given equation by the terms of the series 1, (be ... ),
(be .•. )2, • • • the coefficients will be evidently all cleared of their
denominators, while the first term of the equation remains unchanged.
The roots, however, of the equation thus modified to be reduced to
those of the given equation, must be divided by the product (b.c . ..)
The fourth corollary deserves to be particularly noticed,
Corollary _
4
on account of its use in the resolution of the equations of
the third and fourth degree.
In the equation [e] = 0, that is,

xn+ Ax•- 1 +

Bx--•+ ... +

Hx+ K = 0,
x stands to represent any of the n roots h, i, ... of the equation,
which roots depend on the coefficients A, B, ... in the manner above
seen. Let us now suppose another equation of the same degree and
form as [ e] = 0, whose roots are h
a, i
a, &c. ; that is, the same
roots as [e] = Q, but each increased by the quantity a. We may
represent this new equation as follows :

+

x1n

+ A xt•- + B x
1

1

1 1• - •

+

+ ... + Il'x + K
1

+

1,;

+

0

a, i
a, .... and as
x1 standing to represent any of the roots h
the coefficient A of [e] = 0 is the negati,e sum of all the roots h, i,
l, ... of that equation,
A1

Or,
But

=A1

+ (t + a)),
+ i + l + .... + t) - na,
(Ii+ i + l + ... + t) = A,

((h +a)+ (i +a)+ ... .

=-

(1,

A1

=

na.
In other words, changing the roots of [ e] = 0 from x into x1
x
a, the coefficient A 1 of the second term of the new equation must
be changed from A into A 1 = A - na.

therefore,

A~

+

=

Let us now suppose a to be taken equal to ~; in this case A1 = A
n
- A = 0. That is, when the . roots of the equation [e] = 0 are
changed from x into x 1

= x + ~.
the new equation must be
n

without

the second term. And this equation being resolved, it will be enough
to subtract from the different values of x1 or roots the constant
quantity ~, to obtain the roots of the former equation.
n
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101. Call S, tho sum of all the simple roots of [e]
0, S, the sum of nil the squares of the same roots,
of the roots can
be known, al• S, the sum of all the cubes, &c. We will have
the
though
them,
roots
t,
l
i
h
1
s.lves aro un•
The ~ums of

various powers

~

=

S = + + + .... +

s. = 1i•+ t.. + t•+ .... + t•,
S, = ha+ i:J + l3 + .... + fl, &e.

known.

~ow, although tho roots It, i, . . . t may all remain unknown, yet the
sums S., s•... may be made known by the coefficients A, B ... of
the equation.
With regard to the first, it is well known that tho negative sum of
all the roots is equal to the coefficient A of the second term. Hence,

S,=-A.
But to demonstrate the proposition with regard to all the sums,- observe, first, that (98)

[e]

=

(x-h)[e,J,

= x" + Axn- + Bxn- + ... + IIx+ K,
(x-h)[e,] = :t'" + (13, - h)x"- + (C, - hB.)x"- + ... +
2

1

[e]

But

2

1

(K,

- hH,)x - hK,.
Now, since the two first members of these equations are equal to each
other for nny value of x, so also are the second members. Hence,
according to the fifth theorem (95),

A = B, - h, B = C, - hl3., . ... II = K, - hII, K

=-

hK,.

From which we infer

B,=A+h,
C, = B+ hB, = B+ hA+ h
D, = C + hC, = C + hB + h A + ha,
&c.,
K, = u+ hG+ ... + h•- A+ h"2

,

2

2

But from [ e)

=

(x - h)[e,] we have x [e] h

1•

= [e,]

and (98) [e,]

= x"- + B,x•- + ... + II,x + K,. Hence,
x [e] h = [e,] = x•- +(A+ h)x" - + (B + hA+ h2)x•-3 + (C
+ hB+ hA+ h )x•-•+ .... + H+ hG+ .... + h"-zA+ h•-1.
2

1

1

2

2

3

And since what we say of h may be equally said of 1tny other root, wo
will have in equal manner,
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R
= x"-1+ (A+i)x"- + (B+ iA+i'2)x"-s+ .... +
x-i
+ .... + i"-2A + i"-1,
2

and so on.
Now the roots of [e,J

H+iG
.

=

0 arc the same as those of [e] = O, with
[e]
the exception of h; hence, the roots of x _ h = 0 are the same as

't he roots of [e] = 0, with the exception of h. Hence, also, on account of the well-known depen<Mnce of the roots on the coefficient,i of
the equation,
- (A+ h)

=

i + l + .... + s + t }(c,).

Reasoning in the same manner with regard to the equations

= ~. . . . . x
l-it =

0, we will have

~

x-i

t}

-(A+ i) = h + l + ... . + s +
.
.
.
.
.
.
( c,).
t) = h
i
s
The coefficient B in [ e] is equal to the sum of the products of the
roots, taken two and two. If we suppose one of the roots wanting,
for instance h, the products of the remaining roots, taken two and two,
will be given by B - h(i + l + .... + t). Now the coefficient of

+ + .... +

-(A+

the third term of x [ e] h
the roots of [e]

=

= 0 is equal to the sum ~f the products of

0, with the exception of h, taken two and two.

B + hA + h' = B - h(i + l + ... t) l(c,).

Hence,

In like manner from the equations~
x-i
/
B

= B+. iA +
.
.
.
i..

i(h

.

=

0 .... ~

+ l + ... +
.

.

x-t

t)}

= 0, we have

(c,).

B + tA + i• = B - t( h + i + .. . + s)
The products of the n roots, taken three and three, are given by- C;
that is, by the coefficient of the fourth term of [e] taken with an opposite sign. But supposing the root h to be taken from the number of the
n roots, the sum of the products of the remaining roots, taken three
nnd three, will be - C - h(il + .. +it+ . . + st). Now this very
sum is given by the coefficient of the fourth term of [e]h' taken with
xan opposite sign. Hence,
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+ hB + 1t•A+ h = -C-h(il+ ... +it+ ..• + st)}(c,).
And from the equations ~
= 0 .•• ~x-t = O,
x-i
- (C +iB + i2A + i3) = - C - i(ltl + .. + ht+ .. +st)}
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
(c,).
-(C+ tB+ t2A+ t = -C-t(!ti+ .. + M+ ... . )
--(C

3)

3

)

&c.
Now the sum of all the first members of (c,) is - nA - S, ; the sum
of the first members of (c,) is nB
AS,
S0 ; the sum of the first
members of (c,) is - nC - BS, - AS, - S., &c ... But the sum of
the first membe1,s is equal to the sum of the corresponding second
members; and with regard to the second members of ( c,), observe,
that if to each one of these second members, we add one of the n roots
in this manner: h to the second member of the first equation, i to the
second member of the second, and so on, and finally, t to the second
member of tho last or nth equation, this addition will make the
second members contain the sum of all the roots of [e] = 0 or - A,
and all the n second members equal to each other, and thefr sum
equal to - nA; if, therefore, from this sum we subtract - A, we will
have the sum of the second members without the above addition,
which is - nA
A or A(l -n). And therefore, since we have
found - nA - S, for the sum of the corresponding first members,
-nA-S,
A(l-n), or

+

+

+

=

S,

+ nA = A(n-1).

The second members of the following (c,), (c,) &c ... contain two
parts; the first of which gives evidently for sums, nB, - nC.... To
obtain the sum of the latter part with regard to (c,), remark that each
of the n roots h, i, ... t, is in the second members successively a factor
of all the others; therefore, when his a factor we have hi, hl, .....
and when i and l . . .. are factors, we will have ih, lh .... ; that is, in
the whole sum of the latter part of (c0 ), each one of the products of
the n roots, taken two and two, will appear twice. Now B gives the
sum of the products of the n roots taken two and two ; therefore, the
sum of the latter part of ( co) is - 2 B, which added to the sum nB of
the first part, gives nB - 2B for the whole sum of the second members of (c.,). But the sum of the corresponding first members is nB
AS, S, ; therefore,

+

+

s.+ AS,+ nB
14

=

B(n-2).
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In the latter part of the equations (c,) we may likewise obs.,r,•e that
each of the n roots becomes in succession a factor of all the other roots,
taken two and two ; and in the same manner as h multiplies ii, i multiplies hl, and l, hi, so that the product hil is to be found three times
in the sum, as also are all the others. Hence the whole sum of the
latter part of the second member is in this case three times the prod ucts of n roots, taken three and three. Now the n roots, taken positively three and three, are expressed by - C ; therefore, the Sllme
sum being negative, will be given by + 3C, which added to the sum
- nC of the first part, gives - nC + 3C, or - C(n - 3), for the
whole sum of the second members of (c,). But the sum of the corresponding first members is - nC - BS, - AS, - S,; therefore,
S0 + AS,+ BS,+ nC = C(n -

3), &c.

From this, and from the two preceding equations, we easily infer the
values of S,, S., S, as follows :
S, = -A,
S, = -AS, - 2B = A2 - 2B.,
S, = -AS,-BS, - 3C = - A3 + 3AB - 3C, &c. ;
that is, the sums S., s•. S, ... of the various powers of the roots h, i,
l, ... t, are given by the known coeffi.cient-s A, B, C ... . of the equation [e]
0, whether the roots themselves-be known or not.
Corollary and
Since A2 - 2B gives the sum of all the squares of the
criteriou.
roots of the equation [ e] = 0, in the supposition that
all the roots are real, the binomial A2 - 2B cannot be but a p9sitive
quantity, for it is equal to a sum of terms, all of them essentially positive. But the sign of A2 - 2B depends on the values of A and.Bas
they a1•e to be found in [ e] ; if, therefore, the sign of this difference is
negative, it is certain that not all the roots of ( e]
0 are real.
Conjugate
102. The imaginary expressions

=

imaginary

=

e

+v ✓

u

roots.

1, u -v

✓

=-1

are called conjugate, for [ e] = 0 cannot have for one of its roots an
expression of the form of one of the two conjugates, without having at
t he same t ime also the other.
Before we demonstrate this proposition, it is to be observed that

(a + b ✓

(a-h

-

✓ =-1)

1 )

= a• 2

2

=

a '-

b•
0

+ 2ab

b -

2ab

✓

=-l,

✓ =-l;
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and making a2 - b2 = h, 2ab = K,

(a+ b ✓

-1)

(a - h ✓

from these,

(a+ b ✓
(a-b

=l.)

✓

=-1)

-1

)'

= h-

3

=(a + h ✓ =-l)
3

=
(a-b

Now (63) (a± b ✓ =-l)(h
✓

= h+K
0

✓

=-1,

K ✓

=l.,

+K

( h

✓

✓

=-l)(hK

± K ✓

=l.),
✓

=
=-1)

=-1).

(ah-bK) ± (aK+ bh)

=-1.

And making

= m;

ah-bK . l, aK+ M

±

(a± b ✓ =l.)(h
(a+ b ✓

' Hence,
(a-b

K ✓
3

=l.)

✓

-1)3

= l±
=l.)

= z+m
= l-m
✓

= n+ 0
✓

✓

m ✓

=-1,

=-1,
1.

In like manner, we have
(a+ b ✓
(a-b

✓
(a+b

✓

- =1)4
=l.)

=
4

n-0

=1,
✓

=1,

and generally

(a-b
The equation
(•] = 0 cannot
admit of one of
the conju~ale$
without admit,.
ting also of the
other.

✓

~ 103.

=

-lr

=A+B

✓

= A-B
=l.r

=-1,

✓

=l.

In tho supposition that one of the roots of [ e]

+

0 has the imaginary form u
v ✓ -1,
substituting
in [e]
0, that is, in xn+ AX"- 1
K
0,
that value instead of x, the equ:ition will take the form

=

u+V

✓

+. _.. + =

=-10;

for taking separately each term of the equation, we will have

xn=
A:t"- 1
*

(u+v

✓

= A(u+ v ✓

BX"-•= .
K=K.

.

-lt

=u' +v' ✓
1

-1)"

. .

.

= u +v
11

. = u111

+ v"'

11

-1,
✓

=l.,

✓

-=l.,

&c.

And, consequently, calling Uthe sum of the terms u 1 , u 11 ••• • Kand
V the sum of the coefficients v', v 11 •••• v<n>, we will have

x"+Axn- 1 + Bx"- 2 + ... +K= U + Y ✓ =-1.
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+

Now U
V ✓ =-1
cannot be equal to zero, unless separately U and V
are each equal to zero; because U, a real term, can never be eliminated by V ✓

=I,

tnpposition, is U
V = 0.

= 0, which, in our
necessal'ily supposes U = 0 and

an imaginary one; hence, [ e]

+ V✓

1

=

0,

+v ✓

It is now easy to see that when x = u

-=1

is a root

of [ e] = 0, x = u - v ✓ -1
is a root of the same equation likewise.
Because, substituting this value of x in each term of [ e], we have,

=

xn
Axn-

1

(u-v

= A(u-v

Bxn-• =
K=K.
And therefore,
x''
But when x =

✓
✓

-

l)n
-1)"
1

=

u1

=

ull - v11 ✓

. =

u 111

1

-v'

+Axn- + .... +K = U-V
u + v ✓ -1
is a root of [e] =
1

rately each equal to zero; hence, U - V ✓
yl-1, is equal to zero.

But U- V

✓

-1

✓

-v 1

✓

=I,
=-1

✓

,

=1,

&c.

-1.

0, U and V are sepa-

-1,

v +V

as ,,ell as

is that which [e] becomes

=

when u - v ✓ -1
is substituted for x; hence, x
u - v ✓ - 1 is a
root of [e]
0. Therefore, when one of the conjugate radical expressions is a root of the equation, the other also is nccc~sarily a root
of the same equation.
From this connection it follows, first, that the number

=

Corollaries.

of the roots of the imaginary form (a ± b ✓ -1)
must
necessarily be even.
Secondly, since whatever be the roots of [e]
0, we ha,c always

=

[e]

=

(x-h)(x-i) .... .. (x-s)(x-t).

Supposing that the first two, or four, or eight and so on, are imagin ary, we will have for example, h =a+ byl-1, i
hence,

(x-h )(x-i)

= (x-ab

✓

l)(x-a+b

✓

-1)

= a-b
✓

-=I;

= (x-a)'+b2,

and, consequently,

[e]

=

[(x-a)'+b2 ](x-l) ..... (x-t).

=

That is to say, whatever be the nature of the roots of [e]
0, the
polynomial [e] is always capable of being decomposed into real factors, either of the first or of the second degree.
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ARTICLE IV.

Resolution of Deterniinecl Equations of the Third and Fourth
Deg1·ees, having Real Ooe.fficients.
Oeneralformu-

~ 104. A GENERAL formula expressing any equation

tin~~}r~efi1i¥;~ of the third degree, may be as follows:

+

x3 Ax2 +Bx+ C = 0 (r).
Now we h11,ve seen (100) that equations of any degree can be cleared
of the second term, and (r) can become

degree.

x3

+ Hx + K = 0

(r1 ).

Which being resolved, we may obtain the roots of r, by taking

A

8

from each of the roots of (r 1 ), for (r1 ) is deduced from (r) by substituting x' or x

+~

instead of x.

Now, from x' = x

+ t, we have also x =

x1

- !,

which, if sub-

stituted in (r), will give us the equation,

x13

+ Hx + K = 0,
1

in which x is the same as the x of (r) and H
1

A3

AB

·-21-:s + c.

=

A2

B-lf' K

=

A3

9

But when the coefficient H and the term k are

thus determined, it is immaterial to call the variable either x or x1 ,
since tho roots must b'e such as to correspond to H and K; we may
,,
therefore use (r1 ) as well as the last equation.
Observe also, that the formula (r') is as general as (r); and
since the resolution of (r') gives the resolution of (r) also, all that
we may sa,y with 1·egard to the resolution of (r') can be applied to the
resolution of any equation of the third degree.
'
Roots of the
~ 105. Since the degree of the equation is an uneven
~enerol equab
h
. ( )
O contams
. certamly
.
tionoftbethircl num er, t e equation r 1
(96)
degree.
one real root at least; the other two will be (103) either
both real or both imaginary. Calling, therefore, h the real root, and
the other two i and l; the equation (r1 ) = 0 will be (98) equivalent to

=

in which

(x -h)[(x-i)(x- l)J = O,
(x-i)(x-l) = x'-(i + l)x+ il.
14*
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Again, (r') does not contain the second term, which supposes (99. r)
equa1 to zero, the sum of the roots of (r1 )
O; that is, h i
l
O;
and consequently,
h
i
l).
To find out the quality of the roots i and l, make - (i+ l)
2a and
il
a2 - 3c; or, which is the same, make

++=

=

= - (+

=

=

h = 2a, (x-i)(x-l) = x•+ 2ax

+ a•- 3c,

which values being substituted in (•·'), or

(x-h)[(x-i)(x - l)]
we will have
or

=

0,

+ 2ax + a• - 3c) = 0,
x'l-3(a + c)x + 6ac-2a = 0;

(x - 2a)(x'

3

2

and consequently,

H=-3(a2 +c) }
6ac-2a3
(f),
K=
Resolving now the equation
(x-i)(x-l) = x•+2ax+ (a0 -3c)

i

we have (93)

l

== -a

a+ ✓
✓

=

0,

lrc;'
3c,

which are either rea1 or imaginary, according as c is posifrre or negative. Now from H and K that are given, and from the equations (/),
we may find out whether c is positive or negative.
The equations (/) may be changed as follows:

;=

-a2-c,

from which

Ha

27 =
K2

4

=

;=

3ac-a•,

- a6 -3a4c-3a2c2-c3,
9a2 c2-6a4 c

+ a6;

and consequently,
K2

4

H•
+ 27
=-

==

9a4c

+ 6a•& - c',
+ c2),

c(9a4 - 6a2c
-c(3a2-c)2.

Now (3a2- c)2 is essentially positive.

When, therefore,

K2

4

+ H".
27 1s

positive, the factor c of the second member must be negative, and
when the same binomial is negative, the factor c must be positive.
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But whc11 c is positive, all the roots of (r')
the roots of the equation,
x3+Hx+K
0,
are all real when the cube (

¥)

= 0 are real.

Hence,

=

3

of one-third of the coefficient of x,

plus the square of one half of the last term, give a negative sum; if
the sum is positive, then two of the roots of (r')
0 are imagin3.l'y.
Let us apply the criterion to the following examples :

=

+

52 = 0,
0,
(2.J x-'3-19x+ 30
from the first in which H = - 3, K = 52, we have

(1.) x3 - 3x

K•

4

+ H27 = 676 -

=

3

1

= + 675.

The sum is posith·e; therefore, two of the roots of (1) arc imaginary;
and, in fact, the roots of this equation are
X

=-

4,

X

= 2 + 3 ✓ -1, X = 2 - 3 ✓ 1.
= -19, K = 30, we have

From the second in which H

~

+ _

~
225 _ 6859 _ _ 784
4
27 27 27.
The sum is negative; therefore, the roots of (2) are real, and in fact,
the roots of this equation are
3, X
5.
X __: 2, X

=

Resolution of

=-

~

106. It remains now for us to see in what manner
tho same general equ•tion.
these roots, either real or imaginary, may be found and
determined.
Aud here obserfe, that to have any quantity exactly determined, it
Two conditions is not enough to have it explicitly given by a function
tequired.
of other quantities which are known; but it is necessary, besides, that the function itself be reducible to a determined and
explicit value. Thus, for example, in the equation
X

=

v"'W,

we have the unknown quantity x explicitly given by 11, function of a
known quantity. But this function can never be exactly determined,
for viois an irrational number. And more generally the unknown
quantity explicitly given by any function of known quantities follows
the nature of the function; and in cases in which the value of the function could not be detern,incd, either exactly or in any way, the unknown
quantity also would remain undetermined or altogether unknown.
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Now with regard to the resolution of our general
equation, we can always obtain the values of the roots
not the second. explicitly given by a function of H and K, which are
known quantities; but the function itself is not reducible to a definite
term, except in some cases.
Let us first see how the first condition is always verified.
Take with the general equation,
Thofin;t. con•

t.:\~1\~d,"1'"~:1

(r 1 ),

xS+Hx+K=O
the other of the second degree,

z•+ Kz-:

cir=

0 (r11),

having for the coefficient of z the last term of (r1 ), and for the last
term the cube of one-third of the coefficient of x in (r1 ). Now the
equation (r11) can be resolved, and calling z., z, its roots, the roots also
of (r1 ) will be given by the different values of the binomial

¼+ z•¼.

z,

In fact, the equation (r1 )
is substituted instead of

=0
x.

is fulfilled when the binomial z,¼

To see this, make

z,¼

+ z,¼

zJ u, z,¼ = v, or

+ z}1 = u+v.

-

and the substitution of this binomial being made in (r,) we will have

(u+ v)3 + H(u+ v) + K.
Now from the equation (r11) we have (99)
K=-z,-z,=

- (fY=
that is,

-w-v3,

z,z. =U3v3;

H=-3uv,

and substituting these values of H and K in the last formula, it will
(u+ v)3- 3uv(u+ v)- (u3+ v3),
become

+

=

which, if (u v) is a root of (r')
0, must be equal to zero.
evolving the first and second terms of this trinomial, we have
u3

+ 3u v + 3uv•+ v3- 3u•v-3uv
2

2-

Hence, the binomial
I

equation, and z, !J

u• -v3

t•+ v or z,¼ +z,¾ substituted in

Now

= 0.

(r') fulfils the

+ z,~- is a root of the equation.
•

Butz,¼+ z.~ admits of different values, some of which must be
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excluded. That is, all those values, and only thoso, which make -(u3
+vS)= K and-3uv=H, will make also u+v = Oa root of (r/),
From the equations u =

z}, v = z,¼, we have also
tt = z, ¼\1/T. v = zJ ~T;

but v'lhas the following different values:

~T=l,
~

r
-

v'l

-1 + 3½ ✓ =-1

=
=

2

-13!

2

✓ =,_

'

'

because each of them, raised to the third power, gives 1.
Therefore, u and v admit each of three different values; that is, the
three values of u, are

z,¼, z, !

[ -1+3!

2

✓ =-1

]

, z, ¼

c -13!

2

✓ =-l

]

and the three values of v,

z,¼, z,¼c-1 +3!

2

✓ =-i

J

, z,

¼ c -13½

2

✓ =-iJ

·

Now among these values those only may be used from whicI1 we
obtain -(u3 v3) = K, - 3uv = II. 'rhe term K will be nlways
obtained in tho same manner, whatever be the 'l"alues chosen for u and
v; since, in all cases u3+v3 = z,+z, and -(z,+z,) = K; hut
with regard to H, not all the values of u and v can give it, but those

+

only whose product is z,¼zJ. Now this product is obtained in the
three foJJowing manners only : ll!ultiplying the first value of u by the
first of v; the second value of u by the third of v, and the third value
of u by the second of v. The roots, therefore, x., x., x, of (r') = 0,
will be represented as follows:

x, = z,¼ + z},
x,

= -1+3¼

2

x.

= -}31!

2

✓ =1

z,"!r

✓ =1

z,

1

+ -13

1

2

+ - 1 + 23½

¼

✓ -i
✓ -7.

¼

z,. ,

!
z,.
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These are the expressions of the three roots of the general equation

(r1 ) of the third degree, in which the coefficients of z,t and z,t are
either equal to unity or of an imaginary form. With regard to z,
and z., which are the roots of (r 11 ) = 0, we have their values (93),
as follows:
K
✓ CH)"
B:"
z, = - 2
4'

+

z,

a +

K
✓ ):J~ s + K"
= -'-a;4'

imaginary or real, accordingly as the binomial under the radical sign
is either negative or positive. But from the criterion given in the
last number, when this same binomial is negative, the roots of
(r') = 0 are all real, and when the binomial is positive, two of the
roots of (r1 ) = 0 are imaginary. That is, when the roots of (r11 ) are
imaginary, all the roots of (r1 ) are real; and when the roots of (r11 ) are
real, two of the roots of (r') are imaginary. Again, whenever the
binomial

( 3H·)•+ K•
4 is not equal to zero, and all the roots of (r = 0
1)

are real, they are exclusively given by terms and factors of an imaginary form.
From all this, it follows that the roots of the equation (r1 ) may be
always given by explicit functions of tho known terms H and K, and
the first of the two conditions is, consequently, fulfilled in all cases.
But we will see, by some examples, that the functions themselves are
iiot always reducible to explicit and definite values, which is the
·; ;cond condition to be fulfilled to have the equation (r1 ) completely
resolved.
K2 = O, the roots of (r11 ) are
In the case of the binomial

(H)•+
3
4

,

real and equal to each other; namely,
Z1

K

= z,= - 2 .

The roots also of (r1 ) are all real, and two of them equal to each
other ; that is,

x,

and consequently,

=

-2(~)*.

x,=x,= (~)\
-x, =• x+ x•.
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Examples.

107. Given equations:
(1.) x' - 6x2 Sx 20
(2.) x•+ Sx- 14 = 0.

+ + =

0.

(8.) x,-l2x+l6 = 0.
The first of these equations is to be cleared of the second term,

i,

which is easily done by substituting (104) x'+

or x'+ 2, instead of

x. In this manner, we will have

6(x'+ 2)" + S(x'+ 2) + 20 = 0,
x1' - 9x'+ 10 = 0,

(x'+ 2)' or

containing the roots of the given equation (1 ), but diminished each
x1 2, it follows that x1
x - 2.
by the number 2; for from x
Hence, after having found the roots of the last equation, it is enough
to add to each of them the number 2, to have the roots of the given
equation (1). Now, to resolve the last equa tion, let us compare it
with the general equation (r1 ), and we will have

= +

H

=
K

and therefore,

2

=

=

-9, K
10;
JI
= 5, 3=-8;

K•
2·
(8n)a+4=-

hence,

The binomial being negative, the roots of the equation are all real. And
with regard to these roots, we have first, from the preceding number,
z,

=-5+ ✓

=-2,

"'• =
}Icnce,

(z,)¼ = (-5

+✓

-5

✓

=-2)¼,

=-2,

(z0 )¼ =

(-5

✓ =-2)¼,

which are to be substituted in the values of the r oots x., x0 , x,.

But

before making this s ubstitution, let us reduce (z,)¼ and (z.)~ to a
simpler form, as follows :
Make

=

'!/3

±
8y2

✓

=

=-2

ys - 6y ± (Sy• which comes to the same as to t ake
y3-6y = -5,
sy•-2
1.

=

-=r±

6y
2)

✓

=-2,

2 ✓

=-2,
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Now from this last we have y• = 1, and consequently,

Y= ±1.
But since the positive value of y alone substituted in 11"- 6y makes it
equal to - 5, therefore
1 is the only admissible value for y ; hence,

+

- 5± ✓

(- 5± ✓

and

z,¼ =

1

=

=-2

and consequently,

(1

¼

=

-2)

+✓
=-2,

±
✓

1±

8

=-2)
✓

;

=-2,

z.¼ = 1-

✓ =-2;

+

hence, also x, = 2, x2 = -1 - ✓ B. x, = - I
✓ 6;
and consequently, adding 2 to each of these, we will have, for the
roots of the given equation (1 ),
4, 1 - ✓ 6, 1 + ✓ 6.
Let us remark here that since the last term of the
equation is the product of the roots of the same equation
(99. r), we may succeed in finding the roots among the factors of the
last term, by trying if any of them fulfils the equation. Thus, among
the factors of the last term 20 of the preceding example (1 ), there is the
number 4 which fulfils the equation; to find, the other two, divide the
equation by x -4, and we will have x•-2x - 5 = 0, which, resolved,
gives x = -1 :t ✓ 6.
The observation just made is general; that is, applicable to equations of any degree.
Example 2_
The equation (2) does not contain the second term; and
consequently we may immediately compare it with (r'),
from which comparison, we have
General r&mark.

H= 8, K

R2

ancl

IP

4+27

=

-14,

= 50.

The binomial is positive; therefore two of the roots of the equation
are imaginary. With regard to z, and z0 , we will have

and making 7 ± 5 ✓
2"

z, =

1+ ✓

Zo=

7-~o()".

=

(Y ± ✓~•

=

(11"

+ 6y) ±

5<Y,

(8y•

+ 2)
✓

"2;
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or, which is the same,
7, 3y2 2
y 8 6y
we have from the last
y2
1;
that is,
y = ± 1,
',ut since 1 only fulfils the other equation,

+ =

+ =

=

O,

+

Y= 1;

z}=l+

and

=

=

7 ± 5~

and consequently,

+

=

✓~

(1 ± v'2) 8,

z.½=1-~

=

Hence, x, 2, x. -1 ✓ If ✓ =1,
x.
-1
✓ 6 ✓ =1,
for the roots of the equation (2).
The last equation (3), compared with (r 1 ), gives
Example 3.
H = -lZ, K
16 ;

=

8 + K•
4 = - 64 + 64 -:- 0;
(H)
8

hence,

= = - 8,
== x, =

therefore (106),
z,
z0
and
x,
4, x.
for the roots of the equation (8).

2,

EQUATIONS OF THE FOURTH DEGREE.

e

l 08. The preceding method to resolve equations of
the third degree is applicable, with some modifications,
also to those of the fourth degree. The following,
x4 +Gt'+ Ilx+ K
0 (q),
is the general formula of the equations of the fourth degree, cleared
of the second term. To resolve it, take the equation,
Resolution of
the equations of
the fourth degree.

=

zB+ ~z.f~~)zH• 4
64 2 't\16

0

(q')

of the third degree, together with (q), and let the roots of (q') be
called z0 z., z3 •
The roots of (q) will be given by the addition, either positive or
negative, of z}·, z.½, z3½, and the difference between the same e:tpressions, variously taken. To prove it, observe first, that (99. r)
G

z, + z. + z, =

- 2,
G• K)
z,z. + z,z. + z,z. = ( 16 + 4
= ( !!8)•.
Z1ZiZ3

15
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From which, ta.king

±z,¼
we ha.ve

=

u, ± z,½ = v, ±z,i- =
G

+ v• + w• = - 2
u•v• + u•w• + v•w = ( G)' - K
4
4
u•

2

u'v'-w' =

(; )•

w,

}

(,");

and from these

=
=
=

- 2u' - 2v'-2w•,
u•+v•+ w4-2u'v2 - 2u2w2-2v'w',
8uvw, or H
-8uvw;
but let us take the signs of the factors u, v, w in such a. manner as
to have H
8uvw.
Substituting now in (q) the values of G, H, K, given by the last
equations, we have
x"- 2(u'
v•
w2)i'- 8uvwx
v4
w• - 2u•v• - 2u'w2 - 2v'w'
0.
u4
G
K
H

=

=-

+ +
+ + +

=

Now making in this equation (which does not differ from (q), except
in form) z
u
v
w, the first member becomes zero, and the
equation is resolved ; z, therefore, equal to u
v w, is the root of
the equation (q).
But H is either positive or negative: in the first case we may h:l.ve
H
8uvw, taking u, v, w in four different manners, as follows :

= + +

+ +

=-

= +✓
= +✓
U = - ✓
U = -✓

z.,

U

z.,

U

z.,

V

= +✓
=- ✓

V

=

V

+✓

Z.:

W

z.,

= -✓

z.,

W

z.,

+✓
+✓

W .-

=

z.,
z.,

.,z
V = ✓ z., W = - ✓ z.Hence, when H is positive, the roots of the equation (q) are
x,

=

+ ✓ z. - ✓ z.,
+ +

✓ z.

X.

=✓
z.

-

✓ z.

+✓

-~-

z.,

x, = - ✓ z;
✓ z.
✓ z.,
x, = - ✓ z.
✓ z.
When H is negative, we may likewise have H = - 8uvw in four
different manners, taking the values of u, v, w, as follows:
U

-U

= + vz., V = + VZ., W = + V Z.,
= + ✓ z;, V = -v:i;, W = - vz.,
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=U = -

✓

U

=- ✓
V = + ✓
Z:,

✓

V

z';

z.,

W

z.,

W

= +✓
=- ✓

?. 3 ,
z";

And the roots of the equation (q) are in this case,
x,

=

x,

=-

+✓

✓ Z:
✓

z:-

+✓
i;
✓

z;+

=
x. =

z.,

:r.

✓

z; ,

✓

z.
-

✓

z.

✓ z.+

✓

z;-

✓

z.,
✓

z.

The addition, therefore, either positive or negative, of z,t, z_i, z}, and
the difference of the sa.me expressions, give the roots of the eq uation (q).
Quslity or the
It is now evident that when ✓ Z:, ✓ z';,
✓ 'i;
are
roots:bowfound real expressions, their sum, either positive or negative,
out.
and their difference in whatever manner it is taken,
will always give a real result, and consequently, real roots. On the
contrary, when one or more of the radicals are imaginary, the same
results from addition and from taking their difference will be likewise
imaginary, unless the imaginary terms be mutually destroyed. Hence,
to know when the roots of (q), or at least some ·of them, are real
and when imaginary, it is enough to know whether the radicals
./z,, Jz., Jz, are real or imaginary.
Observe, now, that from the third of the equations (q11 ), we have
. , • z•. z,

=+

ci)°;

that is to say, the roots of (q') give a positive product; but the positive product of three factors cannot be obtained, unless one of them is
positive, and the other two both real and positive, or both real and
negative, or imaginary. When z, is positive, and the two remaining
roots of (q') also real and positive, the radicals ✓ z.', ✓ i;, ✓ z, a.re all
real, and likewise the four roots of (q). If z, is positive, and the two
remaining z,,

z., real

vz.

and nega.tive, then the radica.l ✓

z.

is real, but

the two ✓ i.',
are both imaginary; and consequently, all the roots
z,,
of (q), or at least two of them, are imaginary; for when z.

+ ✓~

=

=

- ✓ z.
0 ; and therefore, in two of the preceding values
of the roots of (q) the imaginary terms must disappear. If z, is real,
and the other two roots of (q') are imaginary, first, z, must be positive; because, supposing h

+k ✓

of z, (102) ought to be h -

k ✓

=-1;

=-1

to be the form of
hence, z•. z, (

z., the form

= u• + v•) is a
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positive product; and, consequently, z., z., z, cannot be pos1t1ve unless z, is positive. Secondly, in this case, two of the roots of (q) will
be rea,1 and two imaginary; because (h ± kv=l.>1 is equivalent to
an imaginary expression of the same form (102) : for instance, a ± b
✓

=l.

; therefore, in those values of the roots of (q) in which /4,

✓ z.
are taken with the same sign, the imaginary term b ✓ -=1
disappears; hence, two of the roots of (q) are real and two imaginary.
~ 109. To resolve now the equation
Example.

x4-12x2 -16. 3tx -l6 = 0,
compare it with the general equntion (q). We will ha'\'e
G = -

12, H = - 16. 3½, K = -

16.

Hence (q') will be

z3-6z'+ 18z-12 = 0,
whose roots are

z, = 8, z, =

ci

Now,

8+7i

- 1

±(-

✓ =-i

)2 =1

=8

, z,

2

(7±2.t!

=

-t!

✓ =i
2

✓ -1

!(6 ± 2. 7t

±7k

8

-

2

),

✓ =I),
✓ =-r

•

Hence,

Now H the last term of the gi'\'en equation is nega.tive; therefore.
the formulas giving the roots are (108)-

x,

=✓
z.

= ✓ z.
x, = - ✓
x, = - ✓
x,

+✓
-

z. +
✓

z.
Z:

✓

z;-

;,
✓

✓

+✓

z.
z-;

z;,

+✓
Z.:

-

i;

✓
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Hence the roots of the given equation:
x,
:r2

=✓
=✓

+../1"
J-

<f

✓

7 -

:1;.

x,

= - v-:r- v=--i,
= - v1f + ✓ i.

CHAPTER II.
RATIOS, PROPORTIONS, AND PROGRESSIONS,

§ 110. RATIOS are the elements out of which
,
•
,
•
propo1·twns are made, which arc either simple, or
compound, or continual.
The terms of a continual proportion form a p i·ogression.
Now ratios arc of two different kinds- namely, arithmetical and geometrical. Hence the corresponding proportions
and progressions are likewise of two different kinds, distinguished from each other by the same appellations, viz. : arithmetical and geometrical. The present chapter, therefore, may
be conveniently divided into two articles ; in the first of which
we will treat of arithmetical, and in the second, of geometrical ratios, proportions, and progressions.
Divls ionoftbo
ehaptel': defin i•
tions.

ARTICLE I.

Arithmetical R atios, Proportions, and Progi·essions.

§ 111. RATIOS.-The difference a - b between
two quantities is called also arithmetical ratio,
and the first of two terms is called a.ntecedent, the latter, consequ1m t. Now a - b, which we may express also by d, is
Definitions

• nd property.

15*
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such, that if we add to both terms or take from them the
·same quantity, the ratio or difference d is not changed.
Hence, generally,
The terms of any arithmetical ratio may be increased 01·
climinished by any quantity q without changing the ratio itself.
Simple.,-ith•
§ 112. PROPORTIONS.-Two or more ratios
metical propor•
lions.
•
equal to one another form a proportion ; for instance, a - b = a' - b' is a simple arithmetical proportion,
which is either written with the sign of equality between the
ratios, or more commonly as follows:

a -

b .·. a' -

b';

and we read it a is to b as a' is to b'; that is, the sign stands for i·s to, and .·. for as.
The terms a and b', the first, namely, and the last, are
called extremes, and the two remaining mean terms; and since
from a - b = a' - b', we ha>'c

a+ b' =a'+ b,
so also in arithmetical proportions,
Properties.
m'h
if ,
.
l
.1., e sum o t,ie extremes is equa to the sum of
the mean terms.
And since from any equation, like a
b' = a'
b, we
deduce a - b = a! - b', so, vice versa,
Whenever the sum of two terms is equal to the sum of tu;o
other terms, the four terms a1·e arithmetically proportional.
When the mean terms of the proportion are equal to each
other, the proportion becomes

+

from which 2b = a

+

a-b=b-b',
b', and

+

b=

a+ b'

z--·

The term b is called mean arithmetical proportional be-
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tween a and b', but b is given by a

t
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b' ; hence, to find out

the mean arithmetical proportional between two given terms
and n, it is enough to divide their sum by 2.
Continualand
The proportions having the mean terms equal
compound pro•
portions.
to one another, are called also contmual proportions.
Let now different arithmetical proportions be given, as follows:
ni

a-b=a' -b', c-d=<f-d', e-f=e - f ' ....
It is easy to see that we will have also

(a+ C

+ e + ... .)-(b+d+ f + ... .)=(a'+c'+e+ .. .)
- (b'

+ d' + f' + .. .),

which is a compound proportion of those given. The ratios
also, fot· the same reason, arc called compound ratios.
§ 113. PROGRESSIONS.- A progression, as we
T•"!'" of an
unhnuted pro.
•
gresslon.
have said already, 1s represented by the terms of
a continual proportion.
Let now a continual proportion, containing an unlimited
number of ratios, be given as follows:

a-b = b-b' = b'-b'' = b"-b"'= &c. ;
in this case
a, b, b', b'', b"', &c.,
are the terms of an unlimited arithmetical progression. But
the genernl formula of any such progression may be differently
expressed. For since the difference is the same for every one
o_f the 1~atios a - b, b - b' . ... , the binomials also b - a,
b'-b .... must all give the same difference. Calling a this
last difference, we will have
b-a=O, b'-b =O, b"-b' = 8.....
llut from these equations we have
b =a+ a,
lJ = b
a= a
b" = b'
8= a

+
+

+ 2J,
+ 38

1

&c.
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H ence the terms of any arithmetical progression, from the
first to the n'\ may be generally expressed as follows :
a, a

General formula.

+ a, a + 2a, a + 3a, .. •· ··} (t) .

a+ (n- 2)a, a+ (n- I)a

With such a form given to the terms of the geometrical progression, it is easy to obtain the sum of any number of its
terms, commencing with the first; for instance, the sum of all
the n terms as above. Observe, in fact, that the sum of the
first and second terms, is

2a

+ (n -

I)a;

+

+

but the same is the sum of the terms a
aand a (n that is of the second term, and of the term before the
and the same is that of the third term, and of the next
before the last, and so on.
Suppose now, that the number n of the terms is an

2)a,
last ;
term
even

number, we will evidently have ; sums, and each one of them
equal to 2a

+ (n -

l)t; and therefore, the sum of the sum

of the whole progression will be §[2a

+ (n -

1)3].

But let n be an un even number, then in the progression

n- 1

there will be _a central term, having - 2

n-1

..

2

.

terms after 1t.

terms before, and

These terms, added respectiveJy to one

another, as above, will give n

1

sums, each equal to 2a
2
(n - I )a; and consequently, the sum of then terms of
the progression, with the exception of the central one, is

+

n-1

+(

- - [2a
n - I )J]. But the central term, added to it2
self, must give the sum 2a
(n - I )a, as the equidistant
terms do when added to one another; therefore, the central

+
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term is equal to ~[2a

+ (n -

l )o].
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Hence, the sum of all

the n terms of the progression, is

n- 1
- - [2a
2

+ (n -

l )o]

n

+ 21[2a + (n -

2[2a + (n -

that is,

l)o];

l )o],

ex.pressed, namely, in the same manner as when n is e,·cn.
Hence, generally, whatever be the number n of the terms of
the progression, their sum is given by the formula,
Sum.

n

S = [2a + (n- l )o].

2

That is, to know what the sum of n terms of the arithmetical
progression is, it is enou~ to know tlic first term a, and the
difference o between two successive terms: for 2a
(n- l )o,
multiplied by one-half the given number n, gives for product
the required sum.
,
Let us see a_n example. Suppose a clock striking
F,xamples. h h
• t h'1s manner: 'l'h e
t e ours and t I1e quarters m
hours alone, and the quarters also alone; first one, then two,
and lastly three. Hence, 7 will be the number of the strokes,
from the first hour, or hour one to tw&, and 8 will be the
number of strokes from two to three, and then 9, and so on.
How many strokes are contained in 12 hours ? The number n of thP. terms is 12, the first term a is 7, and the difference o between two successive terms is 1 ; therefore, the
sum of the number of strokes in twelve hours is

+

S

=

6( 14

+ 11) = 150.

But suppose that the hour is r epeated each time when the
clock strikes the qun.rters, and that it strikes four quarters
before each hour. From the hour one to two, including the
four quarters before the hour, we will have 14 strokes; from
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two to three, 18; and then 22, and so on. If, therefore, we
ask the sum of the strokes in 12 hours, it wjll be given by
S = 6[2.14
11.4] = 432.
When
the
first
and
last terms of an arithmetical
Howandwben
the
terms
oftba
·
•
· num ber 1s
· a1so
togressionmay progression are gwen, an d th e1r
d
fouo given, we may find all the intervening terms.
For let a be the first given term, and u the last, and let n be
the given number of terms. The form and value of the last
term u is from the preceding (t),
u = a+ (n-l)IJ,
in which equation u and a and n are known, and consequently /J is easily found : and since from the same (t)
a
a, a+ 2a . . . . are the intervening terms between the
first and the last, they also are all equally determined.
Let, for instance, the given values be as follows:
Example.
a= 2, u = 14, n = 5;
from u =a+ (n - l)IJ, we will have
14=2+4./J;
and consequently,
/J = 3 ;
hence, for the intervening terms between a and u, we have

+

+

5, 8, 11.

ARTICLE II.

Geometrical Ratios, P?·oportions, and Prog1·essions.
Dafinitionsand
property.

§ 114. RATIOS.-The quotient ~b of two quan-

tities a and b is called also their geometrical ratio, and a the
antecedent, and b the consequent of the ratio.
Whenever a ratio is mentioned without adding the quality
of arithmetical or geometrical, it is always understood to be
a geometrical ratio.
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Multiplying now both term s of ~ by q, we will have

a.q

a q

a

~q=l;-q=;;;
and dividing the same terms by q, we have
a.b
a q
a

q·q=-,;·q = b;

that is, The terms a ancl b of the ratio

t can be multiplied

or divided by the same quantity q without changing the 1·atio.
VorL,bleratios
§ 115. The terms of a ratio may be either

-direct and re•
eiprocal terms.

•

constant or variable, and when they are variable
they may vary with a certain dependence on one another, or
not. If they vary independently of one another, the ratio
itself is variable. Rut with clmngcable terms, depending on
one another, the ratio may be constant. Suppose, for example,

1

Y=;;:x,
and in this equation m to be constant. It is evident first, that
for any change of x, a corresponding change must be made in
y. Call !I the value to be given toy when x is changed into
x, and y" the value to be given to y when x is changed
into x', and so on. Now, generally, whatever be the values
of x and y, from the given equation we always have
X

- = m.

y
Although, therefore, the terms x and y are variable, their ratio

x

x!'

m is constant, and , , -,7 , . . . . will be all equal to m. Now,
y y
Wheneve1· two va1·iable quantities are so connected together
as to give constantly the same 1·atio, they are said to va171
together directly.
1
1
-x
But taking
y- = m
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in the same supposition of m being constant, and x variable
together with y, whatever be x and y, we will always have

1
x:-=m;
'Y
that is,
x.y = ni.
The terms x and y, therefore, vary in this case, in such a
manner as to give constantly the same product. It is then
plain, that one of them ~annot increase without a corresponding diminution in the other, and vice versa. Hence,
generally,
When two variable quantities are depending on each other
in such a manner as to give constantly the same product, they
are said to vary invei·sely or reciprocally.
It is to be observed here also, that since
1
x.y = x : - = m,
y
1
when the variables x and y vary inversely, x and - vary
'Y
directly.

e

116. We have seen (56) that irrational numbers are
those limits to which an indefinite series of rational
numbers of fractional form may constantly approach. So, for instance,
the square roots of 2 and 3 are such numbers contained between 1
and 2, which cannot be exactly determined, but to which an indefinite
series of rationu,l numbers contained between the same limits may constantly approach.
Now all the numbers, both rational and irrational, contained within
the limits 1 and 2 form a continual series; and if we conceive the
number 1 to be successively changed into every one of the terms of
this series, proceeding orderly from the first to the last, the number
1 would be said to increase continually, or to increase by degrees
smaller than any assignable quantity.
Upon this, let x and y be two quantities depending on each otner
in such a manner that when x becomes 2x or 3x, &c., y also becomes
Continual geometrical ratloe.

2y, 3y, &c. ; and when x becomes

X

X
2, 3, &c., y

also becomes

With regard to these variables x and y, we say that

y

y
2, 3, ..
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•n:r;'s"Ji~:~u~

If x changes constantly, y also will change, continually
keeping pace with :r.
Let, in fact, m and m 1 represent any two whole numbers: we will
have y changed into m 1y, when x is changed into m 1 x; and if in 1n1 x,
strotion.

we change x into~, in m 1 y the variable y must become?!._ Therefore,

m

m

when xis changed into ~x, y is- necessarily changed into ~Y-

m

m

1n1

111

and m 1 are any two whole numbers; hence, -

m

Now,

stands to represent

any rational fraction ; hence, also m' may be any of the terms of an
m

indefinite series, approaching constantly to some irrational numberµ,
and consequently, if xis changed into µx, y also will become µy.
Corollary.
Generally, representing by v and v 1 , any two numbers,
either r ational or irrational, when xis changed into x 1 = vx,
vy, and when xis changed into x 11
v'x, y will
y will become y 1
become y 11 = v1 y . Hence,
x'
y'
x" - y"'
That is, when x and y change together and equally, the ratio between
any two values is always equal to the ratio between the corresponding.
rnlues of y.
Direetand ro~ 117. Let now y, z, u, v ... represent any number
~',:::~''.-au~~~ of variables, all independent of one another, and let
Thoorem.
x be another variable, depending directly on each one of
them, so that, for any value given to the independent variables y,

=

=

'!:, ~ •. ••. unchanged.
y z
Call now P the product y. z . 1t. v . ... of the independent variables;
this product depends on each one of the vnriables y, z, u ... directly,
and iu the same manner as x. Whatever be, therefore, the values

z • -• .• we always have the ratios

gtven to the independent variables, the ratio

X

p will 1·emain constantly

unchanged. That is,
If x varie., directly as each one of the independent variables y, z,
u, . . . it varies also directly as their product.
We may arrive at the same conclusion in another manner. Since x
varies directly as any of the variables y, z, ... independent of one
another, if in the ratio
X

y. z.

1l • ••

16

=

R,
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we give a,ny valne to y, the ratio will constantly retain the same value
as R. In fact, the sa,me ratio can be decomposed as follows :
X

1

y z. u ....

=R.

Now giving at pleasure to y any value, z, u .... suffer no change,
1
and x varies directly as y; therefore both factors :: and - - - remain

z. u ...

y

unchanged for any value whatever of y ; that is, the ratio

x
y. z .u ...
will be constantly equal to the same R, whatever be the value we give
to y. But the same reasoning is applicable to z, to u, &c. ; therefore,
whatever be the values given to the independent variables y, z, u ...

in the ratio

x
, its value will remain constantly unchanged;
y.z.u ...
that is, x varies directly as the product y . z . u ... .
But if z depends directly on u, v, ... and inversely on y,
Corollary.
z, ...• x varies directly (115) as each of the following:
1 1
u, v, ...

y, ;· ...

1
Therefore, it varies directly as their product u. v ... y

=

1
z

~ y.z ... ; hence,
]J x varies directly as u, v, ... and inversely aa y, z, ...

Theorem.

it will vary directly as the quotient u ·

11

• • • ••

y.z ...

Simple geometrical proportions.

stance,

§ 118. PROPORTIONS.-Two or more ratios
equal to each other, form a proportion; for ina!
a

;;= ll'

and this is the general expression of any simple geometrical
proportion. The manner, however, of writing these proportions is as follows :
a : b : : a' : b',
and we read it a is to b as a! is to 7/; that is, the two dots[:]
stand for is to, and the four dots [: :] stand for as. In geometrical proportions also, the terms a and b' are called extremes, and the other two mean terms.
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From the proportion equivalently represented
by the equation

a

a'
b''
a' b

b=
a b'

we have

b·y = 71·b;
a . b'

and consequently

=

a' . b.

That is, in geometrical proportions,
'l.'he product of the extremes is equal to that of the mean
terms.
But from a . b' = a! . b we have likewise,

~

=

N.
I

Hence,

When four terms a, b, a', b' are such that the product of
the first by the last is equal to the product of the othe1· two
terms, the four terms are geometrically propoi·tional.
Continual and
Suppose now that the mean terms are equal
oompound pro•
portions.
to each other, then we will have
a:b::b:b';

b2

and consequently,

= ab',
= yall.

b
that is,
b is the mean geometrical prop01·tional between a and b'. If,
therefore, a and b' are given, to find out their mean geometrical proportional, take the square root of their product.
Such proportions also, having both mean terms equal, are
called continual proportions.
Let n'ow several proportions be given, as follows

a
b -

a'c
b" d -

We have from them
ace

b · a, ·1.... =

c'e
t!
d'' f - f'' . ..
a'dt!
b' ·er · ]'"

..

And consequently
(a.c.e ... ): (b.d.f... ) :: (a!.c'.r! ... ): (b'.d'.f' . .. )

18-:1:
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'rhat is, If the first terms of several or any number of geomet1·ical proportions be multiplied together, and lilcewise the
second, third, and fourth ternis, the products are propo1·tional.
The ratios and the proportion itself, made out of these products, are called compound ratios and compound p1·oportion.
Otberproper§ 119. From a : b : : a' : 7./, or from
ties of geometrical proper•
a'
a
tions.
b = b"
a

we have

b

°d-p;

that is,
a:a! : :b:b'.
Hence the terms of any geometrical proportion are such,
that
The antecedent of the first ratio is to the antecedent of the
second ratio as the consequent of the first is to the consequent
of the second ratio.
a'
. a
Again, from the given proportion or equat10n b = ll' we
b

b'

;;=;;;

have

b : a : : b' : a'.

that is,

H ence, The consequent o.f the first ratio of any given proportion i's to 1:ts antecedent as the consequent of the second rati"o
is to its own antecedent.
. a
a'
,
From the same proportion or equation b = 7J' we_aeduce
the two following :
a'
a
b 1 = 7}

+

+ 1, ba -

l

=

a!

z;; - 1 ;

and consequently,
a
b
-b-

b' a - b
a' - b'
+ = a'- +-b ,-,
- b - = -b-,- ;

that is,

+ b : b : : a' + l/ : b',

a
a -

b : b : : a' -

b' : b'.
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a

a!

b = 'fl

may be changed into

185
b
Y
a=
a''

b +a: a:: b' + a': a',
b - a : a : : b' - a' : a'.
That is, the terms of any given geometrical proportions are
such, th;t
'l'lie smn or the difference of the terms of the fint ratio is
to the fi1·st 01· to tlw second tei·m of the same ratio, as the sum
01· tlte d({fei·cnce of the terms of the second ratio is to tlie fi1'St
01· to the seconcl term of the same ratio.
We may observe that in the last proportion b - a : a::
ll - a': a', the differences or terms b - a, b' - a', may be
changed into a - b and a' - b', the terms remaining still in
geometrical proportion ; for this inversion affects only the
sign of the ratios, which being equally changed in both of
them, the equality of the ratios still exists, and consequently the proportion also. The same observation may be
made with regard to the proportion a - b : b : : a' - b' : b'.
So that the last inference is altogether general.
From the proportions or equations
a' - b'
a+b
a'+b' a-b
--b,--b,- ' -bwe have

-,-1-

.
.
.
. a
a'
JUSt rnferred from the given proportion or equat10n b = Y'
a+b
b a-b
b
a!
b' = b'' a! - b' = b';
a+b
a-b
a!
b'
a! - b''
a+b
(1/+b'
a-b=a'-b' ;

+

we have
hence, also,

+

and

consequently,
b' : : a - b : a' - b',
b : a'
a
a+ b: a - b:: a'+ b': a' - b'.
That is, T!te swn of tlie terms of tlw first ratio of any propor-

+

+

IG'-'
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tion is to the smn of the terms of the second ratio, as the difference of the tei-ms of the first ratio is to the difference of the
te,·ms of the second. Aud
The sum of the te1·ms of the first ratio is to their difference,
as the sum of the terms of the second ratio is to thefr difference.
These, and the preceding inferences, are of great practical
use.
~

120. Let the terms of the proportion
a : b : : a' : b'
be whole numbers, and let the terms a, b of the first
mtio be prime numbers to each other. Of the numbers a1 , b1 , the
first will be equal to na, the second to nb, n being a whole number.
l\umcrical pro-

~~~ior~to";~oi~
r<>du<ible.

a'

In fact, calling n the quotient 'a' or making

a/
a=
n, al may always

be expressed by na. But na cannot express a 1 , unless nb expresses
a1
a
b1 ; for by supposition,

bl= b;

a.nd consequently, if a 1 = na, b1 cannot be but equal to nb.
We say now, that n is a whole number; for from the same equation,
a1
a
p = b' we have
a
ab1
b1
a' = b. b' = b = a. b'
ab y suppos1·t·10n 1s
. an 1rre
. d uc1.ble f ract10n;
•
,.
N ow b
t h ere1ore,
Tabl cannot

r

be equal to the whole number a 1 , unless (53) the number b1 is exactly
divisible by b; that is, unless the quotient
b1

=

is a whole number; but

.
b'
nb, and from this equation, we have b = n; the number n,

therefore, is a whole number.

§ 121. PROGRESSIONS.-The terms of any
.
.
geometrical progrcss10n are the same as those of
any continual proportion. And a continual proportion is
generally represented by
a
b
b'
b=,;, b"or else by
a : b : : b : b' : : b' : b" : : ....
The terms, therefore, a, b, b', l./', ....
are the terms of any unlimited geometrical progression.
•rerms of any
geometrical progression.
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Let us now call le the common value of the ratios

a

we will have

b=

k,

b

rJ =

b'
le, b"

=

K' },,

le, &e. ;

and consequently,
b
l,"

a

= ,IC'

,

b

b

a

a

= -:;IC = 'IC : k = ,,
tC2

b'
a
a
=k=k!':,c ='fcs
.... ;
1

hence, the terms of any geometrical progression, from the
first to the n"', may be generally represented as follows:
a a
a
a, k' k•' .... k,,.,_1 (r);
m~i~:o•-ru for-

or else, (making

i=

z), the general formula of

the terms of any geometrical progression containing n terms, is

a, az, az2, az'\ .... azn-i

(r').

~ow the sum of these n terms is easily obtained from the
known product (63)
(1
z
z2
z"-1)(1 - z) = 1 -z",

+ + + .. .. +

which gives l +z+z•+ ...

-z"
+z•- =-11-----,
-z
1

from which

a+ az

a
+ az• + ... + az',- = a 11--z"
- = -- -z
1-z
1

az"

- - -.
1 -z

Now, the first number of this equation is the
sum S of the terms (r') ; therefore,
s-a- - 1-az"
- (o-),
- 1 -z
-z
Suppose now that the numerical value of z is a number less

Sum of n termE,
and sum of an
indt..•fioito num~r of terms.

than unity, it may be represented by a fraction ..:._, in which
m

m is greater than r.
will be

a

In this supposition, the last term of ( o-)

(2:._)":
m -1·= ~
(..:._)"·
m-1· m
m
m
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Now ~

'ni

is a constant coefficient, as well as the fraction!..,
m

-1·

but the exponent n has different values according as the terms
summed up are more or less in number. Now the more we
increase

11,

the more the power

(

m

1· ) "

approaches to zero, and

a ('-r )".
. t he wI10l e term -m.
with 1t
-ni -

r 1n

H ence, tak"mg an ·m-

definite number of terms-that is, supposing the number of
the terms summed up to be without limit-the last term of (o)
must disappear, and in this case,
a

8 = 1--z· · · · (<T')

is the sum of an indefinite number of terms (-r').
It is related that the inventor of the game of
Eumplos.
. d to as·
k a reward , answered : Put
chess, so1·ic1te
one grain of wheat in the first square of the board, two in
the second, four in the third, eight in the next, and so on, till
the sixty-fourth, which is the last. How many grains of
wheat did he ask?
Here we have the geometrical progression, whose terms are

1, 2, 4, 8, 16, ..... .
which, compared with the terms (-r'), give
a= 1, z= 2, n =64.
Hence, the sum of all these terms is

1
21a
S
----1
-1

= 261-1.
In the following chapter, we will see how the power 2u may
be obtained and expressed by an equivalent common number.
But let, with a= 1, z be less than unity and equal to ~;
the terms of the progression in this case will be (-r')

1 1 1

l,

2' 4' 8' ...
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and the sum of the same terms indefinitely protracted is (a')

1
S= l _
Hence,

1

2-1
1 : - 2 - = 2.

½=

+ 21 + 41 + 81 + •••= 2.

The first and · the n th terms of a certain progression being given, all the other terms may be
found.
found.
Calling a the first and it the n th terms given, we have (-r')
u = az"-', in which equation u, a, n are known elemeuts,
and consequently z may be found. And when z is obtained,
all the terms a, az, az• .... are likewise obtained.
Let, for example, the first and fifth terms of a
Example.
•
•
be as ,o
~ ]l
certam
progression
ows:
How and when
the terms of a
certain progrese.ion may be

a = 2, u = 32,
from

it=

azn-- we have, generally,
1,

zn-1_ ~ .

-

a'

that is,
and in our case, since n

=

5,

z=a1/Io = 2;
and, therefore, the terms of the progression are as follows :

2, 4, 8, 16 . . . . .
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CHAPTER III.
LOGARITH:.',1S.

§ 122. "WHEN the exponent of any quantity is
variable, the power is called an exponential quantity; thus, for instance, the power
Exponential

quantities.

in which x is supposed to be a variable number, is an exponential quantity. ~ow a may be either variable or constant.
Let a be a constant number; if instead of x we take x, x',
x" . ... , we will have different powers which we may represent by the numbers z', ?!', z'" .... That is,
ax' = z',
a,711 = z'',

a..,,, = z'", &c.

And we may evidently concei.e an indefinite
•
series of such numbers ,I, i' . .. depending on the
variable exponent x. Now this variable exponent is called
the logarithm of the power; that is, x' is the logarithm of i,
x" is the logarithm of z'', and so on.
But the powers depend also on the constant number a; for,
supposing the same exponents x, x" . .. applied to a different
constant, for example, to A, all the powers z', i' . .. will be
changed into others, which we may call 21, Z" .... ; that is,
we will have
Az' = Z',
I,o,,.,arithms.

A"'"

=

Z'',

A"'111 = Z"', &c.
Here, also, xis the logarithm of Z', x' the logarithm of Z" ....
But the change of the constant a into A, changing the whole
system of numbers to which the same logarithms belong, it
is plain, that when a logarithm x or x" is given, and the cor-
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responding number is required, we must first know what is
the const,tnt or root to which the logarithm is applied as an
exponent.
This constant is called the Base of the logaB•se.
rithms. And in the preceding examples, x!, x!'. . . ,
are logarithms of the numbers z, z' . .. in the system having
a for base, and logarithms of the numbers Z', Z" ... in the
e may remark also the prosystem having A for base.
priety of the appellation, since the base is like a foundation
on which the whole system is built.
The sign or mark with which logarithms are inSigo.
dicated, is eith,:ir the initial log. of the word logarithm, or the simple letter l. And when logarithms belong
to different systems, to distinguish the logarithms of one system from those of another, we may put an accent to the letter
l, or change the small l into a capital one. For instance, log.
or l. being the sign of the logarithms in the system having a
for base, we may express by Log. or L., the logarithms of the
system whose base is A. And from the preceding equations
we will have for the first system,

,v

z, x!' =

or,

x' = log.
x' = l. z',

x" =

l.

z', &c....
z', &c.. ,.

log.

And for the second,
or,
The lo~a•·ithm
of unity, and
the logarithm
of the b.1se, nre
the same io all
systems.

x' = Log. Z', xf' = L. Z", &c.. .
x' = L. Z', x'' = L. Z", &c... .
§ 123. It is well known (15) that any number
raised to the exponent zero, gives 1 for its power;
hence, c~0 = A 0 = ... = 1; that is, 0 is the logarithm of imity in all systems. Hence,

0

=

l. (1) == L. (1) =

.....

It is also equally known that any number raised to the exponent 1, gives the power equal to the number, that is, a'= a,
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=

A1
A; . .. . hence, Unity is the logarithm of the base in all
systems. Thus we have,
Positi~e and
negatiTe Ioi;a-

1 = l. a = L. A = ....
1
We have seen (45) that a-"' is the same as - .

a"'
Suppose, now, a to be greater than unity; since
a 0 = 1 and a'= a, the same quantity a raised to any positive exponent either between O and 1, or greater than 1, will
give always a power greater than unity. H ence, when the
base is greater than unity and the logarithm is positive, the
number is likewise greater than unity.
But if with a> 1 we take a- 1 instead of a', then we will

rithms.

Theorems.

have a- 1 =

!_
= a!. Now!a is less than unity; hence, the
a1

number or power corresponding to a - 1 is smaller than unity;
the same is to be said of any other power a-"' in which mis
taken between O and 1, or greater than 1. That is, when the
base is greater than 1, and the logarithm is negative, the corresponding number is less than unity. From this and the
preceding inference we deduce the two following:
'When tlie base is g1·eater than unity, and the number is
lil£euise greater than unity, the logarithm of this number i's
positi-ve.
When the base is greater than itnity, and the number less
than miity, the Zoga1·ith11i of the number is negative.
But let the base a be smaller than unity; then giving to a
any exponent contained between O and 1, the resulting power
will be contained between a 0 = 1 and a1 = a. Now all the
numbers between 1 and ci are smaller than unity ; a, therefore,
raised to any exponent between O and 1, gives a fraction for
power. But if a is raised to any exp,:ment greater than unity,
the power also will be a fraction. That is, when the base is
less than unity, and the logarithm is positive, the corre~ponding number also is less than unity.
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Give now to

a< 1

a negative exponent, we will have

1

generally a-"'= a"'; but a"', as we have just seen, is always
less than unity; therefore, 2._
a,,. is always greater than unity;
hence, when the base is less than unity, and the logarithm is
negative, the corresponding number is greater than unity.
From this and the preceding deduction, we infer also that
When the base is less than unity, and the number also is
less than unity, the logm·ithm of the numbe1· is positive.
When the base is less than unity, and the number greater
thrin unity, the loga1·ithm is negative.
In any system,
§ 124. Take now, successively for x, the
when the loga•

+

+

equation a•= z, X, X
o, X 2o, ...... .
which
are
the
terms
of
any
arithmetical procorresponding
numbers form a gression, we will have
geometrical one.
a•
=z,
a<•+4>
a<•+•4>
a<•+M>
&c.
Now (42) a•+4 = a•. a8 , a•+ 24 = a•. a28 = a•(a4)~, a•+&1
= a•(a4 )•, • • • • • • and making a 8 = t;, we will have
a•+ 4 = a•t;, a•+•4 = a•t:~, a•+ 34 = a•r-', &c.
~;~~iibm:ri~~
progressio~,the

=z,
=z',
=z",

z, z', z" . . . .

Hence, the powers z,
are represented by tboJ
(t't:3, • • • •
terms
a•, a•t;,
which arc the terms of a geometrical progression. But the
same powers are the numbers corresponding to the logarithms
x, x
o, x 2o . . . in the E>ystem having for base any
number a. 'l'herefore,
In any system of logarithms, when the logarithms fo1·m an
arithmetical, the corresponding numbers form a geometi-ical,
progression.
§ 125. But let us come to those theorems which
Useful thoorems.
show how advantageously logarithms may be used.

a•,~,

+

+

17
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Let x and y be the logarithms of the numbers z and v in
the system having a for base, we will have
a"= z, aY= v;
and consequently, a".aY = az+v= z.v.
Now, from these equations, we have, also
x=l.z, y=l.v, x+y=l.(z.v),
and therefore,
l.(z. v) = l.z l. v;
that is to say, The logarithm of the product is
Theorem I. equal to the sum of the logarithms of the factors.
Again, from the same equations, we have
-·
-a"
= z-v' or a-Y = zv'
av
z
and consequently,
x-y=l.- ,

+

V

z

l.;; =

or,

l.z- l.v;

that is, The logarithm of the quotient is equal to the
logarithm of the numerator, 'niinus the logarithm
of the denominator.
Raise to the exponent c both members of the equation
az= z,
we will have
(a")<= z•
or
2

Theorem ·

l.z• = xc;

and

but from a"= z, we have x = l.z; hence,
l.z< = cl.z;
that is, The logarithm of the power of any number
., o,.r the mimber mul"
equal to tzie l ogant,im
tipl·d
ie

Tbeorem3. is
•

1

by the exponent.
But if we take the root of the degree c of both members
of the equations ci"
z, we will have

=

==

ac

!

zc;
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and consequently,
now x

= l.z;

!.

l.z•

X

= -C =
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-x;
C

hence,
!.

-

1

l.z• or l. j/z.·= - l.z;
C

that is, The logarithm of the root of any number is
equal to the logarithm of the mimber divided by the
deg1·ee or index of the 1·oot.
From these theorems we infer, that when the logarithms of
the numbers are determined in any system, numerical calculations become much easier; for multiplications and divisions
are performed with simple additions and subtractions-powers
and roots are obtained with multiplications and divisions.
The logarithms of numbers have been careCommon or
ordinary tables
.
oflogarlthms. fully determmed, and the common and most useful system of logarithms is that whose base is a = 10; hence,
the general formula a~ = z, in this system becomes
10~ = z,
and taking in it successively 0, 1, 2 .... instead of x, we will
have 1, 10, 100 .... for the corresponding number z.
To find out the logarithms of the intervening numbers between 1 and 10, between 10 and 100, &c., it will be enough
to take the numbers between these limits in a geometrical
progression, and an equal number of terms between O and 1,
between 1 and 2, &c., iu an arithmetical progression; the
terms of the latter progression will be respectively logarithms
(124) of the corresponding terms of the geometrical progression.
Now the terms of any progression, either arithmetical or
geometrical, are the same (113, 121) as those of a continual
proportion; and when the extreme terms a and b' of a continual proportion are given, we obtain the mean arithmetical
a+b'
term by taking (112) - - , and the mean geometrical by
2
Theorem 4.
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y ab' .

Hence, in our case, the mean geo

metrical term between 1 and 10 is i,110 ( = 3, 16 ... ), and
1
= ~'
the mean arithmetical term between 0 and 1 is O

!

and the numbers,

1, 3, 16 .... 10,
1

o,

2'

1,

are terms of two progressions, the first geometrical and the
second arithmetical; and consequently, since O and 1 are respectively logarithms of 1 aud 10, so ~' or 0.5, is the logarithm of 3, 1'3 . . .
Now, .1gain, taking the mean geometrical proportional between 1 and 3, 16 ... and between
3, 16 .... and 10; taking, also, the mean arithmetical proportional between 0 and 0.5, and between 0.5 and 1, we will
have two more numbers contained between 1 and 10 and
their logarithms; continuing in this manner, we may ha\·e as
many numbers as we like between 1 and 10 and thei r logarithms. The same may be said of the numbers contained
within the limits 10 and 100, 100 and 1000, &c., and of
their logarithms. This method shows well how logarithms
of any quantity of numbers may be found; in practice, however, methods more expeditious are preferred. It is yet to be
remarked that even the method just explained is not necessarily to be applied to all the numbers; but it is enough to
find the logarithms of prime numbers, for these being determined, we have the logarithms also of all the numbers
which can be rcsol ved into factors, and the logarithms of fractions also. Take the number 15, for example, which may
be decomposed into the two prime numbers and factors 3. 5,
we will have (125, Th. 1) l.15 = l.3
Z.5; take the fraction

+

~' we will have (125, Th. 2) l.~

= l.7 -

U).

But it is not.

necessary for us to dwell any longer on this subject, for
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copious tables of logarithms are made with most exquisite
accuracy and with all desirable improvements.
§ 126. Let a, a!, a!' represent the bases of three
Constant r.,,.
~lhm~~n;~;;~ different systems of logarithms, and l., l.', l." the
•1•wm.
signs of the corresponding logarithms. From the
a'z=1·,
equation
we have,
x = l.11·.
But if we take the logarithm of each member of the same
equation in the system having a for base, and then in the system having a" for base, we will have,

l.(a'•) =
or, (125, Th. 3,)
xl.a' =
Substituting now in these
we have,
l. 11· .l.a' =

l.1·, l."(a!•)

l."r,

l.r, xl."a' = l."r.
equations the preceding value of x,
l.1·, l.'r .l."a' = l.111·.
11

l.r - l ' . l. 1• _
,...-, - . 1, l,,-; . a
l .a

Hence,

=

l'
. r.

And consequently,
l.r
l .a
that is to say,

l."r
,
,= l...,,-;
= .... = l. r;
. a

The wgw·ithms of any two nmnbei·s r, a', divided by eacli
:,1the1·, give con.stantly the same ratio in all systems.
Suppose the logarithms l. of the system having
u owtholog••
~~t~)::'w ~ ..i°~: a for base, to be known or determined, and let a'
th~IJ7~~u-Jbii~ be the base of another system of logarithms l.'
of 0thers.
which are to be determined; let also n be any
number. The logarithm of n is known in the system having

a for base, and unknown in the system whose base is a'; that
is, in the equation
a'•= n,
the exponent x(= l.'n) is unknown. But from the same
equation, taking the logarithms in the system whose base is
a, we have
xl.a' = l.n;
17•
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and consequently,

x

=

l.n
l.a';

but the logarithms l. of n and a! are known; hence their ratio
also, or x, is known. Knowing, therefore, the logarithms of
numbers in any system, we may from them infer the logarithm
of any number n taken in any other system; and consequently,
when tables of logarithms arc made fur one system, we may
derive from th~m other tables for any other system of logarithms.
Explaru,tory

127. Let us resume the two progressions,
1, 10, 100, 1000 ... .
3 ... .
0, 1, 2,
the first reprosenting the numbers, and the second the corresponding
logarithms, in the system having a= 10 for base.
In the same system the logarithms of all fractions must be (123)
negative, and the following terms may be added to the preceding progressions,
1
1
1
.... 1000' 100' 10'

rem.'trks.

~

Rules.

... -3, -2,-1;

so that the number 1 in the geometrical, and 0 in the arithmetical,
progressions, arc the central or mitltllo terms of two progressions,
indefinite in both ways.
From the same progressions we see that in the same manner in
which the logarithms of the numbers between 1 and 10 are greater
than 0, and smaller than 1, the logarithms of the numbers between
10 and 100 are greater than 1, and smaller than 2, and so on. In like

{o and 1 are contained

manner, the logarithm of the fractions between

between -1 and zero, and the logarithms of the fractions between
~ and
1 0

lo

are contained between - 2 and -1, &c.

Calling , any number between 1 and 10, since all the numbers between 10 and 100 arc ten times greater than the co1Tesponding numbers
between 1 and 10, the number contained between 10 and 100 and
corresponding to ,, will be 10, or a,, and so likewise the next corresponding number between 100 and 1000 will be 100, or aZ,, and so on

ln like manner, since the numbers between

~

and 1 are ten timca
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'ess than the corresponding numbers between 1 and 10, the fraction
:ictwecn ~O and 1, corresponding to ,, is ~O or ! , and the next fraction
1
1
a

.

corresponding to the same v, and contained between ~ and ~' is
1 0

,

or ;:;2, and so on.
100
So that, we may generally represent by an, any number contained
between the decades 10, 100, 1000 .... and by~. any number con-

a"

tained between the deeadal fractions 1, ~, l ~O' ... giving, namely,
1
to n any of the numerical values 1, 2, 3 . . . • . And to represent all
the numbers, we have
an, an,
for those above unity, anrl

1

for the fractions. Whatever, therefore, may be said concerning these
numbers and their logarithms is evidently applicable to all numbers
and logarithms in our system. From the samo formulas we infer
general rules, usseful both for the understanding and the use of the
tables.
B ut first observe that the immediate object of logarithmical tables
is twofold. '.l.'o point out, namely, the logarithm corresponding to a
given number, or, vice versfl, to point out the number corresponding to
,t ginm logarithm.
It is sc11rccly necessary to say any thing concerning the numbers

.!. ( = a-) of a mere decadal form, it being evident that a" is
a"
equal to unity followed by as many zeros as there are units in 11,

a",

ruHI .!_ is equal to 1 divided by unity, followed by as many zeros
((,n

as there arc units in 11. And, vice versa, when any whole number of a
mere decadal form is given, its logarithm n will be a whole number
containing as muny units as there are zeros in the given number.
Hence,

TVhen the given whole number N is of a mere
decadal form , it has for logarithm a number containing exactly as many units as thei·e are zeros in N; and
when the given loga1·ithm n is an exact whole number, the
corresponding mmiber is 1mity foll,owed by n zeros.
Rule 1.
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It is plain that for such logarithms and numbers we need
not ha,·c recourse to the ta.hies, and so also for the fractional
numbers

~

of simply decadal form, for which, and for their

logarithms, we have the following rule:
Rule 2.

When the given fractional nuniber ~ is of simply

decaclal form, it has - n for its logarithm, containing
exactly as many units as their are zeros in N; and when the
given logarithm - n contains an exact number of units, the
corresponding number is 1 divided by unity, followed by n
zeros.
We may observe, that such fractions of simply decadal
form may be expressed also by 0,1, 0,01, 0,001 .. .. ; and
using the decimal form instead of that of ordinary fractions,
the second rule will be modified as follows:
When a decimal fraction ends with l, preceded by n ciphers,
all equal to zero, the logarithm of the f,·action t$ - n. And
when, vice versa, - n is given, the corresponding number or
decimul fraction encl$ with 1, preceded b!J n ciphers, all equal
to zero.
an
Let us now come to the numbers an,, -;-, and to their logarithms,

in which ,, we must recollect, is any number greater than 1, and less
than 10. But a•, 6 also, in which o, I represents any decimal fraction,
is a number, and any number contained between 1 and 10; therefore,
we may generally write
,
a•, t,

=

and in this equation, the exponent o, J cannot be changed except when
, is changed. Now with ,
a0 , 6 , we ha'l'e also

=

arty= a1t. ao,d

=

an+o,~

=

a",~,

and whate'l'er be 11, the decimal fraction J will always be the same
when v remains the same; but from ~ a " , , we have
n, I = l.(an. ,) (1,}

And a". , is a number contained between a" and a•+1, either a simple
whole number or a whole number with a fraction 6 added to it.
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In both cases the integral part (let us call it N 1 ) of a". v must have
the same number of ciphers that arc in an; that is, in

a". v = N1 , 6
(11.'),
the number of ciphers of N 1 is the same as the number of those of
a", namely, n
l.
The figures, besides, of the number N', 6 are the sau..e as the
figures of ,, the first n
1 of which form the integral part !\ 1 , and
the other, if there are any, tho decimal 6- Now from (11.) and
(11.'), we have
n, J = l.(N 1 , 6).
And from the preceding remarks, it follows first, that the figures of
the integral part N' of N 1 , 6 arc ono more than the units contained
in the integral part n of the logarithm, and vice ver8a.
Secondly, the figures of N 1 , 6 are invariably the same when the
fractional part J of the logarithm remains the same, and vice versa,
for the figures of N 1 , 6 arc the same as those of ,, and J does not
change except with ,.
Hence, it is enough to know what is the , corresponding to the
fraction o, J to have immediately the numbers corresponding to all the
following logarithms, 1, J, 2, J, 3, J .... m, J,
and vice versa, when the number is given, and consequently, the
ciphers of , also are given, it is enough to know what is the fraction
o, I corresponding to ,, to find out also the logarithm of the given
number.
Now this is precisely that which is given by the tables. That is,
the first column, marked N, contains the numbers or figures of r, and
the other columns the decimal part o, J of the logarithms. 1Icncc,

+

+

To find the logarithm when the number is given, we have
the following rule :
lVhen the nitmbe1· N', 6 1·s given, 1e1·ite n containRule 3.
ing one 11mit less than the number of figures in N',
and this n is the integ1·al part of the logarithm. Then, talchig N', 6 as an 1minterrupted n11mbe1·, aclcl to n the fraction
o, a, con·'Jsponding to the same number, and given by the
tables.
The whole number n, or inte6ral part of
Characteristic.
the logarithm n, o, is called the characteristic.
Hence,
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The charactei·istic of the logai·ithm of any givm number
contains one unit less than the number of figures forming the
integi·al part of the given number.
When the loga1·ithrn n, o is given, find in the
Rule 4.
tables tlie numbe1· corresponding too; cut off the first
n
1 figures of this number from the follozcing: the first
part will be the integral, and the i·est the decimal part of
the number having n, o for its logarithm.

+

With regard to the fraction~ we may remark first, that since a" is
a"

,

a number of simply clecadal form, like 10, 100, &c., the quotient If'
reduced to the form of a decimal fraction will contain the same figures
that are in v, preceded by one or more zeros; that is, as many in number as there are units inn.
V

Observe, secondly, that a"= a-". , ; hence,
~ = a-n. ao, <t.
a"
Now, a- 11• a•, 6 = a- n+ o, 6 • Instead, howe,er, of _w riting explio, I, the same exponent i~ rcprc~cntc<l by
citly the difference - n
the simple expression ii, J, with the negative sign above the characteristic, to signify that it does not affect the decimal part J added to it.
We will have then,

+

the two numbers v and J depending on each other, as above, whate,er
But ~. reduced to the form of ~ decimal fraction, may
a"
be represented by o, n ; hence,

n should be.

= o, n;
n, J = l (o, n).
an'. 6

that is,

Now, from the tables we may have the ciphers of, corresponding to J,
or, vice versa, we may have J corresponding to the ciphers of, that are
in n; and since, as we ha,e observed, the figures of , commence in
o, D after n zeros, hence,
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For negative logarithms and their corresponding members
or fractions, we have the following rules.
First, when the fraction o, D is given, and its logarithm is
to be found:
See !tow many zeros precede the ji?-st figure of
, J" 1
1
• t,ie
•
.
Rule 5.
number -n o ✓ t,1ese zeros
o, D, and wnte
in
1mits
as the chamcte1·istic of the logarithm; talcing then from D
tlte number which commences with the fi1·st figure of units, find
from the tables the con-csponding a, and add it to tlie cliaracteristic.
And to find the number corresponding to a given logarithm,
we have the ruleWhen the logm·ithm ri, iJ i·s given, write fi1·st •as
•
•
•
Rule 6.
7
arc units in n, separating wit,11
many zeros as tnere
a comma the first f,·om the othe1·s; then aclcl to tltese ciphers
the numbc1· con·esponding to il, as given 7,y tlte tables.
We may observe, that the logarithms of fractional numbers
arc differently expressed by different writers. W c have exIJ. But when n = l, or 2, &c., others
pressed them by
express these logarithms by 9, iJ; 8, IJ, &c. But this manner
of writing such logarithms is somewhat ambiguous, and we
may say partial. For this reason we have preferred to make
use of the above-mentioned expression.

n,

§ 128. The practical application of the preceding rules must be left entirely to the direction of
the teacher, and to the diligence of the pupil; since any attempt to apply them without having logarithmical tables at
hand would prove altogether useless.
To give, howcYcr, some idea of the useful application of
logarithms, let us obseryc that exponential equations can be
resolved by means of logarithms. That is, those equations in
which the unknown quantity is the exponent of some other
quantity; as, for instanc<', in
Application of

logarilbms.
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C

h=

1

9.<-l)l
in which equation x is the unknown quantity.
Applying the logarithms, we will have

z.i = z-[9~

1]

hence, (125, Th. 2, 3,)
l.c - l.h = l.l- Z.9.c-1> = l.l -(x-1) l.q;
and since l.l = O,
l.c-l.h=(x- l ) l.q;
from which
- l.c-l.h
x- 1 l
'
·9.
and
_l.c-l.h+ I
Xl
.
·9.
Let another exponential equation be as follows:

=10.
( 101)"'
100
Taking the logarithms, we will have
101
x l.100 = l.10;
that is,
x [l.101 - l.100] = 1.
Now, from the tables l.100 = 2, and l.101 = 2,0043214;
hence, l.101- l.100 = 0,0043214; therefore,
1
1,0000000
X = 0,00-132}4 = 0,0043214;
and finally the approximate value of
X =231.
.
d
f
.
f
. . I
100
B ut suppose t h at mstea o 101
lOO' th e given
raction 1s = lOl;
then, from the equation

100)"'
( 101 = lO,
we have

x

[l.100 -l.101] = 1.
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= 2 - 2,0043214
= - 1 + 3 - 2,0043214}
= -1 + 0,9956786
{=
I,9956786

Now l.100 - l.101

•

hence, for the value of x,
X

In fact,

1
0,0043214
231 nearly.
1
lOl)z _ (101)( 100 100

==-

-(l~l)-

- (100)_.,
- 100
- 101
.
l0l)z
Now, from (
= 10, we have x = 231; the exponent,
100
therefore, ~o be given to the fraction

~,

when made equal

to 10, is the same number 231, but taken with a negative sign.
For other examples the student may combine at pleasure
several numbers, and make them equal to unknown quantities,
and then resolve the equations by means of the logarithms.
For instance, let a, b, c, d, e represent given numbers; we
may form with them the following equations :
a.b
(1.) c:a,= ex.

(2.)

a.b.c = d.e".

(3.)

ab.c.d

=~.
e

1
c.e
a.b.d=
(5.) ab .Cd= x•;
and so on; and applying the logarithms to them, we will find
(1.) l.x = l.a
l.b - l.c - l.d - l.e.
(4.)

x·

+

18
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(2.)
(3.)
(4.)
(5.)

+ l b + l.c - l.d
l.e
.
bl.a+ l.c + l.d + l.e.

l.a
X=

l.x =

+ l.b + l.c + l.d + l.e.
+ dl.c_

l.x = l.a
l.x = bl.e

e
With the exception of the second of these examples, in all the
others we have not the value of x, but the value of the logarithm of x; now the corresponding number of any logarithm
is given by the tables; hence, with the l.x, we may ha,e x
also.
It is plain, moreover, that any example like the preceding
is the general formula of as many as the pupil will like, by
substituting numbers for the symbols ci, b, c, &-0., and changing them at pleasure.

CHAPTER IV.
SERIES.

.

§ 129. ARITHMETICAL progressions are the
most simple of all algebraical series, and are
called series of the first order.
The series of the second order are those whose second
differences are equal, and the series of the third order are
those whose third differences are equal, &c. That is, let
t', t!', t!", t'•, t• ...
represent the numbers or terms of an algebraical series. If
the differences
(!I - f!' (!II - f!'' tl•_ (!11. • • •
What alge-braical series
are, snd their
various orders.

between the successive numbers are all equal, the same num-
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ber or terms belong to an algebraical series of the first order.
But suppose the differences between the successive given
terms to be unequal, so as to haYe
f!'- f! = r, ("- f!' = r', tlv_ ('' = r"
If the second differences, or the differencr s between the terms
T', T'', T'" .... are equal, that is, if we have

T'' = Th•_ r'" = • • .. '
the given terms t!, t!', t!" . .. then belong to an algebraic series
of the second order. That is, the second differences also are
unequal, and we have
-r"-r'

=

r"'-

r'-r=O', r"-•r''= O'',

':"lv_-.,11= 0'",

&C.j

but the third differences, or differences between the terms
O', O'', O'" .... are equal: the given terms t!, t!', t!" . . , . belong
in this case to a series of the third order. It is now easy to
see when a series will be of the fourth, of the fifth, and generally of the m th order.
It is likewise easy to infer from the foregoing remarks that
the second, the third differences, and so on, of any algebraical
series of the first order are all equal to zero, and the third,
and following differences of any algebraical series of the second
order are also equal to zero, and generally, the (m - l)'h and
following differences of any algebraical series of the m t " order
are equal to zero.
Various quesThe most common investigations concerning
ttons concern•
.
.
ing tho series. these algebraical series are about the general
term, and the sum of any number n of their first terms; but
the principal object in view is that of reducing other functions
to the form of a series.
This doctrine is copiously treated by modern writers, and
with exquisite analysis in differential calculus.
It is not our intention to enter here into long discussions on the
subject, and it will be enough for us to give nn idea of it, treating
briefly the first and second questions above mentioned.
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~ 130. Let us commeuce with the geucr.il term.
Oeoeral term
of any series.
polyuomial,

(p)

The

= A+A,n+A,,.•+ ... . +A.,nm,

iu which the coefficients A, A., A, ... A., are coustaut quantities, ,cpreseuts the gcucral term or the n th term of auy algebraic ~cries of
the m th order. To base it demoustrated, it is euough to show that
the mth differences of the series correspoudiug to this term are nil
equal.
Now to say that (p) represents the n th term of a series is the same
as to say that it represcuts the first, the secoud term, aud so ou, "l"<heu
n is made equal to 1, to 2, &c., and the term immediately preceding_ ,
the n th will be obtained from (p). hy changiug iu it n iuto n -1.
Now, call (p.) the term precediug the n th, it will be
(p.)

=A+ A, (n-1) + A, (11 -1)'+ ... + .t.(n-1)•,

aud (p) - (p,) will be the first difference of any two succc~sivc terms
of the series. But this differcuce-we may call it (p,) 1-after ,eduction will take the followiug form :
hence,

B + B, n + B, n• + ... + B~_, n•-:;

(p,) 1, or (p) - (p.) = B + B1 n + B,,i• + ... + B.,_1 11•-1 :
in which diffc,cnce, if we mnke n equal to '.!, or 3, or ~. nnrl so on, we
will have the diffcreuce between the second and the third terms, between the third and the second, between the fourth and the third, and
so on ; we will have, also, the terms of another series, because (p,) 1
has the same form as (p).
Repeating, therefore, on (p.) 1 the same operation which we ha.e
made on (p )-that is, changiug n into n - 1, to have the term immediately prcccdiug (p.)1,-we may call it (p.)-tbe difference will be

(p.) 1, or (p.) 1 -

(p,)

= C+ C, n + C, n• + .... + C.._, n•-•,

reprcseuting any one of the second differences of the series having (p)
for general term, as it represents any one of the first differences between two successive terms of the series having for general term (p,) 1•
It is now easy to see that the third differences of the series, corresponding to the general term (p), are given by

= +

(p.)', or (p2 ) 1 - (p.)
D D, n+
and the (m - 1 ) th differences by
· (p,._,) 1, or (p,._, ) 1 -

D,n•+ .... + D"'4 n"'-', &c.;

(p.,_1 )

= Q + Q,

11;
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and, finally, the

mth

differences by

(p'") 1, or (Pm-1 ) 1 - (p,.) = Q,;
that is, any of the mth differences of the series, whose general term is(p),
is given ~y Q; that is, invariably by the same quantity; for whatever
be n, Q, depends always equally on the constant coefficients A, A.,
A., .... of (p) only; hence it is constant, like them. The mth differences, therefore, of the series corresponding to the term (p), arc all
equal; hence the same (p) is the general term of any series of the
order m.
Nay, not only (p), but any OKpression reducible to the form of (p),
r epresents likewise the general term of algebraic series of any order.
' Now, the fellowing formula,

t,. =a,+ a, [n•-(n-1)2] + a. (n3- (n-1)3]+ ... }(o)
am-t1 [n--+1 - (n- 1)'"+1 ]
'

.... +

is reducible to the form of (p); hence (o) also represents the general
term of any algebraic series.
Sum of any
~ 131. From the same (o) we have the first, the second,
t~:~r of the third term, and so on, of tho series, by making in
succession n
1, n
2, n
3, &c., and these terms will be represented by the first member of (o), as follows:

=

=

=

Now, we say that the sum t,
given by

+ 1 + .... + t,. of these n
0

terms, is

s,. =a,n+a2 n•+a,na+ .. .. +am+, n--+1 } (o,).
To demonstrate it, it is enough to show that (o,) is equal to the first
term t, of the series whe'n n is made equal to 1, and equal to t, t-.
when n is made equal to 2; equal to t,
10
13 when n is made equal
to 3, &c. Now that (o,) is equal to t, when n is made equal to 1, is

+

+ +

evident by observing that (o) is equal to (0 1 ) , when in both of them we
make n = 1. Before showing that (01 ) is equal to t,
10 , when n is
nrn.de equal to 2, &c., obse1·ve that if in (01 ) we change n into n-1,
we will have
s,._1
a, (n-1) a0 (n- )2 a, (n-1)3
am+1 (n-1)"'+1 ;
hence,

+

=

+

+ ...+

+

+

s,.-s,._1 =a,+ a0 [n• (n-1)0 ]
a, [n3 - (n-1)3]
1
a,.+1 [n--+ -(n-1)'"+1 ] ;

+

+ ...

but this last member is the general term (o) of the series; hence
18*
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$ n - 8n--1 = in (o~) j
and consequently if in (0 1 ) we make n = 2, we will have
s"'-s1 = t"';
buts,= t,; hence
t, = I,+ t,.

If in (0 1 ) we make n = 3, then from the same (0 0 ) we have

but t 0 = 11

la-8~

+1

0 ;

hence

=

11

;

=

&,
I,+ I, 1 t,.
And if in ( 0 1 ) we make n = 4, we will endently have
I,+ l,,fI,;
and generally, Sn or
a, n + a, n• + a,n3 + ... =I,+ I,+ .... +In;
'
that is, ( o,) is the expression of the sum of n terms of any series of the
mth order.
Let us now pass to see how, by means of the formulas (o) and (o,),
we may find the general term and the sum of some given series.
Examples.
~ 132. Let 3, 6, 10, 15, 21 be the first terms of a given
First.
series, in which the second differences are all equal to 1;
hence, in the general term of this series, r,; must be equal to 2 ; that
is, the formula. (o) will be, in this case,

a,=

In=

t,+

a,+ a,[n•- (n-1)']

+ a, [n3-(n- l)3].

=

2,
To find out tho coefficients u., a., a., make in succession n= 1, 11
n = 3 ; and since, with these substitutions, the general term ought to
represent the first three terms of the given series, we will have the
a,
a,
a, = 3,
equations,

+

+

a,+ 3a,+ 7a, = 6,
a,+ 5a, + 19a = 10,
a,= 16, a, = 1, a, = 611.
3

from which

Hence, the general term of the given series is
11
1
tn
2n - 1
i3n2 - 3n

=

=6+
+
= 1 +in+ ½n•,
(n + l)(n + 2)
2

;

and the sum of n terms,
Sn

1
2
= 11
6 n + n + 6ns.

+ l J,
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Let also, 1, 5, 14, 80, 55, 91 ...
be the first terms of another series whose third differences
arc all equal to 2. Making, therefore, in ( o) m = 8, we will have for
the general term of this given series
Sooond.

+

+

t. = a,+ a,[n2 -(n-l)2]
a3[n3 -(n-1) 1]
a,[n4 -(n-1)4],
from which, making in succession n = l, n = 2, n = 8, n = 4, we
will have the equations,

+
+

+
+

a,+ a.
a,
a,
= l,
a,+8a2 +7a, +l5a, =5,
a,+ 5a, 19a, 65a, = 14,
a,+ 7a, + 87a,+175a, = 80;
and from these the following values of the coefficients:

a, =

1

6'

0

•

=

5
12' a,

1

= 3'

a, =

1

12;

and substituting these values in the general term, we have
1
1
1

t.= 6n

+ 2n•+ 8n3;

and for the sum of the first n terms of the same given series, we will
find
1
5 • ! 3
1
s.
6n + Iiin + 8n + 12n4.

=

Some of the coefficients a., a, . . of (o), and the first
term a, also, may be equal to zero, or may be such that
some terms of ( o) evolved be mutually eliminated. In this supposition the general term may apparently have a different form from that
of (p). So, for example, we may have
Other ex-

:w,ples.

t"' = n~, t,., = n3 •
Suppose now that such general terms are given, we may obtain the
sums also; for substituting successively the natural numbers 1, 2,
8 ... instead of n, from i. = n•, we have the series
1, 4, 9, 16, 25 ... ,
1, 8, 27, 64, 125 .... ,
and from I,.= n3 ,
the first of which has the second differences, and the last the third
differences constant; hence, with the same process followed in the
preceding examples, we will find for the first

a,

=

1

I

I

6' a, = 2' a, = 3 ;
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and for the second,

a,= 0, a,= 14, a,= 13, a. = 14;
and, therefore, the sum of n terms of the series having 1.
its general term, is
1
1 ,
1 3
s,. = 6n
ifl3n ;

+

+

and the sum of n terms of the series having tn
term, is
1
1
1
s.
ri2 2n3 4n•.

=

= n2 for

+ +

=n

3

for its general
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PROBLEMS.
1st. Two merchants, A and B, possess a capital of 38700 poun<ls,
but tho capital of A is twice that of B ; how much docs oach one of
them possess?
Ans. A .... 25800, B .... 12000.
2d. Philip makes a prosent to his children, Mand N, of 2500 dollars,
but l\f gets as many times 20 dollars as N gets 5. What is the share
of each ?
Ans. M .... 2000, N .... 500.
3d. Divide the number 237 in two such parts, that the first be
greater than the second by one quarter of the second.
Ans. 1st. 131

+ ;,

2d. 105

+ ½·

4th. Two friends wish to buy a horse, but the first cannot pn.y but
one-fifth of the price, and the second one-seventh only ; to ha,e the
horse they should add .£20. What is the price of the horse ?
10
Ans. x
30+

=

23

5th. A merchant after his speculations finds that ho has gained 15
per cent. on bis capital, and the amount of his actual fortune is
.£15571. What was the original capital?
Ans. x
13540.

=

6th. A man sells a certain amount of goods in three successive
days. The first day he loses one-sixth of the ,alue of tho articles lie
is going to sell during the three days; the second dny be loses onetenth of the same value; but_ the last clay he gains one-third of the
price. At the end he fincls that he has gained no more than three
doll:us. What is the price of the articles sold in the three days?
Ans. x
45.
7th. Twice the-number of years of my age, diminished by the fourth
of the same number, gives twelve years more than those of my age
Whnt is my nge?
Ans. x
lG.
8th. A father sends to his five chil<lrcn 1000 doHnrs, with the condition that the eldest should ha,e 20 dollars more than the second,
and the second 20 dollars more than the third, nnd so likewise the
rest. How many shall t!lo first of the children have?
240.
Ans. x

=

=

=
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9th. I had 42 shillings, nnd I paid n part of them. If you divi( e
the remninder by the number of those which I have paid, you will have
An
_ 3
12. llow many did I pny.
S. X 1;f

+!

10th. Two travellers go from the same place to another. But the
first, who trnvels 12 miles per day, le:i.ves the place ten days before the
second. The second travels 27 miles per day. After how many days
shall the second reach the first?
Ans. x = 8.
11th. A mortar throws on a fortress 36 shells, before a second
mortar begi.is to throw its own. The second mortar throws 7 shells
in the same time in which the first throws 8. But the quantity of
gunpowder consnmed in three explosions by the second, is the same as
that consumed by the first in four explosions. How many bomb3
must the second mortar throw on the fortress to consume the :;ame
quantity of gunpowder as the first?
Ans. x = 189.
12th. A friend of mine 40 years old, has a son 10 years old. How
many years shall pass before the nge of the father be double that of
the son?
Ans x
20.

=

13th. Give me the expression of two numbers whose sum is a, and
the sum of the product of the first by 111, and of the second by n is b.
b-a11 ma-b
Ans. - -- , - - -.
m-n m-n
14th. A general wishes to range his regiment in a square battalion;
he tries two ways, in the first of which there remain 30 men, besides
the full square; in the second, which consists in adding a man to each
rank, he finds that there are 50 men wanting to finish the square.
How many men does the regiment contain?
Ans. x
1975.

=

15th. Find such a number, that adding to it in succession a and b,
and squaring the sums, the difference of these sums be d.
b•-a•
Ans. x
2(a- b) .

=

a+

16th. Find two numbers, whose sum is 87, and their difference 13.
Ans. x = 50, y = 37.
17th. The first of three friends A, B, C gives to B and C so many
of his own dollars as to redouble their original number. B then redoubles in like manner the money of A and C, and finally C rcdoul)les
in his tm·n the money of A and B. After this, they find that each
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one of them has 16 dollars. What was the original number x of A,
and tho original numbers y and z of B and C ?
Ans. x =26, y=l4, z=8.
18th. I have two boxes with money in them. If I add 8 pieces to
t.hose in the first box, the pieces contained in the first will be exactly
one-half of those contained in the second. But if, instead of adding
the 8 pieces to those of the first box, I put them in the ·second, the
pieces of the second will be three times those of the first. How many
pieces docs each box contn,in ?
Ans. x = 24, y = 64.
19th. The money of A and that of B make £570. If the first
would have three times, and the second five ,times more money, the
money of both would amount to £2350. How many are the pounds
of A? how many those of B ?
Ans. x :_ 250, y
320.

=

20th. Two baskets contain some dozen of apples. If those of the
first basket a,ro sold at 5 cents a dozen, and those of the second at ten
cents, all will be sold for two dollars. But if the apples of the first
basket be sold at ten cents, nnd those of the second at five cents a
dozen, they will be sold for two dolhrs and 50 cents. How many
dozen of apples arc in th)l first? how many in the second basket?
Ans. x = 20, Y.= 10.
21st. Some students go on an excursion. If they were five more
and each would pay 1 dollar ·more, tho expense would be 61 ½ dollars
more; but if they were three less, and each would pay 1½ dollars less,
the expense would be 42 dollars less. How many are the students,
and what is their fare ?
Ans. St. x
14, F. y
8½.

=

=

22d. Find two numbers whose sum is m times, and whose product
n times as great as their difference.
2n
2n
Ans. X=m-1' Y=m+1·
23d. The sum of two numbers is a, and the difference of their squares
is b. What are these numbers ?
A
a2 b
a?-- b
ns. X = ~ • Y= 7a·

+

24th. Add x to 94, and then subtract the same x from 94. The
product of the sum by the difference, gives 8512. What is tho value
of z?
Ans. x = 18.
25th. If the third part of a number be multiplied by the fourth
part of the same number, and this product be added to that of the
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same number multiplied by 5, we will have a result so much above 200
as the same number is below 280. Wbat is the number?
Ans. z
48.
26th. One of two brothers is 20 years older than the other, and if
the age of the first be multiplied by that of the second, the product
will be 2500 years more than the sum of the years of each of the two
Ans. z
4.2.
brothers. How old is the younger?

=

=

27th. Two boys sell 100 melons. The first sells his part at a price
different from that at which the second sells his. And yet they obtain
the same price. But if the first should haYe the melons of the second,
and vice ver8ii, the first selling them at his own price would gain 15
dollars, and the second• 6} dollars . IIow many melons has the first
boy?
Ans. z
40.

=

28th. Find two numbers whose product is 750, and whose quotient
IS 3¼.
Ans. X
15, y
50.
29th. Find the expression of two numbers whose product is a, and
whose quotient is b.

=

Ans. Z=

J,

=

y

=

✓ ao.

30th. Find two such numbers that the sum Qf their squares be 13001,
and the difference of the same squares be 1449.
Ans. z = 85, y = 76.

THE END.

